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DEFINITIONS
Applicant is a person or household in need of housing assistance who is receiving assistance from a
Coordinated Access Network (CAN).
Chronically Homeless: HUD’s Final Rule on Homeless Emergency Assistance and Rapid Transition to
Housing: Defining “Chronically Homeless” defines chronic homelessness as follows:
A ‘‘homeless individual with a disability’’ who
(1) Lives in a place not meant for human habitation, a safe haven, or in an emergency shelter;
AND
(3) Has been homeless and living as described in paragraph (1) above continuously for at least
12 months or on at least 4 separate occasions in the last 3 years, as long as the combined
occasions equal at least 12 months and each break in homelessness separating the occasions
included at least 7 consecutive nights of not living as described in paragraph (1) above. Stays in
institutional care facilities for fewer than 90 days will not constitute as a break in homelessness,
but rather such stays are included in the 12-month total, as long as the individual was living or
residing in a place not meant for human habitation, a safe haven, or an emergency shelter
immediately before entering the institutional care facility;
OR
(2)An individual who has been residing in an institutional care facility, including a jail, substance
abuse or mental health treatment facility, hospital, or other similar facility, for fewer than 90
days and met all of the criteria in paragraph (1) of this definition, before entering that facility;
OR
(3) A family with an adult head of household (or if there is no adult in the family, a minor head
of household) who meets all of the criteria in paragraph (1) or (2) of this definition, including a
family whose composition has fluctuated while the head of household has been homeless.
CoC RA projects must comply with the regulations promulgated by the final rule on the definition of
chronic homelessness for all program participants admitted after January 15, 2016. The regulations
promulgated by this rule do not apply retroactively to program participants admitted to a Continuum
of Care Program project prior to January 15, 2016.
Continuum of Care (CoC): To receive homeless assistance funding through the U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban Development (HUD) communities are required to establish and maintain a CoC.
CoCs are responsible for determining funding priorities, establishing policies, and coordinating
strategies toward ending homelessness in their region. DMHAS CoC RA projects are located in both of
the existing CoCs within the state (i.e., the Balance of State CoC and Opening Doors Fairfield County).
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Coordinated Access Networks (CANs) are regional entities staffed by the CT Department of Housing
(DOH) and located across the state that ensure a consistent and uniform access, assessment,
prioritization, and referral processes to determine the most appropriate response to each presenting
individual’s and family’s immediate housing needs.
DedicatedPLUS: A DedicatedPLUS project is a permanent supportive housing project where 100
percent of the beds are dedicated to serve individuals, households with children, and unaccompanied
youth that at intake are:
(1) experiencing chronic homelessness (CH); or
(2) residing in a Transition Housing (TH) project that will be eliminated and was chronically
homeless when entered TH project; or
(3) residing in Emergency Shelter or unsheltered location and had been enrolled in a PSH or
RRH project (having met CH criteria upon entering) within last year, but was unable to maintain
housing placement; or
(4) residing in TH funded by a Joint TH and PH-RRH component project and who were
experiencing chronic homelessness prior to entering the project; or
(5) residing in Emergency Shelter or unsheltered location for at least 12 months in the last 3
years, but has not done so on 4 separate occasions and the individual or head of household
meet the definition of ‘homeless individual with a disability’; or
(6) receiving assistance through a Department of Veterans Affairs (VA)-funded homeless
assistance program and met 1 of the above criteria at initial intake to the VA's homeless
assistance system.
Disabling Condition is (1) A condition that: (i) Is expected to be long-continuing or of indefinite
duration; (ii) Substantially impedes the individual’s ability to live independently; (iii) Could be improved
by the provision of more suitable housing conditions; and (iv) Is a physical, mental, or emotional
impairment, including an impairment caused by alcohol or drug abuse, post-traumatic stress disorder,
or brain injury; (2) A developmental disability, as defined in this section; or (3) The disease of acquired
immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS) or any conditions arising from the etiologic agent for acquired
immunodeficiency syndrome, including infection with the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV).
DMHAS Office of the Commissioner, Housing and Homeless Services Unit is the central unit within the
Connecticut Department of Mental Health and Addiction Services (DMHAS) that serves as the applicant
and grantee for HUD CoC RA funds and provides leadership and guidance related to the CoC RA
program statewide.
E-snaps is HUD’s web-based application system used by CoCs and project applicants to submit project
and CoC applications and technical submissions during the annual CoC competition.
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Family: Under the CoC Rental Assistance Program the definition of family includes, but is not limited
to, regardless of marital status, actual or perceived sexual orientation, or gender identity, any group of
persons presenting for assistance together with or without children and irrespective of age,
relationship, or whether or not a member of the household has a disability. A child who is temporarily
away from the home because of placement in foster care is considered a member of the family.1
Grant Agreement is the legal document executed by DMHAS and HUD for each CoC project that
defines the grant term, award amount, approved budget and other terms. The terms of the grant
agreement may only be changed through a grant agreement amendment executed by DMHAS and
HUD.
HMIS Lead is the entity designated by a CoC, in accordance with the CoC Program Interim Rule to
manage the CoC‘s HMIS on the CoC's behalf.
Housing Providers are either LMHAs (state operated or private, non-profit agencies) or DMHAS funded
non-profit agencies that administer CoC Rental Assistance funds and often provide housing
coordination and/or behavioral health services to project participants.
Housing First is an approach to quickly and successfully connect individuals and families experiencing
homelessness to permanent housing without preconditions and barriers to entry, such as sobriety,
treatment or service participation requirements.
Literally Homeless: The definition of “literally homeless” currently in effect for the CoC Program is that
which is defined in the HEARTH Act: Defining ‘‘Homeless’’ Final Rule:2
The individual or head of household is living in a place not meant for human habitation, in an
emergency shelter, transitional housing, or a safe haven; OR
Is fleeing or attempting to flee domestic violence, dating violence, sexual assault or stalking;
and has no other residence; and lacks the resources or support networks to obtain other
permanent housing.
Participants currently receiving rapid re-housing assistance (RRH), who met these criteria prior
to entry into RRH, retain their literal homeless status during the time period that they are
receiving the RRH assistance.

CoC FAQ ID: 1529; Date Published: July 2014 Available at: https://www.hudexchange.info/faqs/1529/how-is-the-definition-offamily-that-was-included/
2
24 CFR Parts 91, 582, and 583; Homeless Emergency Assistance and Rapid Transition to Housing: Defining ‘‘Homeless’’ Final Rule;
Federal Register / Vol. 76, No. 233 / Monday, December 5, 2011 / Rules and Regulations. Available at
https://www.hudexchange.info/resource/1928/hearth-defining-homeless-final-rule/
1
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Participants currently in transitional housing (TH), who originally came from the streets or an
emergency shelter, retain their literal homeless status during the time period that they are
residing in TH. Participants currently in TH may, however, be restricted from occupying some
permanent supportive housing if that housing was funded under a ‘Bonus’ in the FY 2014 and
FY 2015 NOFA Competitions, as they cannot be considered Chronically Homeless.
Applicants residing in an institution for less than 90 days who were homeless and living in a
place not meant for human habitation, a safe haven, or in an emergency shelter immediately
prior to entry into the institutional care facility retain their literal homeless status. People who
lived in Transitional Housing prior to entering an institution are not literally homeless.
Local Mental Health Authorities’ Housing Offices (LMHA) are 5 regional entities located across the
state that are operated either directly by DMHAS or by a DMHAS funded non-profit agency.
Matching funds are committed by DMHAS or a subrecipient in the project application and must be
expended on eligible CoC Program costs – not limited to approved budget line items. HUD requires a
minimum match equal to 25 percent of the total CoC funds awarded.
Project Applicant is a private nonprofit organization, state or local government, or instrumentality of a
state or local government that applies for CoC Program funds by submitting a project application to
HUD. DMHAS serves as the project applicant for all DMHAS CoC RA projects.
Project Application is the request for renewal or new project funding submitted to HUD during the
annual CoC Program competition via their web-based application system known as E-snaps. HUD uses
information provided in the project application to determine whether or not the project will
receive/continue to receive funding. HUD also uses this information to establish the terms of the
project’s grant agreement.
Project Participant is persons or households who receive assistance through a CoC RA project.
Project Participant Chart is a consolidated paper or electronic record maintained by the Housing
Providers and Service Provider and containing all required documents as defined by HUD, DMHAS, and
the relevant CoC. Guidance on documents required by HUD and the CT BOS CoC for all CoC funded
project participants is available at: http://www.ctbos.org/resources/. A checklist of documents
required by DMHAS for CoC RA participants is available at http://www.ctbos.org/resources/s.
Property Owner is an owner and/or manager of congregate and scattered site rental properties who
rent to CoC RA program participants.
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Recipient is a private nonprofit organization, state or local government, or instrumentality of a state or
local government that signs a CoC RA grant agreement with HUD. DMHAS serves as the recipient for all
DMHAS CoC RA projects.
Service Provider is a DMHAS-contracted non-profit agency that directly provides and coordinates
support services for households participating in DMHAS CoC RA projects. In some cases, a non-profit
agency serves both as the Service Provider and the Housing Provider.
Subrecipient is a private nonprofit organization, state or local government, or instrumentality of a
state or local government that receives a sub-grant from DMHAS to carry out a project (24 CFR 578.3).
Technical Submission is the E-snaps process HUD uses to enable project applicants to provide any
additional information, resolve any issues and conditions and/or make any allowable changes to the
project application post submission of the application as determined necessary by HUD and/or the
project applicant.
211 United Way is a program of United Way of Connecticut and is supported by the State of
Connecticut and Connecticut United Ways. The specialized housing unit funded by DOH is the single
point of entry to all housing and homeless services. Households in need of services should contact 2-11 (option 3, then option 1) in order to Access Housing resources and other community resources.
Victim Service Provider is a private nonprofit organization whose primary mission is to provide services
to victims of domestic violence, dating violence, sexual assault, or stalking. This term includes rape
crisis centers, battered women’s shelters, domestic violence transitional housing programs, and other
programs.
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SECTION 1: INTRODUCTION
The Continuum of Care Rental Assistance Program (CoC RA) operated by the State of
Connecticut Department of Mental Health and Addiction Services (DMHAS), provides housing
subsidies in connection with supportive services on a long-term basis for homeless persons
with disabilities, primarily those with serious mental illness, chronic problems with alcohol
and/or drugs, acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS) and/or related diseases who are
coming from literally homeless situations, such as emergency shelters and places not meant for
human habitation. 3
The Homeless Emergency Assistance and Rapid Transition to Housing Act of 2009 (HEARTH
Act), enacted into law on May 20, 2009, consolidates previously separate homeless assistance
programs administered by the United States Department of Housing and Urban Development
(HUD) under the McKinney-Vento Homeless Assistance Act into a single grant program, which
is now known as the Continuum of Care (CoC) program. DMHAS CoC RA projects operate across
the State of Connecticut in both the Balance of State and Opening Doors Fairfield County
Continuums of Care. The former Shelter Plus Care program is subsumed by the CoC program.
In July 2012, HUD published the CoC Program Interim Rule, which establishes the rules and
regulations for the CoC Rental Assistance Program 4 under which the DMHAS CoC RA projects
operate.

Purpose of the CT DMHAS Continuum of Care Rental Assistance Operations Guide
The purpose of the CT DMHAS Continuum of Care Rental Assistance Operations Guide
(hereinafter referred to as the “Guide”) is to establish standard concepts, definitions, policies
and procedures to enable efficient CoC project administration and to govern the administration
of the DMHAS CoC Rental Assistance program for the permanent supportive housing (PSH)
component, including tenant, sponsor and project based rental assistance. The Guide does not
govern the use of CoC Rental Assistance in the rapid re-housing or transitional housing
components.
The guide replaces the June 2017 CoC Program PSH Rental Assistance Administrative Plan and
is meant to ensure that DMHAS, its subrecipients, and its CoC RA service providers uniformly
24 CFR Parts 91, 582, and 583; Homeless Emergency Assistance and Rapid Transition to Housing: Defining ‘‘Homeless’’ Final Rule;
Federal Register / Vol. 76, No. 233 / Monday, December 5, 2011 / Rules and Regulations.
Available at https://www.hudexchange.info/resource/1928/hearth-defining-homeless-final-rule/
4
24 CFR Part 578; Homeless Emergency Assistance and Rapid Transition to Housing: Continuum of Care Program; Interim Final Rule;
Federal Register / Vol. 77, No. 147 / Tuesday, July 31, 2012 / Rules and Regulations. Available at
https://www.hudexchange.info/resource/2033/hearth-coc-program-interim-rule/
3
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apply requirements established by HUD, DMHAS and the relevant Continuum of Care, including
compliance with the minimum standards required by HUD and DMHAS for the provision of
supportive services in CoC PSH. The Guide is not intended to provide extensive information
about best practices for provision of supportive services in PSH. The Guide is primarily intended
as a resource for DMHAS staff working in CoC RA Programs and non-profit agency staff
providing services to CoC RA PSH participants. The Guide provides basic information on federal
fiscal requirements for project operations and supportive services staff. It is not intended to
provide an exhaustive resource on these matters.
When the Guide does not otherwise address an issue, DMHAS follows the appropriate
provisions of the McKinney-Vento Homeless Assistance Act, as amended by the HEARTH Act,
and the Code of Federal Regulations. This Guide is subject to change based on changes in
DMHAS funding contracts as well as changes in federal laws and regulations. Providers will be
notified of any of these changes and the posted document will reflect amendments/changes.

SECTION 2: KEY PARTNERS
Ending chronic homelessness and establishing a path to end all homelessness across the State
of Connecticut requires close coordination among multiple partner organizations and
prioritization of resources so that assistance is allocated as effectively as possible and is easily
accessible no matter where or how homeless people present. Ensuring that CoC Rental
Assistance resources are effectively prioritized and mobilized requires close coordination
among people in need of the services, DMHAS’ Office of the Commissioner, the Local Mental
Health Authorities, the Coordinated Access Networks, the non-profit agencies providing
supportive services to program applicants and participants, the agencies that own and/or
manage congregate housing, and private market landlords.
The success of DMHAS Continuum of Care Rental Assistance Program (CoC RA) projects relies
on the diligence and collaboration of all parties involved. This section provides an overview of
the roles and responsibilities of each party. Additional details regarding these responsibilities
are contained throughout this Guide. The parties consist of:
• Continuums of Care (CoC)
• Coordinated Access Networks (CANs)and 211
• DMHAS Office of the Commissioner, Statewide Services Division, Housing and
Homeless Services Unit
• Housing Providers
• Service Providers
• Property Owners
13 | P a g e
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•
•

Project Participants
United Way 211

Responsibilities of Continuums of Care
•

•

•

•

Manage planning efforts to end homelessness. The Balance of State (CT BOS) and Opening
Doors Fairfield County (ODFC) CoCs each manage a year-round planning effort that
includes: establishing policies and plans toward ending homelessness in their respective
regions, analyzing information to determine needs of people experiencing homelessness in
the regions, establishing priorities for how to use funding made available by HUD, and
coordinating with other systems and programs serving homeless people.
Evaluate project performance. The CoCs set performance standards and evaluate projects
funded through their CoCs against those standards. CoCs take action, as necessary, to
strengthen project performance and address substandard performance.
Monitoring project compliance. The CoCs monitor compliance with HUD and CoC
requirements and take action, as necessary, to strengthen compliance and address
compliance issues.
Provide training and technical assistance. The CoCs provide training, technical assistance
and other resources to support agencies’ efforts to provide the highest quality services.

•

Designate a Homeless Management Information System (HMIS). The CoCs designate an
HMIS for their geography and an HMIS lead agency that is responsible for ensuring that the
HMIS is administered in compliance with HUD requirements.

•

Prepare an application for CoC funds. The CoCs establish priorities that align with local and
federal policies and strategic objectives. Based on those priorities they recommend
projects for HUD CoC Grant funding. The CoCs also designate an eligible collaborative
applicant to collect and combine the required application information from all applicants.
In addition, the CoCs design, operate, and follow a collaborative process for the
development of a CoC application to HUD and approve the final submission of that
application in response to the CoC Notice of Funding Availability (NOFA).
Establish written standards. HUD requires that each CoC establish written standards for
administering CoC assistance.5 These standards are adopted by the governance bodies of

•

5

24 CFR § 578.7 Responsibilities of the Continuum of Care - requires CoCs to establish and consistently follow written
standards for providing Continuum of Care assistance. HUD regulations available at:
https://www.hudexchange.info/resource/2033/hearth-coc-program-interim-rule/; CT BOS CoC written standards (i.e.
Policies & Procedures available at: www.ctbos.org, Opening Doors Fairfield County written standards available at:
https://www.openingdoorsfc.org
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each CoC (i.e., CT BOS Steering Committee and the ODFC Executive Committee). CoC RA
projects are required to comply with these written standards.

Continuum of Care Contact Information
•
•

CT Balance of State Continuum of Care – www.ctbos.org; ctboscoc@gmail.com
Opening Doors Fairfield County - www.openingdoorsfc.org;
openingdoorsoffairfieldcounty@gmail.com

Responsibilities of Coordinated Access Networks (CANs) and 211
HUD has determined that an effective coordinated entry process is a critical component of
efforts to end homelessness and has required that all CoCs develop Coordinated Entry Systems
(24 CFR 578.7). Throughout the State of Connecticut, CANs have been established to serve that
function, including the following:
•

•
•

•

•
•

Ensure access to homeless services. The United Way’s 211 service ensures that service
entry points are easily accessible throughout the state and are well-advertised. 211 serves
as the statewide entry point for all CT CANs. People in need of assistance call 2-1-1 from
anywhere in the state to start the process. 211 refers anyone experiencing a housing crisis
to the CAN in the caller’s community.
Assess needs. CANs gather information about applicants’ service needs, housing barriers,
vulnerabilities, and strengths.
Determine eligibility. Each CAN establishes a system for helping applicants to gather
eligibility documentation, and CANs make preliminary determinations regarding which
applicants are eligible for which resources.
Prioritize assistance. Because communities do not have adequate resources to meet all
needs of people experiencing homelessness, CoCs rely on the CANs to prioritize assistance
based on length of homelessness and/or severity of service needs. This process reflects
state-wide priorities and establishes a priority rank for each household seeking housing and
services through the homeless services system.
Make referrals. CANs coordinate the connection of eligible individuals to appropriate and
available housing and service interventions.
Establish Coordinated Entry policies. The State of CT Department of Housing (DOH)
oversees the implementation of CANS and the homeless response system for the State of
CT. These committees coordinate CAN policy and procedure development, ensure policies
are compliant with HUD requirements and recommend policies for adoption by the CT BOS
Steering Committee and the ODFC Executive Committee. These policies are compiled in the
CT CAN Policies and Procedures Manual, which is available at: http://www.ctbos.org/wp-
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content/uploads/2019/09/CT-Coordinated-Access-System-Policies-and-Procedures5.24.19-Google-Docs.pdf

CAN Contact Information
https://www.cceh.org/email-severe-weather-protocol-alert/

Responsibilities of DMHAS Office of the Commissioner, Statewide Services Division,
Housing and Homeless Services Unit
• Ensures uniformity. Establishes statewide requirements and ensures uniformity of practice
for the DMHAS CoC RA projects.
• Issues contracts. Issues and periodically updates contracts defining the responsibilities of
Service Providers. Issues contract addenda delineating the amounts of CoC program funds
being received for each CoC RA project on each budget line item and any cash match
amount that the service provider is responsible for securing and documenting.
• Ensures compliance. Conducts and/or contracts with a vendor to conduct on-site and/or
remote monitoring of Housing Providers and service providers’ compliance with federal,
state, and local CoC requirements.
• Provides training and technical assistance. Regularly convenes Housing Providers and
Service Providers and disseminates ongoing, up-to-date guidance. Identifies technical
assistance and training needs and provides and/or contracts with a vendor to provide
technical assistance and training to support compliance with requirements and advance
best practices in the provision of permanent supportive housing services.
• Coordinates with key partners. Coordinates with the Balance of State and Opening Doors
Fairfield County CoCs, the CANs, and other partners to ensure effective collaboration,
strategic use of resources, and appropriate governance of CoC and CAN processes.
• Oversees project performance. Regularly reviews each housing project's performance
based on standards adopted and analysis conducted by the Balance of State and Opening
Doors Fairfield County CoCs. Takes action as necessary to ensure improvement when
performance is determined to be substandard.
• Oversees project expenditures. Regularly compiles and reports data on expenditure of CoC
RA funds to assist the LMHA and Service Provider to support full expenditure and prevent
over expenditure. Periodically monitors expenditures and provides oversight, guidance and
technical assistance as necessary.

DMHAS Office of the Commissioner, Statewide Services Division, Housing and
Homeless Services Unit Contact Information
https://www.ct.gov/dmhas/cwp/view.asp?q=335278
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Responsibilities of Housing Providers
• Comply with DMHAS, HUD, and CoC requirements Housing Providers comply with the
requirements described in this Guide, the relevant HUD regulations, and the relevant CoC’s
written standards. This includes but is not limited to:
o CoC Program Interim Rule - https://www.hudexchange.info/resource/2033/hearth-coc-programinterim-rule/
o Uniform Administrative Requirements, Cost Principles and Audit Requirements for
Federal Awards: 2 CFR part 200 https://www.hud.gov/sites/documents/CFR200.PDF
o Applicable CoC Written Standards (i.e. CTBOS or ODFC) - CT BOS CoC written standards (i.e.
Policies & Procedures available at: www.ctbos.org, Opening Doors Fairfield County written
standards available at: https://www.openingdoorsfc.org
• Make referrals. Housing Providers refer households identified to be in need of assistance to
211.
• Report vacancies. Housing Providers report within 2 business days actual and/or
anticipated housing project vacancies to the relevant CAN.
• Help participants to navigate local CAN process. Housing Providers maintain familiarity
with and actively participates in the local CAN process. Assist clients, as needed, to
document eligibility and access housing assistance through the CAN.
• Make final determination of participant eligibility. Housing Providers review all participant
eligibility documentation received from the CAN for completeness and ensures eligibility is
adequately documented up to the date of project entry. Notifies participant, service
provider and/or CAN of missing/inadequate documentation and assists, as necessary, to
obtain additional documentation.
• Assist with housing search Housing Providers assist the household in the process of
locating a unit as quickly as possible and within 60 days of the project voucher issue date. In
some cases, this function may be assigned by the Housing and Homeless Services Unit to
the Service Provider instead of the Housing Provider. If more time is needed, the Housing
Provider may grant a 60-day extension. Housing Providers shall establish criteria used
locally for extension authorization. Such criteria may include, for example, evidence that
the participant has actively sought housing and/or consideration of barriers to housing,
such as criminal history, previous evictions, and very poor credit.
• Administer rental assistance. Housing Providers administer rental assistance, including
issuing annual re-certification letters, assisting the participant in completing all required recertification documents, reviewing lease terms with the participant, ensuring lease/
Housing Assistance Payment (HAP)/owner assurance execution, conducting Housing Quality
Standards (HQS) inspections, determining rent reasonableness, verifying participant
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income verification, calculating participant rent, and processing payment requests to
ensure on-time subsidy payment to landlords.
• Ensure service provision. Housing Providers connect participants with a service provider.
Actively encourages reluctant participants to engage in services. In some cases, Housing
Providers directly provide support services.
• Ensure appropriate project expenditures. Housing Providers regularly review data on
expenditure of CoC RA funds provided by the Housing and Homeless Services unit and
adjust data based on currently available information. Housing Provider lead efforts to
ensure full expenditure and prevent over expenditure. Housing Providers coordinate with
the Service Provider and Housing and Homeless Services unit to make adjustments as
necessary to ensure full expenditure and prevent over expenditure.
• Coordinate with responsible parties. Housing Providers coordinate with Project
Participants, Service Providers, Property Owners, CANs and DMHAS Housing and Homeless
Services Unit, as needed, on a range of issues, including unit habitability, emergency
situations, critical incident submissions, safety, grievances, and compliance with project
requirements.

Housing Provider Contact Information:
https://www.ct.gov/dmhas/cwp/view.asp?q=335278

Responsibilities of Service Providers
The roles and responsibilities of the entity primarily responsible for providing supportive
services at each CoC Rental Assistance project, including both subrecipients on the CoC grant
and agencies that provide services through non-CoC program funding sources are defined in
contracts with DMHAS and include those listed below. In some cases, the Service Provider is
also the LMHA and responsible for the items listed in that section of this Guide.
• Comply with DMHAS, HUD, and CoC requirements. Service Providers comply with the
requirements described in this Guide, the relevant HUD regulations, and the relevant CoC’s
written standards. This includes but is not limited to:
o CoC Program Interim Rule - https://www.hudexchange.info/resource/2033/hearth-coc-programinterim-rule/
o Uniform Administrative Requirements, Cost Principles and Audit Requirements for
Federal Awards: 2 CFR part 200 https://www.hud.gov/sites/documents/CFR200.PDF
o Applicable CoC Written Standards (i.e. CTBOS or ODFC) CT BOS CoC written
standards (i.e. Policies & Procedures available at: www.ctbos.org, Opening Doors
Fairfield County written standards available at: https://www.openingdoorsfc.org
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• Comply with DMHAS contract(s). Service Providers comply with the terms of their DMHAS
CoC RA project contracts. Service Providers document, in accordance with HUD
requirements, expenditures on eligible costs for each CoC RA project on each budget line
item. Service Providers document, in accordance with HUD requirements, receipt and
expenditure of any cash match amount as indicated in the contract addenda received from
DMHAS.
• Make referrals. Service Providers refer households identified to be in need of assistance to
211.
• Report vacancies. Service Providers report within 2 business days actual and/or
anticipated housing project vacancies to the relevant CAN. In some cases, this may be the
function of the Housing Provider.
• Help participants to navigate local CAN process. Service Providers maintain familiarity with
and actively participate in the local CAN process. Service Providers assist clients, as
needed, to document eligibility and access housing assistance through the CAN. In some
cases, this may be the function of the Housing Provider.
• Make final determination of participant eligibility. Service Providers review all participant
eligibility documentation received from the CAN for completeness and ensure eligibility is
adequately documented up to the date of project entry. Service Providers notify the
participant, Housing Provider and/or CAN of missing/inadequate documentation and assist,
as necessary, to obtain additional documentation. In some cases, this may be the function
of the Housing Provider.
• Provide comprehensive support services. Service Providers deliver and document
comprehensive support services to all project participants in accordance with the Housing
First model. This includes but is not limited to:
o Housing search. Assist the household in the process of locating a unit as quickly
as possible and within 60 days of the project voucher issue date. If more time is
needed, the service provider may seek a 60-day extension from the LMHA.
o Needs assessment. Conduct an assessment of participants’ supportive service
needs at least every 6 months and adjust services accordingly.
o Housing stabilization services. Provide services to assist participants to
stabilize in housing. Services are provided at a frequency that is responsive to
participant needs. Staff educates participants regarding the rights and
obligations of tenancy, monitor lease compliance and offer assistance when
lease violations occur. Property managers/landlords and not service staff are
responsible for enforcing the lease.
o Assertive engagement. Make regular attempts using a variety of contact
methods to engage participants. When participants decline services or
otherwise demonstrate reluctance to engage, uses of a variety of contact
methods to engage.
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•

•
•

•

•

•

o Service planning. Complete service plans within 60 days of project entry and
update plans at least every 6 months.
o Home visits. Meet with participants in their apartments at a frequency that is
commensurate with participant needs and at least once within the first 30 days
of tenancy and at least every 6 months.
o Increase participant income. Assist participant households to increase income
through benefits and/or employment.
o Maximize independence. Assist participant households to build skills and
maximize independence. This includes assessing participants who have
stabilized in housing for interest in and providing assistance with moving-on.
Maintain participant files. Maintain a complete file record for each household enrolled in
and discharged from CoC RA. Files must be maintained for a minimum of 5 years after the
end date of the last grant period under which the participant was served. Household files
must be maintained in a manner that makes the information accessible and legible to
DMHAS and other authorized parties, such as the CoCs and HUD, for purposes of
conducting monitoring.
Maintain financial records. Maintain financial records in accordance with State and
Federal requirements demonstrating appropriate use of CoC program and matching funds.
Conduct property owner outreach. Encourage Property Owners of decent, safe, and
affordable housing to lease units to CoC RA Participant Households, and to publicize their
available units.
Enter HMIS data. Enter accurate HMIS data in a timely manner in accordance with all
requirements established by DMHAS, the relevant CoC, and the HMIS lead agency. Review
data periodically to ensure accuracy, including but not limited to in advance of the deadline
for the Annual Progress Report submission to HUD and the deadlines for Renewal
Evaluation established by the relevant CoC. For more information on HMIS requirements
see www.cthmis.com. In some cases, this function may be assigned by the Housing and
Homeless Services Unit to the LMHA instead of the Service Provider.
Submit information to the CoC. Complete, in a timely manner, all relevant submissions as
required by the relevant CoC. This includes but is not limited to: all annual renewal
evaluation materials, all annual CoC competition application materials, and all annual
HIC/PIT materials. In some cases, some or all of these functions may be assigned by the
Housing and Homeless Services Unit to the Housing Provider instead of the Service
Provider.
Ensure appropriate project expenditures. Regularly review data on expenditure of CoC RA
funds provided by the Housing and Homeless Services Unit and adjust data based on
currently available information. Coordinate with the Housing Provider and Housing and
Homeless Services Unit to make adjustments as necessary to ensure full expenditure and
prevent over expenditure.
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Responsibilities of Property Owners
• Maintain contractual and legal obligations. Property Owners must comply with the
provisions of leases and Housing Assistance Payment (HAP) contracts, and all applicable
state, federal, and local statutes, regulations and ordinances. Property owners must
perform regular maintenance and perform all management and rental functions as
required by Connecticut landlord-tenant laws. Property Owners must comply with federal,
state, and local laws regarding fair housing and non-discrimination. Property Owners may
not discriminate against households on the grounds of race, color, creed, religion, gender,
gender identity/expression, sexual orientation, national origin, ancestry, disability, age,
family or marital status, or legal source of income. Property Owners must comply with the
applicable provisions of the Violence Against Women Act (VAWA).
• Report tenant issues. The Property Owner must notify the Housing Provider of any
disputes between the Property Owner and a project participant and may request a meeting
with the involved parties to attempt resolution.
• Report vacancies in CoC RA units. Property Owners must notify the Housing Provider as soon
as possible when it becomes known to them that a participant has vacated a rental unit with
or without notice.
• Supply vacancy information. Property Owners should keep the Housing Provider informed
of vacancies in their other units that may be available to house additional participants.
• Evictions. If a Property Owner evicts a household, the eviction must be handled legally
under the provisions of Connecticut landlord-tenant laws, just as for any other tenant. The
Property Owner must give the Housing Provider and/or Service Provider written notice of
eviction at the same time the household is notified.

Responsibilities of Project Participants
• Provide required information. Participants are responsible for providing the CAN, Housing
Provider and/or Service Provider with accurate information that certifies their initial and
continuing eligibility and establishes what share of the rent they will pay. Participants must
accurately disclose all household income upon admission and at annual re-certification.
Participants must also report to the Housing Provider, within 10 days, changes in family
composition and income that occur during their tenancy. Only income changes of more
than $40 per month if the change is expected to be ongoing must be reported. Both income
increases and decreases must be reported. Changes in family composition that must be
reported include the movement of any household member out of or into the unit. In
addition, participants must accurately disclose all household assets upon admission and at
annual re-certification.
• As needed, CANs/Housing Providers/Service Providers will assist participants to obtain this
information.
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• Find and maintain a qualified unit. Households must select a unit within the rent
limitations determined by the Housing Provider to be reasonable and which is located
within the applicable projects covered geographic area. The unit must pass a HQS
inspection. Households must allow the Housing Provider to inspect the rental unit before
initial move-in, at annual recertification, and at other times as deemed necessary by the
Housing Provider. The participant is responsible for maintaining unit cleanliness and utilities
in a manner that complies with HQS.
• Comply with lease. Households must comply with all the terms of their lease, including but
not limited to, paying rent on time, not damaging or subleasing the unit, not allowing
unauthorized occupants to live in the unit, and not disrupting the peaceful enjoyment of
the premises by other residents.
• Notify Housing Provider of certain communications from Property Owner. Participants
must notify the Housing Provider of any communications they receive from Property
Owners that may affect their continued tenancy, such as lease violation and eviction
notices.
• Maintain unit as primary residence. The unit must be used as the participant household’s
primary residence. Absences from the unit of greater than 90 consecutive days, for
example, may constitute evidence that the unit is not the household’s primary residence.
• Engage in respectful, non-violent behaviors. Participants, household members and guests
are prohibited from engaging in and/or threatening violent behavior toward the Property
Owner, neighbors, and/or Housing Provider, Service Provider or property management
staff.

SECTION 3: TYPES OF RENTAL ASSISTANCE
DMHAS offers each of the 3 types of rental assistance available through the CoC program. Those types
are described below. The type of rental assistance used in each CoC RA project is defined by DMHAS’
grant agreement with HUD.

Tenant-based rental assistance (TRA)
Tenant-based rental assistance is rental assistance in which program participants identify housing of
their choice in the community provided that it is of appropriate size, meets housing quality standards,
and rents for a ‘reasonable’ cost. Program participants who have complied with lease terms during
their residence retain the rental assistance if they move within the Continuum of Care geographic area
at the completion of the lease term. Program participants who have complied with lease terms during
their residence and who have been a victim of domestic violence, dating violence, sexual assault, or
stalking, and who reasonably believe they are imminently threatened by harm from further domestic
violence, dating violence, sexual assault, or stalking (which would include threats from a third party,
such as a friend or family member of the perpetrator of the violence), if they remain in the assisted
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unit, and are able to document the violence and basis for their belief, may retain the rental assistance
and move to a different Continuum of Care geographic area if they move out of the assisted unit to
protect their health and safety.
https://www.hud.gov/program_offices/housing/mfh/violence_against_women_act

Sponsor-based rental assistance (SRA)
Sponsor-based rental assistance is provided through contracts between DMHAS and a sponsor
organization. A sponsor may be a private non-profit organization, or a community mental health
agency established as a public nonprofit organization. Program participants must reside in housing
owned or leased by the sponsor. (24 CFR 578.51)

Project-based rental assistance (PRA)
Project-based rental assistance is provided through a contract with the owner of an existing structure,
where the owner agrees to lease the subsidized units to program participants. Program participants
will not retain rental assistance if they move. (24 CFR 578.51)
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SECTION 4: ACCESSING DMHAS COC RENTAL ASSISTANCE
Housing First
The CoC RA Program uses the Housing First model and offers individuals and families experiencing
homelessness immediate access to housing without unnecessary prerequisites. For example:
• Admission/tenant screening and selection practices do not require abstinence from substances,
completion of or compliance with substance use or mental health treatment, or participation in
services.
• Applicants are not rejected on the basis of poor or lack of credit or income, poor or lack of rental
history, criminal convictions, or other factors that might indicate a lack of “housing readiness.”
• Blanket exclusionary criteria based on more serious criminal convictions are not applied, though
programs may consider such convictions on a case-by-case basis as necessary to ensure the safety
of other residents and staff.
• Application of additional criteria beyond the eligibility criteria described in this Guide should be
rare and applied only as necessary to ensure the safety of other residents and staff. This may
include, for example, denial of an applicant who is a high-risk registered sex offender by a
congregate project serving children, or denial of an applicant who has a history of domestic
violence involving a current participant.
For more information on Housing First see the Supportive Services Requirements Section.

Non-discrimination and Accessibility
DMHAS complies with and requires that that all its key CoC RA program partners, including but not
limited to CoCs, CANs, LMHAs, Service Providers and Property Owners, comply with the
nondiscrimination and equal opportunity provisions of Federal civil rights laws as specified at 24 C.F.R.
5.105(a), including, but not limited to the following:
• Fair Housing Act: prohibits discriminatory housing practices based on race, color, religion, sex,
national origin, disability, or familial status;
• Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act: prohibits discrimination on the basis of disability under any
program or activity receiving Federal financial assistance;
• Title VI of the Civil Rights Act: prohibits discrimination on the basis of race, color or national origin
under any program or activity receiving Federal financial assistance; and
• Title II of the Americans with Disabilities Act: prohibits public entities, which include state and
local governments, and special purpose districts, from discriminating against individuals with
disabilities in all their services, programs, and activities, which include housing, and housing-related
services such as housing search and referral assistance.
• Title III of the Americans with Disabilities Act: prohibits private entities that own, lease, and
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operate places of public accommodation, which include shelters, social service establishments, and
other public accommodations providing housing, from discriminating on the basis of disability.
In addition, CoC RA Project Participants have the same rights as other adult residents of
Connecticut. Many of those rights are described in the following resources:
•

•
•
•
•

•

Connecticut Department of Mental Health and Addiction Services Guide to People’s Rights in
Connecticut when receiving services from a DMHAS facility or contracted provider: The guide
identifies Connecticut General Statutes, Federal Law and Case Law which protect people’s rights
Patient Bill of Rights (English) - (En Español): Connecticut General Statutes protecting the rights of
people who receive services from Connecticut psychiatric treatment facilities
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA): The ADA is civil rights law that protects the rights of
persons with disabilities
Americans With Disabilities Act (ADA) Notice
Affordable Care Act (ACA) Section 1557: The ACA prohibits healthcare providers including DMHAS
from discriminating against someone on the basis of race, national origin, age, disability or sex and
requiring them to provide equal access to programs and services to people whose primary
language is not English
Language Access and Non-Discrimination Notice

Fair Housing
DMHAS and its key CoC RA program partners comply fully with all statutes and regulations
governing fair housing and equal opportunity in housing and employment. No family or
individual shall be denied the opportunity to apply for or receive assistance under the CoC RA
Program on the basis of race, color, sex, religion, creed, national or ethnic origin, age, family or
marital status, disability, gender identity or sexual orientation (24 CFR 578.93; 24 CFR 5.105(a)).
The CoC RA program affirmatively furthers Fair Housing, which means that it must (24 CFR
578.93):
(1) Affirmatively market housing subsidies and supportive services to eligible persons
regardless of race, color, national origin, religion, sex, age, familial status, or handicap
who are least likely to apply in the absence of special outreach, and maintain records of
those marketing activities;
(2) Where an LMHA or Service Provider encounters a condition or action that impedes
fair housing choice for current or prospective program participants, provide such
information to the jurisdiction that provided the certification of consistency with the
Consolidated Plan; and
(3) Provide program participants with information on rights and remedies available
under applicable federal, State and local fair housing and civil rights laws.
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It is the responsibility of the LMHA to ensure that the CAN or other entity is maintaining copies
of marketing, outreach, and other materials used to inform eligible persons about the program
to document compliance with these requirements (24 CFR 578.103).

Equal Access
DMHAS and its key CoC Rental Assistance program partners comply fully with HUD Equal
Access requirements available at:
• HUD Equal Access Final Rule https://files.hudexchange.info/resources/documents/EqualAccess_FinalRule_2.3.12.pdf
• HUD Equal Access in Accordance with Gender Identity Final Rule - https://
www.hudexchange.info/resources/documents/Equal-Access-Final-Rule-2016.pdf
These rules ensure that the CoC Rental Assistance projects are open to all eligible individuals
and families regardless of sexual orientation, gender identity, or marital status. As such,
eligibility determinations for the CoC Rental Assistance program must be made without regard
to actual or perceived sexual orientation, gender identity, or marital status. Furthermore, CoC
Rental Assistance programs are prohibited from making inquiries regarding sexual orientation
or gender identity for the purpose of determining eligibility or otherwise making housing
available, and inquiries related to an applicant or occupant’s sex are allowed only for the
limited purpose of determining the number of bedrooms to which a household may be
entitled. The prohibition on inquiries is not intended to prohibit mechanisms that allow for
voluntary and anonymous reporting of sexual orientation or gender identity solely for
compliance with data collection requirements of state or local governments or other federal
assistance programs.
In addition, HUD Equal Access Rules require that any group of people that present together for
assistance and identify themselves as a family, regardless of age or relationship or other
factors, are considered to be a family and must be served together as such. Furthermore, an
Housing Provider or Service Provider cannot discriminate against a group of people presenting
as a family based on the composition of the family (e.g., adults and children or just adults), the
age of any member’s family, the disability status of any members of the family, marital status,
actual or perceived sexual orientation, or gender identity. As such, the age and gender of a
child under age 18 must not be used as a basis for denying any family’s admission to a project
that receives CoC Rental Assistance funds (24 CFR 578.93).
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CANs are responsible, within their geographic areas, for prioritizing households in need of
services, monitoring vacancies in CoC RA projects and matching households with available
vacancies in a manner that is most likely to meet the household’s needs. CANs make every
effort to use the available resources in the most strategic manner, for example, by referring
families with children to projects that have services designed to meet the unique needs of
families. However, this may not always be possible. Scattered site projects must serve eligible
households prioritized and referred by their CAN without regard to household configuration,
for example, singles, couples, multiple adult families, families with children). Congregate
projects should seek to serve all eligible households prioritized and referred by their CAN;
however, physical layout of the facility may be a consideration to the extent permitted by HUD.
For example, projects may limit access based on gender where sleeping accommodations are
shared or bathrooms are intended for use by more than 1 person at a time. Under no
circumstances may projects serving families limit assistance to only women with children. For
example, projects must also serve the following family types: single male head of household
with minor child(ren); and any household made up of 2 or more adults, regardless of sexual
orientation, marital status, or gender identity, presenting with minor child(ren).
To demonstrate compliance with Fair Housing and Equal Access requirements, copies of all
application records, including those processed by the applicable Coordinated Access Network
(CAN) must be maintained at the DMHAS CoC Rental Assistance Offices.

Accessibility and integrative housing and services for persons with disabilities
The CoC Rental Assistance program complies fully with the accessibility requirements of the
Fair Housing Act (24 CFR part 100), Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 (24 CFR part
8), and Titles II and III of the Americans with Disabilities Act, as applicable (28 CFR parts 35 and
36). In accordance with the requirements of 24 CFR 8.4(d), it is the responsibility of the CoC
Rental Assistance Housing Office to ensure that their program’s housing and supportive
services are provided in the most integrated setting appropriate to the needs of persons with
disabilities (24 CFR 578.93).

Discrimination Related Complaints
Project Participants who believe they have been discriminated against have access to multiple
avenues for submitting a complaint:
• Participants who have a dispute or complaint about the administration of the CoC Rental
Assistance Program may use the process described in Section 7 of this Guide, including: A)
Informal Conference with CAN; B) Hearing with DMHAS Appeal Panel; and C) Final Review
by Review Panel.
• Complaints can also be submitted to the relevant CoC (i.e., CT BOS at ctboscoc@gmail.com
or Opening Doors Fairfield County at pralston@cceh.org.
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•
•

•

Participants may also contact the HUD Hartford Field Office at (860) 240-4800.
Participants who believe they have been discriminated against based on race, color,
national origin, religion, sex, disability, or familial status, can file a fair housing complaint
with HUD by telephone (800-669-9777) or via the Internet by following this link to fill out a
fair housing complaint form online.
Connecticut’s anti-discrimination laws also protect people who are gay, lesbian, bi-sexual,
and transgender. Participants may also file a complaint in person or in writing at the
Connecticut Commission on Human Rights and Opportunities (CHRO). The main office of
the CHRO is at 21 Grand St., Hartford, CT 06106. Persons filing complaints should call in
order to file the case in the appropriate regional office. CHRO’s number is (800) 477-5737.

Outreach
Within each CAN, outreach efforts are conducted to identify and engage the participation of
persons who have been homeless the longest and have the most severe service needs,
including those who are living in emergency shelters and places not intended for human
habitation. In each CAN, DMHAS funds outreach projects through the Projects for Assistance in
the Transition from Homelessness (PATH) program. There may also be other types of outreach
projects within a CAN. It is the responsibility of each CAN to ensure that available outreach
resources in its assigned area are effectively mobilized to identify and engage sheltered and
unsheltered persons who have been homeless the longest and have the most severe service
needs. Where adequate resources are not available to identify and engage sheltered and
unsheltered persons who have been homeless the longest and have the most severe service
needs, it is the responsibility of the relevant CAN to coordinate with the CoC and other local
stakeholders to identify and mobilize new resources. It is the responsibility of each DMHAS
PATH funded outreach project to work in a coordinated and collaborative manner within their
CAN to:
• quickly connect unsheltered homeless individuals and families to safe available housing, income,
health/behavioral healthcare and other supports;
• identify people living in unsheltered locations and help them to reduce the associated risks;
• minimize service duplication; and
• use available resources strategically to end unsheltered homelessness for as many people as
possible prioritizing those who are most vulnerable and/or have been homeless the longest.

Assessment & Prioritization
Households in need of housing assistance are assessed and prioritized by the applicable CAN in
accordance with policies established in the Connecticut Coordinated Access Network Policies and
Procedures Manual (CAN Manual) and adopted by the CT BOS and ODFC CoCs. That manual is available
at http://www.ctbos.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/CT-Coordinated-Access-System-Policies-andProcedures-5.24.19-Google-Docs.pdf. The statewide By-Name-List (BNL) is a centralized and prioritized
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list of individuals, families, and youth experiencing homelessness. Households are added to the BNL
when a VI-SPDAT is completed and entered into CT HMIS 6. The statewide BNL provides CANs with a
uniform process used for matching individuals and families to appropriate interventions and
prioritizing placement into housing. All DMHAS CoC RA projects are required to accept referrals and fill
vacancies only from the BNL in accordance with CAN policies.

Referral Process and Eligibility Documentation
When a vacancy in the CoC Rental Assistance program has occurred or is anticipated, the
Service Provider will notify the Housing Provider and the Housing Provider will notify or ensure
that the Service Provider has notified the applicable CAN. It is the responsibility of the Housing
Provider to ensure prompt vacancy notification to the CAN (i.e., within 2 business days of the
actual or anticipated vacancy). Upon receipt of such notification, the applicable CAN will refer 1
or more applicants to the LMHA and or Service Provider in accordance with requirements
established in the CAN Manual.
Upon receipt of a vacancy notification, it is the responsibility of the CAN to manage the
eligibility determination process, in accordance with the CAN Manual. This includes identifying
the documents necessary to establish eligibility, ensuring a case manager is assigned to assist
the applicant, as needed, gathering the necessary eligibility documents, and ensuring the case
manager is well informed regarding what information and documents are required and is
actively working to secure the necessary information and documents.
http://www.ctbos.org/resources/.

Eligibility Review and Documentation
Only applicants who have a serious mental illness, chronic problems with alcohol, drugs or
both, or acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS) and/or related diseases are eligible to
receive CoC Rental Assistance through DMHAS. Rental assistance cannot be provided to a
program participant who is already receiving rental assistance, or living in a housing unit
receiving rental assistance or operating assistance through other federal, state, or local
sources.
In addition, in order to be eligible for CoC Rental Assistance:
1. The applicant must be literally homeless as defined in the HEARTH Act: Defining HEARTH
‘‘Homeless’’ Final Rule (See Section III. Definitions); 7 AND

See the CT CAN Policies and Procedures Manual for more information
24 CFR Parts 91, 582, and 583; Homeless Emergency Assistance and Rapid Transition to Housing: Defining ‘‘Homeless’’ Final Rule;
Federal Register / Vol. 76, No. 233 / Monday, December 5, 2011 / Rules and Regulations.
6
7
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2. The applicant must be disabled in accordance with McKinney Vento Act and clarified by the
HEARTH Act: Defining ‘‘Homeless’’ Final Rule (See Section III. Definitions); 8 AND
3. The applicant must also meet any additional eligibility criteria as defined in the written standards of
the applicable CoC.9
In addition, to be eligible for CoC Rental Assistance for a unit that has been designated or prioritized
for persons experiencing chronic homelessness, the applicant must be chronically homeless as defined
in HUD’s Final Rule on the definition of chronic homelessness (see definitions section). To be eligible
for CoC Rental Assistance in a DedicatedPLUS project, the applicant must meet HUD’s criteria for
DedicatedPLUS (see definitions section).
The CAN is responsible for conducting initial applicant screening to determine eligibility for CoC
RA assistance. The CAN is also responsible for providing the applicant written notification
regarding eligibility decisions, in accordance with the CAN Manual. In addition, the CAN is also
responsible for ensuring that only eligible applicants are referred to the CoC RA program and
that eligibility is adequately documented in accordance with HUD requirements. The CAN is
required to document the following at intake using the verification forms provided by the
relevant CoC, which are consistent with HUD’s recordkeeping requirements:
• Eligibility screening for ALL persons seeking assistance;
• Evidence relied upon to establish and verify homeless status and disability status, if
applicable;
• Due diligence in attempting to obtain third-party documentation of homelessness, if
applicable.
The CAN is required to use the following order of priority for obtaining evidence:
1.





Third-party documentation, such as
Letter from a shelter
Letter from an outreach team
Letter from another service provider (e.g., doctor, therapist, counselor, clergy member, etc.)
HMIS record

Letters must:
 Be on agency letterhead
 Be signed and dated
24 CFR Parts 91, 582, and 583; Homeless Emergency Assistance and Rapid Transition to Housing: Defining ‘‘Homeless’’ Final Rule;
Federal Register / Vol. 76, No. 233 / Monday, December 5, 2011 / Rules and Regulations.
9
24 CFR § 578.7 Responsibilities of the Continuum of Care - requires CoCs to establish and consistently follow written standards for
providing Continuum of Care assistance. HUD regulations available at:
https://www.hudexchange.info/resource/2033/hearth-coc-program-interim-rule/; CT BOS CoC written standards (i.e. Policies &
Procedures) available at: www.ctbos.org, Opening Doors Fairfield County written standards available at:
https://www.openingdoorsfc.org
8
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 Include name and title of the person signing
CANs shall not rely on letters from an applicant as third-party documentation.
2. Intake worker observation of the conditions where the individual was living
3. Self-certification, including:
 A dated letter signed by the applicant attesting to the qualified locations where the applicant
lived and the approximate dates living in each location; AND
Intake worker must also document in the client file:
 The living situation and circumstances that necessitate reliance on self-certified evidence
(such as, client was camping in a remote area and did not have contact with any service
providers or emergency shelter where client resided was unresponsive to multiple attempts
to obtain third party documentation); AND
 Steps taken to obtain third-party documentation, including documenting attempts to locate
HMIS records and attempts to obtain letters from an emergency shelter or other service
provider knowledgeable of the applicant’s homelessness.
Limitations on Self-Certification
Disability cannot be self-certified under any circumstances. In all instances, project staff must
perform due diligence as specified above in attempting to obtain third party documentation prior
to relying on self-certification. As necessary, for all clients, up to 3 months of homelessness can
be documented through self-certification. In limited circumstances, up to the full 12 months of
homelessness can be documented through self-certification. Self-certification of the full 12
months should be limited to rare and extreme cases and may not be used for more than 25
percent of households served by a project during an operating year. This limitation does not
apply to documentation of breaks in homelessness between separate occasions, which may be
documented entirely based on self-report.
The LMHA is responsible for verifying or ensuring that the Service Provider has verified that
sufficient documentation of eligibility in accordance with HUD standards is present prior to
admitting the participant and that sufficient documentation of eligibility is maintained in each
participant’s chart (24 CFR 578.103).
The Housing Provider in conjunction with the Service Provider is responsible for verifying that
all required documentation for eligibility has been received and meets the HUD guidelines prior
to admitting the participant. All required documentation of eligibility is maintained in each
participant’s chart (24 CFR 578.103). This includes ensuring that eligibility is documented at the
time of project entry. HUD requires documentation of homeless status up until the project
entry date, i.e., the date on which the project offers, and the participant accepts entry into the
project. This is typically the date the CoC RA certificate is issued (the certification issuance
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process is described below). The project entry date typically precedes the date in which the
participant is housed and follows the last date on which the CAN documents eligibility. For
example: A CAN might determine and document an applicant’s eligibility on 5/1/19. A vacant
unit may not be immediately available, and the CAN may not refer the participant to a CoC RA
project until 5/15/19. The CoC RA project may not issue a CoC RA certificate until 5/24/19. The
participant may not sign a lease and obtain housing until 6/15/19. In this example, the LMHA
must ensure that the participant meets the relevant homeless criteria and that homelessness is
documented as of the 5/24/19 certificate date.
The Housing Provider is also responsible for maintaining documentation of each program
participant’s eligibility for 5 years after the expenditure of all funds from the last grant under
which the program participant was served (24 CFR 578.103).
If the individual either does not meet all eligibility requirements or the required documentation
of eligibility has not been obtained, the Housing Provider will notify the CAN and refer the
household back to the CAN. The Housing Provider will also provide the applicant and CAN
written notification regarding the eligibility decision, including specific information about the
reason for the decision, and detailed instructions regarding what additional documents are
required, who the applicant can contact to obtain assistance, and how to appeal the decision
(see Appeals Section).
More information about PSH eligibility requirements and tools and resources available to assist
in documenting homelessness and disability are available at http://www.ctbos.org/resources/
https://www.openingdoorsfc.org/

Initial Certification
As described above, once a CAN refers an applicant to a vacancy in a CoC RA project, the
Housing Provider ensures that the household referred by the CAN still meets eligibility
requirements. If the household meets all eligibility requirements and the required
documentation of eligibility has been obtained, the Housing Provider issues the Project
Participant a CoC Rental Assistance certificate. The Housing Provider must provide the Project
Participant with a written copy of the certificate and maintain a copy in the participant’s chart.
The required certificate form and all other DMHAS required CoC RA forms are available at
http://www.ctbos.org/resources/.
Note that it is also allowable to admit the applicant and continue to seek the necessary
documents – this option may only be used when the CAN and Housing Provider agree with
certainty that the applicant meets eligibility criteria and the documents will be obtained (HUD
has determined that this is allowable and that the project must work to obtain the required
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documentation within 180 days from project entry – more details are available in HUD FAQ ID
2872).
The Housing Provider will issue a certificate for an appropriately sized unit. The occupancy
standards below provide guidance in establishing the number of persons that can occupy a
housing unit, in accordance with the number of living/sleeping rooms in that unit. The
minimum required number of living/sleeping rooms per unit must be determined by the
Housing Provider in accordance with HUD standards (24 CFR 578.75):
a. The dwelling unit must have at least 1 bedroom or living/sleeping room for each 2 persons.
b. Children of opposite sex, other than very young children, may not be required to occupy the same
bedroom or living/sleeping room.
c. If household composition changes during the term of assistance, the applicant may request
to relocate to a more appropriately sized unit. The household must still have access to
appropriate supportive services.

Housing Search
After receiving the certificate, the participant will begin the process of locating an apartment
with assistance provided as necessary by the Housing Provider and/or Service Provider. Under
the tenant-based rental assistance program, a participant’s housing choices are not limited to
particular buildings or landlords, and the Housing Provider will inform the applicant that he/she
has the right to choose the location and type of unit in which he/she wishes to live with
applicable restrictions only as allowable under the HUD requirements for the tenant-based
rental assistance program (See Types of Rental Assistance). The LMHA will assist or ensure that
the Service Provider assists the Project Participant to identify suitable housing unit will be
identified in the most rapid manner possible.

Request for Lease Approval
Once a unit has been identified, the applicant will request the landlord and/or property
manager to complete the Request for Lease Approval (RFA) form. Once the form is completed
the applicant will submit the completed form to the Housing Provider. The required RFA form
and all other DMHAS required CoC RA forms are available at http://www.ctbos.org/resources/.

Timeline from Referral to Unit Location
The Housing and Homeless Services Unit has established a timeline setting benchmarks for
progress from applicant referral by the CAN to CoC RA unit location by the participant. The
timeline is intended to allow enough time for all parties involved—the Project Participant,
Housing Provider, Service Provider, and Property Owner—to accomplish their respective tasks
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with due diligence, while ensuring that homeless households obtain housing as quickly as
possible.
Referral: The CAN refers an applicant to Housing Provider to fill an available vacancy in a CoC
RA project. (See accessing DMHAS CoC RA Section for additional details).
Final Eligibility Determination: Though CANs are responsible for conducting the initial eligibility
review and for referring only applicants preliminarily determined to be eligible, the Housing
Provider is responsible for ensuring a final eligibility review is completed and any additional
eligibility documentation is obtained within 5 business days of receiving a referral. This includes
verifying or ensuring that the Service Provider has verified that sufficient documentation of
eligibility in accordance with HUD standards is present prior to admitting the participant (See
Eligibility Determination and Documentation Section for additional details). While the Housing
Provider is responsible for ensuring due diligence in completing the final determination within
5 business days, in cases where additional documentation is required, this may not always be
possible. Housing Provider should exercise due diligence in obtaining the documentation as
promptly as possible. If sufficient eligibility documentation cannot be obtained within ten
business days of referral, the Housing Coordinator is required to consult with the CAN to
determine next steps. Options include: 1) to continue to hold the vacancy for the referred
applicant and attempt to obtain the necessary documents – if this option is utilized, the CAN
and Housing Provider should determine for how long attempts will continue, 2) to admit the
applicant and continue to seek the necessary documents – this option may only be used when
the CAN and Housing Provider agree with certainty that the applicant meets eligibility criteria
and the documents will be obtained (HUD has determined that this is allowable and that the
project must work to obtain the required documentation within 180 days from project entry –
more details are available in HUD FAQ ID 2872), 3) to refer a different applicant – if this option
is utilized, the original applicant should remain the appropriate priority on the by-name list as
determined in the CAN Manual.
Issuance of RA Certificate: Within 2 business days of completion of the eligibility
determination steps described above, the Housing Provider issues the Project Participant a CoC
Rental Assistance certificate.
Housing Search: The participant with the assistance of the Housing Provider and/or Service
Provider shall locate housing as quickly as possible and within 60 days from the date the
certificate is issued. The Housing Provider, as needed and at their discretion based on locally
established criteria, may issue an extension for up to 60 additional days. The Housing Provider
may not approve any additional extensions without the written approval of the Housing and
Homeless Services Unit.
Request for Lease Approval (RFA): Once a unit has been identified the applicant will submit a
completed Request for Lease Approval form within 2 business days to the Housing Provider.
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SECTION 5: ADMINISTERING DMHAS COC RENTAL ASSISTANCE
Unit Approval
Rent Reasonableness Determinations
The CoC RA program will only provide rental assistance for a unit if the rent is determined by
the Housing Provider to be reasonable based on HUD requirements. The Housing Provider
must determine whether the rent charged for the unit assisted with CoC RA is reasonable in
relation to rents being charged for comparable unassisted units, taking into account the
location, size, type, quality, amenities, facilities, and management and maintenance of each
unit. Reasonable rent must not exceed rents currently being charged by the same owner for
comparable units not being assisted through CoC RA.
Rent reasonableness assessments must be based on a minimum of 3 comparable unassisted
units. All 3 comparable units used for the rent reasonableness determination must have
equal or more expensive rent than the CoC RA assisted unit. Comparable units must also be
approximately the same size with similar amenities as the assisted unit and located in the
same, whenever possible, or a similar neighborhood, as necessary. The Housing Provider
should seek to identify comparable units that offer the same utility arrangement as the assisted
unit (e.g., comparable and assisted units have utilities included in the rent). In some cases,
particularly where the Housing Provider has negotiated a special arrangement in a housing
market in which utilities included units are not typically available, that may not be possible.
When using comparable units with a different utility arrangement than the assisted unit, the
Housing Provider must document adjustments based on the utility allowance (see rent
calculation section for more information on utility allowances). For example, if the assisted unit
has utilities included and no comparable utilities included units exist in the local housing
market, the Housing Provider must document on the rent reasonableness determination that
the rent for the assisted unit, as adjusted for the applicable utility allowance, does not exceed
the rent for the comparable units. A sample Rent Reasonableness Checklist and Certification
form and all other DMHAS required CoC RA forms are available at this link:
http://www.ctbos.org/resources/.
Housing Quality Standards
Prior to approving a unit for rental assistance or authorizing a lease execution, the Housing
Provider must physically inspect the unit to determine if it meets HUD (HQS). The Housing
Provider must schedule the HQS inspection as quickly as possible upon receiving the RFA.
Except when the owner does not make the unit available for inspection or unusual, extenuating
circumstances exist, the inspection must be completed within 15 days of receipt of the RFA.
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The HUD HQS form and all other DMHAS required CoC RA forms are available at this link:
http://www.ctbos.org/resources/. The LMHA must complete all applicable fields on the form
and indicate any fields that are not applicable given the configuration of the unit. All persons
performing HQS inspections, must take HUD’s Lead-Based Paint Visual Assessment Training and
maintain a certificate of course completion in the project files. Training is available at:
https://apps.hud.gov/offices/lead/training/visualassessment/h00101.htm. Though there is no
additional training or certification required for HQS inspectors, LMHA staff inspecting units
should be familiar with the guidance embedded directly on the HQS form and with the
acceptability criteria available at https://www.hud.gov/sites/documents/DOC_35620.PDF.
The Housing Coordinator must notify the Property Owner/Manager, Project Participant and
Service Provider of the inspection results. The Housing Coordinator must provide the
owner/manager detailed information for all failed and inconclusive inspection items, so that he
or she is fully aware of the work necessary to pass the HQS inspection. The Housing Provider
must set a deadline for completion of repairs not to exceed 30 days from the inspection date,
which, if not met, will result in cancellation of the RFA. The Housing Provider should request
that the owner disclose the date the unit will be ready for re-inspection. The unit must pass the
HQS inspection before the execution of the assisted lease and HAP contract and the initiation
of CoC RA payments.
It is the responsibility of the Housing Provider to ensure that documentation of compliance
with these requirements, including inspection reports, is maintained (24 CFR 578.103).
Environmental Review
CoC Rental Assistance is subject to HUD’s environmental review requirements (24 CFR part 50).
Housing Providers are responsible for ensuring each CoC RA project maintains the required
Environmental Review documentation in project files and for making that documentation
available for review upon request by HUD, DMHAS, or the relevant CoC. For details regarding
Environmental Review requirements and instructions on how to complete environmental
reviews see the Environmental Review Training Presentation and FAQ available at
http://www.ctbos.org/resources/.

Lease and Housing Assistance Payment Execution
If the unit passes inspection, the Housing Provider must promptly prepare a lease (to be signed
by the owner/manager/landlord and participant) and the HAP Contract (to be signed by
owner/manager/landlord and DMHAS Commissioner or other designee). The effective date of
both documents must be identical. DMHAS requires use of a standard lease and HAP Contract
for all CoC RA units. Both documents and all other DMHAS required CoC RA forms are available
at this link: http://www.ctbos.org/resources/. The Housing Provider is responsible for
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scheduling or ensuring lease execution as quickly as possible after the lease and HAP contract
are prepared. Except when the owner or participants are unable to do so, the lease must be
executed within 5 days of lease/HAP preparation. The Housing Provider is also responsible for
ensuring execution or acknowledgement of receipt of the following documents at or prior to
lease execution: W-9 Form, Vendor Form, New Admission Summary, Owner Assurance Form,
Owners Authorization to Sign (If applicable), Partnership Agreement (if applicable), Corporate
Resolution (if applicable), Client Bill of Rights, VAWA Notice of Occupancy Rights & Incident
Self-Certification Form, Termination from HEARTH, Participant’s Consent for Release of
Information form(s), Lead Paint Notice, Federal Privacy Act information, and Grievance Policy.
All DMHAS required CoC RA forms are available at this link: http://www.ctbos.org/resources/.
See additional details in the Processing Payments for Rental Assistance Section below. The
Housing Providers submit the completed HAP Contract (original), NAF, W-9 and Vendor form to
the Housing and Homeless Services Unit.

Timeline from Unit Location to Lease Execution
The Housing and Homeless Services Unit has established a timeline setting benchmarks for
progress from unit location by the applicant to CoC RA unit lease-up. The timeline is intended
to allow enough time for all parties involved—the Project Participant, Housing Provider, Service
Provider, and Property Owner—to accomplish their respective tasks with due diligence, while
ensuring that homeless households obtain housing as quickly as possible.
Rent Reasonableness Determination: As described in the rent reasonableness section above,
the Housing Provider must determine whether the rent charged for the unit assisted with CoC
RA is reasonable in relation to rents being charged for comparable unassisted units. The LMHA
is responsible for making this determination within 3 business days.
HUD Housing Quality Standards (HQS) and Environmental Review: Prior to approving a unit
for rental assistance or authorizing a lease execution, the Housing Provider must physically
inspect the unit to determine if it meets HUD Housing Quality Standards (HQS). The Housing
Provider must schedule the HQS inspection as quickly as possible upon receiving the RFA.
Except when the owner does not make the unit available for inspection or unusual, extenuating
circumstances exist, the inspection must be completed within 15 days of receipt of the RFA.
The Housing Provider must set a deadline for completion of repairs not to exceed 30 days from
the inspection date, which, if not met, will result in cancellation of the RFA. See HQS Section
above for additional details. The Housing Provider must also document that the unit meets the
applicable Environmental Review requirements – details available in the Environmental Review
Training Presentation and FAQ available at http://www.ctbos.org/resources/.
Security Deposit and Initial Payment: It is the responsibility of the Housing Provider to
determine the amount of security deposit and initial payment necessary to obtain the unit
within allowable state and federal limits. To conserve program resources, the Housing Provider
must seek the least amount necessary to secure the unit. The CoC Program Interim Rule allows
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security deposits of up to 2 months’ rent. For participants 62 years of age or older, CT state law
prohibits security deposits in excess of 1 month’s rent. In addition to the security deposit, the
CoC Program Interim Rule allows an initial, up-front payment to the landlord at or following
lease execution to include first and last month’s rent. Typically, the Housing Provider should
seek an initial payment that is limited to the first month’s rent and 1 month’s security deposit;
however, when the Housing Provider has determined that a participant will not otherwise be
able to rent a unit, the Housing Provider, at their discretion, may, in addition, seek a second
month’s rent as a security deposit and/or up-front payment of the last month’s rent.
Lease Execution within 2 business days of a unit passing HQS inspection, the Housing Provider
must promptly prepare a lease (to be signed by the owner/landlord and participant) and the
Housing Assistance Payment (HAP) Contract (to be signed by owner/landlord and DMHAS). The
Housing Provider is responsible for scheduling or ensuring that the Service Provider schedules
lease execution as quickly as possible after the lease and HAP contract are prepared. Except
when the owner or participant are unable to do so, the lease must be executed within 5 days of
lease/HAP preparation.

Processing Payments for Rental Assistance
1. Housing Coordinators obtain a Federal W9 and a State of CT Agency Vendor Form (SP26) from the landlord or property manager. These documents are used by the
Department Fiscal Services Bureau to enroll the entity (landlord or property manager)
into the CORE-CT, CT’s state government integrated human resources, payroll, financial
and reporting system, which generates payments for the Rental Assistance program.
Entry of vendors is completed by the Comptroller’s Office. The Comptroller’s Office
requires that following guidelines are adhered to complete a vendor’s enrollment in
CORE-CT.
2. All forms must be legible; otherwise the document will be returned, and entity will not
be enrolled in CORE-CT. For vendors that are an Individual Sole Proprietor or a Limited
Liability Corporation (LLC) Single Member Entity, the individual’s name MUST appear
on line 1 of both the W9 and the SP-26. The business name (if there is one) MUST
appear on line 2 of both forms.
3. Both W9 and SP-26 must list the same business entity/tax classification. (Line 3 of both
forms).
4. For vendors that are LLCs, Line #3 Limited Liability Company (LLC) on the W9 should be
checked, and the appropriate Tax Classification (Corporation C, Single S, or Partnership
P) must be entered in the line provided.
5. The W9 and SP-26 are emailed or faxed to the Office of the Commissioner Housing and
Homeless Services Unit staff for review and submission to the FSB for entry into CORECT.
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6. For all new contracts, the Housing Coordinator must complete a New Admission
Summary Form (NAF) and Contract with all data fields complete. These forms must be
reviewed and signed by a supervisor or designee for completeness and accuracy. The
NAF and Contract is electronically sent to the Office of the Commissioner Housing and
Homeless Services Unit staff for review and submission to the FSB for payment.
7. If there are changes during the contract period which require a change in the Housing
Assistance Payment (HAP) or request a payment after a contract has lapsed, the
Housing Coordinator must complete a Change Order (CO) form with all data fields
complete, including but not limited to the “FROM” and “TO” change amounts, and the
effective date of change. All forms must be reviewed and signed by a supervisor or
designed for completeness and accuracy. The CO is electronically sent to the Office of
the Commissioner Housing and Homeless Services Unit staff for review and submission
to the FSB for payment.
8. If a vendor needs to change an address, a written request or email must be provided to
the OOC Housing and Homeless Services staff for review and submission to FSB who will
submit the request to the Comptroller’s Office. All other changes (business name, tax
classification or FEIN) will require a written request or email from the owner stating the
change, as well as a new W9 and SP-26.
9. In the event that a property is sold, the Housing Coordinator must send an email to OOC
Housing and Homeless Services and FSB staff informing them of the change. This is
should be as soon as the Housing Coordinator is informed of the sale. After sending the
email, the Housing Coordinator must send a CO stopping payment to the current
landlord. The Housing Coordinator must then verify the new ownership of the building
and complete a Contract Amendment form with the new owner or property
management’s information. The Housing Coordinator must then complete all the steps
outlined in paragraphs 2 – 6.

Processing Stop Payments of Rental Assistance
1. Housing Coordinator must send an email to OOC Housing and Homeless Services and
FSB staff informing them of the tenant contract number and date to stop payment,
which must be last day of a month.
2. Within two (2) business days of sending the email notification to OOC and FSB staff, the
Housing Coordinator must send a Change Order to OOC Housing and Homeless Services
staff to officially stop the rental payments. The Suspend Check – Month section must
be completed.
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Processing Termination of Rental Assistance
1. Housing Coordinator must send an email to OOC Housing and Homeless Services and FSB
staff informing them of the tenant contract number and date to stop payment, which must
be last day of a month.
2. Within two (2) business days of sending the email notification to OOC and FSB staff, the
Housing Coordinator must send a Change Order to OOC Housing and Homeless Services
staff to officially stop the rental payments.
a. If the tenant is vacating the unit and moving to another apartment, the New Owner,
New Unit option must be checked.
b. If the tenant is terminated from the Rental Assistance program, the Termination
from S+C Program must be checked.
Additional details regarding DMHAS CoC Fiscal Procedures are included in the appendix of this
Guide.

Income Determination and Rent Calculation
DMHAS Income and Rent Calculation Worksheet
Housing Providers are required to use the approved rent calculation worksheet available to compute
household income and rent. That worksheet and all other DMHAS required CoC RA forms are available
at this link: http://www.ctbos.org/resources/. This section provides a detailed explanation of how to
use the form.
Income Eligibility
The Housing Provider must examine a program participant’s income prior to the initial lease signing,
and at least annually thereafter to determine the amount of the contribution toward rent payable by
the program participant and the amount to be paid by the subsidy. Adjustments to a program
participant’s contribution toward the rental payment must be made as changes in income are
identified (see Income Changes and Fluctuations Section below).
Participants are required (24 CFR Sec. 578.103) to provide all indicated income documentation as a
condition of participation in the CoC RA program. HUD does not establish income eligibility limits for
the CoC program; however, the amount of the subsidy received by a participant is determined based
on income. If a participant has an unusually high income, it is possible that, as determined using the
rent calculation worksheet, household income is sufficient to pay full rent, and the person can receive
no subsidy. Even in this scenario, the participant, though not eligible for CoC rental assistance, may be
in need of and eligible for the services offered in permanent supportive housing. Prior to admitting or
recertifying such a participant, the Housing Provider is required to consult with the Housing and
Homeless Services Unit.
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Included Income
The most common kinds of income that must be included in the calculation of household income and
entered onto the worksheet are:
o Social Security and Veteran’s Benefits
o Welfare Assistance (State Administered General Assistance)
o Gross (i.e., prior to deductions) employment income including wages, salaries, overtime, tips,
commissions, and bonuses
o Net income from a business
o Payments in lieu of earnings, such as unemployment, disability compensation, worker's
compensation, and severance
o Alimony and child support payments
o Regular contributions or gifts received from organizations or from persons not residing in the
dwelling

In some cases, participants may have other sources of income that must also be included in the
calculation of household income and entered onto the worksheet. Income calculations must
include applicable income of all members of the household as specified in the lease. Per 24 CFR
5.609(b), income included in the calculation of household income consists of:
(1) The full amount, before any payroll deductions, of wages and salaries, overtime pay,
commissions, fees, tips and bonuses, and other compensation for personal services;
(2) The net income from operation of a business or profession. Expenditures for business
expansion or amortization of capital indebtedness shall not be used as deductions in
determining net income. An allowance for depreciation of assets used in a business or
profession may be deducted, based on straight line depreciation, as provided in Internal
Revenue Service regulations. Any withdrawal of cash or assets from the operation of a business
or profession will be included in income, except to the extent the withdrawal is reimbursement
of cash or assets invested in the operation by the family;
(3) Interest, dividends, and other net income of any kind from real or personal property.
Expenditures for amortization of capital indebtedness shall not be used as deductions in
determining net income. An allowance for depreciation is permitted only as authorized in
paragraph (2) above. Any withdrawal of cash or assets from an investment will be included in
income, except to the extent the withdrawal is reimbursement of cash or assets invested by the
family. Where the family has net family assets in excess of $5,000, annual income shall include
the greater of the actual income derived from all net family assets or a percentage of the value
of such assets based on the current passbook savings rate, as determined by HUD;
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(4) The full sum of periodic amounts received from social security, annuities, insurance
policies, retirement funds, pensions, disability or death benefits, and other similar types of
periodic receipts, including a lump-sum amount or prospective monthly amounts for the
delayed start of a periodic amount (e.g., Black Lung Sick benefits, Veterans Disability,
Dependent Indemnity Compensation, payments to the widow of a serviceman killed in action).
See paragraph (13) under Income Exclusions for an exception to this paragraph;
(5) Payments in lieu of earnings, such as unemployment, disability compensation, worker's
compensation, and severance pay, except as provided in paragraph (3) under Income
Exclusions;
(6) Welfare Assistance.
(a) Welfare assistance received by the family.
(b) If the welfare assistance payment includes an amount specifically designated for
shelter and utilities that is subject to adjustment by the welfare assistance agency in
accordance with the actual cost of shelter and utilities, the amount of welfare
assistance income to be included as income shall consist of:
• The amount of the allowance or grant exclusive of the amount
specifically designated for shelter or utilities; plus
• The maximum amount that the welfare assistance agency could in fact
allow the family for shelter and utilities. If the family’s welfare assistance
is ratably reduced from the standard of need by applying a percentage,
the amount calculated under this paragraph shall be the amount
resulting from 1 application of the percentage.
(7) Periodic and determinable allowances, such as alimony and child support payments, and
regular contributions or gifts received from organizations or from persons not residing in the
dwelling; and
(8) All regular pay, special pay, and allowances of a member of the Armed Forces, except as
provided in paragraph (7) under Income Exclusions.
Excluded Income
The most common kinds of income that must be excluded in the calculation of household income and
are not to be entered onto the worksheet are:
o Employment income for children under 18
o Temporary, non-recurring or sporadic income/gifts
o Payments for the care of foster children or foster adults (usually persons with disabilities
unrelated to the tenant family, who are unable to live alone)
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o Lump sum additions to assets such as inheritances, insurance payments (including payments
under health and accident insurance and worker’s compensation), capital gains, lottery, and
settlement for personal or property losses.
o Amounts received by the family that are specifically for, or in reimbursement of, the cost of
medical expenses for any family member
o Income of a live-in aide, as defined in 24 CFR 5.403
o The full amount of student financial assistance paid directly to the student or to the educational
institution
o Resident service stipends. A resident service stipend is a modest amount (not to exceed $200
per month) received by a resident for performing a service for the owner, on a part-time basis,
that enhances the quality of life in the project. Such services may include, but are not limited
to, fire patrol, hall monitoring, lawn maintenance, and resident initiative coordination. No
resident may receive more than 1 such stipend during the same period of time.
In some cases, participants may have other sources of income that must also be excluded from
the worksheet. Per 24 CFR 5.609(c), income excluded from calculating the household’s income
consists of:
1) The special pay to a family member serving in the Armed Forces who is exposed to
hostile fire (e.g., in the past, special pay included Operation Desert Storm);
2) Amounts received under training programs funded by HUD;
3) Amounts received by a person with a disability that are disregarded for a limited time
for purposes of supplemental security income eligibility and benefits because they are
set-aside for use under a Plan to Attain Self-Sufficiency (PASS);
4) Amounts received by a participant in other publicly assisted programs that are
specifically for or in reimbursement of out-of-pocket expenses incurred (special
equipment, clothing, transportation, child care, etc.) and which are made solely to allow
participation in a specific program; or
5) Incremental earnings and benefits resulting to any family member from participation in
qualifying state or local employment training programs (including training programs not
affiliated with a local government) and training of a family member as a resident
management staff person. Amounts excluded by this provision must be received under
employment training programs with clearly defined goals and objectives, and are
excluded only for the period during which the family member participates in the
employment training program.
6) Reparation payments paid by a foreign government pursuant to claims filed under the
laws of that government by persons who were persecuted during the Nazi era.
(Examples include payments by the German and Japanese governments for atrocities
committed during the Nazi era);
7) Earnings in excess of $480 for each full-time student 18 years or older (excluding the
head of household and spouse);
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8) Adoption assistance payments in excess of $480 per adopted child;
9) Deferred periodic amounts from supplemental security income and social security
benefits that are received in a lump-sum amount or in prospective monthly amounts;
10) Amounts received by the family in the form of refunds or rebates under state or local
law for property taxes paid on the dwelling unit;
11) Amounts paid by a state agency to a family with a member who has a developmental
disability and is living at home to offset the cost of services and equipment needed to
keep the developmentally disabled family member at home; or
12) Amounts specifically excluded by any other federal statute from consideration as
income for purposes of determining eligibility or benefits under a category of assistance
programs that includes assistance under any program to which the exclusions set forth
in 24 CFR 5.609(c) apply. A notice will be published in the Federal Register and
distributed to housing owners identifying the benefits that qualify for this exclusion.
Updates will be published and distributed when necessary.
The following is a list of income sources that qualify for that exclusion:
(a) The value of the allotment provided to an eligible household under the Food Stamp Act
of 1977 (7 U.S.C. 2017 [b]);
(b) Payments to Volunteers under the Domestic Volunteer Services Act of 1973 (42
U.S.C. 5044(g), 5058) (employment through AmeriCorps, Volunteers in Service to
America [VISTA], Retired Senior Volunteer Program, Foster Grandparents Program,
youthful offender incarceration alternatives, senior companions);
(c) Payments received under the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act (43 U.S.C. 1626[c]);
(d) Income derived from certain submarginal land of the United States that is held in trust
for certain Indian tribes (25 U.S.C. 459e);
(e) Payments or allowances made under the Department of Health and Human Services’
Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program (42 U.S.C. 8624[f]);
(f) Payments received under programs funded in whole or in part under the Job Training
Partnership Act (29 U.S.C. 1552[b]; (effective July 1, 2000, references to Job Training
Partnership Act shall be deemed to refer to the corresponding provision of the
Workforce Investment Act of 1998 [29 U.S.C. 2931], e.g., employment and training
programs for Native Americans and migrant and seasonal farm workers, Job Corps,
veterans employment programs, state job training programs, career intern programs,
AmeriCorps);
(g) Income derived from the disposition of funds to the Grand River Band of Ottawa Indians
(Pub. L-94-540, 90 Stat. 2503-04);
(h) The first $2,000 of per capita shares received from judgment funds awarded by the
Indian Claims Commission or the U. S. Claims Court and the interests of individual
Indians in trust or restricted lands, including the first $2,000 per year of income
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(i)

(j)

(k)

(l)
(m)

(n)
(o)
(p)
(q)
(r)

(s)

received by individual Indians from funds derived from interests held in such trust or
restricted lands (25 U.S.C. 1407-1408);
Amounts of scholarships funded under title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965,
including awards under federal work-study programs or under the Bureau of Indian
Affairs student assistance programs (20 U.S.C. 1087uu);
Payments received from programs funded under Title V of the Older Americans Act of
1985 (42 U.S.C. 3056[f]), e.g., Green Thumb, Senior Aides, Older American Community
Service Employment Program;
Payments received on or after January 1, 1989, from the Agent Orange Settlement Fund
or any other fund established pursuant to the settlement in In Re Agent-product liability
litigation, M.D.L. No. 381 (E.D.N.Y.);
Payments received under the Maine Indian Claims Settlement Act of 1980 (25 U.S.C.
1721);
The value of any child care provided or arranged (or any amount received as payment
for such care or reimbursement for costs incurred for such care) under the Child Care
and Development Block Grant Act of 1990 (42 U.S.C. 9858q);
Earned income tax credit (EITC) refund payments received on or after January 1, 1991,
including advanced earned income credit payments (26 U.S.C. 32[j]);
Payments by the Indian Claims Commission to the Confederated Tribes and Bands of
Yakima Indian Nation or the Apache Tribe of Mescalero Reservation (Pub. L. 95- 433);
Allowances, earnings, and payments to AmeriCorps participants under the National and
Community Service Act of 1990 (42 U.S.C. 12637[d]);
Any allowance paid under the provisions of 38 U.S.C. 1805 to a child suffering from
spina bifida who is the child of a Vietnam veteran (38 U.S.C. 1805);
Any amount of crime victim compensation (under the Victims of Crime Act) received
through crime victim assistance (or payment or reimbursement of the cost of such
assistance) as determined under the Victims of Crime Act because of the commission of
a crime against the applicant under the Victims of Crime Act (42 U.S.C. 10602); and
Allowances, earnings and payments to individuals participating in programs under the
Workforce Investment Act of 1998 (29 U.S.C. 2931).

Income Adjustments
HUD requires that certain adjustments to gross income be applied when calculating a
participant’s rent obligation. The Housing Provider is responsible for applying all relevant,
required income adjustments in accordance with the federal requirements. The Housing
Provider must identify the adjustments that are relevant to each participant and enter all
relevant, required adjustments into the Rent Calculation Worksheet. Below are the mandatory
adjustments. All adjustments must be applied on an annual basis and the amounts indicated
are annual, not monthly, deductions:
• $480 for each dependent under age 18 or full-time student, regardless of age
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•

•

•

$400 for all household’s that include an elderly (i.e., over age 62) or a disabled member
- this deduction must be applied to every household in Permanent Supportive Housing,
including CoC RA, because the household must be a ‘disabled household’ to qualify for
PSH.
Reasonable child care expenses for children under age 13 if the care is necessary to
enable a family member to seek employment, be gainfully employed (i.e., the deduction
cannot exceed the employment income included in the rent calculation), or further
his/her education.
If the household includes an elderly or disabled member then the portion of the
following that exceeds 3% of gross annual income: unreimbursed medical expenses,
unreimbursed attendant and auxiliary apparatus expenses for each disabled member of
the family to the extent necessary to enable any member of the family (including a
disabled member) to be employed. The deduction cannot exceed the employment
income included in the rent calculation. Auxiliary apparatus must be directly related to
permitting a member of the family to work and might include, for example,
wheelchairs, ramps, vehicle adaptations, equipment to enable a visually impaired
person to read or type.

Gathering Income Documentation
It is the head of the participant household’s responsibility to provide adequate income documentation
at initial project intake and at recertification, with the assistance of the Housing Provider and/or
Service Provider, as needed. The CoC RA Program serves people with disabilities and prioritizes those
with the greatest service needs. As such, it is the responsibility of the Housing Provider to determine
whether a participant is unable to provide the necessary documentation and to ensure that the
required level of assistance is available. In some cases, a reasonable accommodation may be necessary
to adjust the process by which the documentation is obtained; however, the documentation must be
obtained for all participants regardless of disability or other barriers.
Income from benefits or assistance can be documented by a form or letter issued by the
agency providing the benefits, such as the Social Security Administration or CT Department of
Social Services. On-the-books employment income must be documented by paycheck stubs or
similar documentation. The amount of employment time documented depends on the
frequency of the pay period:
•
•
•

Weekly pay period (52 pay periods/year): obtain pay stubs covering at least four weeks of
pay.
Bi-weekly pay period (26 pay periods/year): obtain pay stubs covering at least four weeks of
pay.
Monthly pay period (12 pay periods/year): obtain pay stubs covering at least 1 months of
pay.
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If household members have recent employment without the minimum number of pay stubs,
the Housing Provider can extrapolate the probable income out to the minimum period and
make a calculation based on the extrapolation.
In addition to verifying the fact of employment, the verification process must also document
supplemental income such as bonuses, commissions, and overtime pay.
Off-the-books employment income must also be reported and documented by the relevant
third party or, to the extent third party documentation is not available, written certification by
the program participant (see additional details below).
It is the responsibility of the Housing Provider to ensure that current documentation of annual income,
including countable assets and of all applied income deductions is maintained in participant files in
accordance with HUD requirements (24 CFR 578.103). For each program participant who receives CoC
RA assistance, the Housing Provider must keep the following documentation of income for each initial,
annual and interim income determination:
(i) Required rent calculation worksheet; and
(ii) Third party documentation of all adjustments indicated in the rent calculation worksheet (e.g.,
childcare, unreimbursed medical expenses, verification of full-time student status); and
(ii) Source documents (e.g., most recent wage statement, unemployment compensation statement,
public benefits statement, bank statement) for the assets held by the program participant and
income received before the date of the evaluation;
(iii) To the extent that source documents are unobtainable, a written statement by the relevant
third party (e.g., employer, government benefits administrator) or the written certification by the
LMHA or Service Provider intake staff of the oral verification by the relevant third party of the
income the program participant received over the most recent period; or
(iv) To the extent that source documents and third-party verification are unobtainable, the written
certification by the program participant of the amount of income that the program participant is
reasonably expected to receive over the 3-month period following the evaluation.
Income Changes and Fluctuations
Participants are required to report to the Housing Provider/Service Provider income changes of
more than $40 per month when such a change is expected to be ongoing within 10 days of the
change. This includes both increases and decreases in income. Upon receiving such a
notification, the Housing Provider is required to re-determine the annual income and adjust
the participant rent calculation accordingly.
Where the change results in a reduction in the participant’s rent contribution, the Housing
Provider must complete the re-determination as promptly as possible and within 5 business
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days. The decrease becomes effective on the first day of the month following the 30-day
notice.
Where the change results in an increase in the participant’s rent contribution, the Housing
Provider must complete the re-determination as promptly as possible and within ten business
days. The Housing Provider must notify participants 30 days in advance of any rent increase.
The increase must take effect on the first of day of the month following the 30-day notice.
If income is irregular the Housing Provider may need to gather pay documentation for 3 to 6
months in order to make a valid income determination. Seasonal, overtime and other types of
employment income that do not last a full 12 months can be calculated as if they are available
for 12 months continuously. Heads of Household would then be required to notify the Housing
Provider when overtime or seasonal pay ceases so that gross income can be recalculated
appropriately. When it is not feasible to anticipate annual income due to income fluctuations,
the Housing Provider may also opt to re-determine income at the end of a pre-designated
period. For example, for a participant with seasonal fluctuations in hours, the Housing Provider
may wish to determine income and require the participant to provide updated income
documentation quarterly.
See the Processing Payments in Rental Assistance Section for additional details.

Household Composition Changes
Participants are required to report to the Housing Provider changes to their household
composition within 10 days of the change. This includes both additions and removals of
members of the household. Upon receiving such a notification, the Housing Provider is
required to re-determine income and adjust the participant rent calculation accordingly. If the
number of household members has decreased such that the unit contains more bedrooms than
people, upon completion of the lease term, the participant, with assistance from the Service
Provider and/or Housing Provider, may relocate to a smaller unit. However, the CoC Program
interim rule allows for a recipient or subrecipient to rent a unit of their choice as long as the
rent paid is reasonable in relation to rents being charged for comparable units, taking into
account the location, size, type, quality, amenities, facilities, and management services, and as
long as the recipient can serve the number of participants in the grant agreement. The Housing
Provider should follow the relevant components of the process described above under the
Income Changes and Fluctuations Section.

Households Reporting Zero Income
In some cases, participants may report zero household income. At each initial certification
and annual re-certification Housing Providers must require each adult household member
reporting zero income to complete a No Income Certification. That certification and all other
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DMHAS required CoC RA forms are available at this link: http://www.ctbos.org/resources/.
While Housing Providers are not required to investigate such claims, staff should be aware of
any obvious signs of fraud. If readily available information raises doubts about the validity of
the claim, the Housing Provider should suspend the processing of the voucher and contact
the Housing and Homeless Services Unit for guidance.

Utility Allowance
CoC RA utility allowances must be calculated by the Housing Provider as described below. To
calculate a utility allowance, the Housing Provider must obtain a utility allowance schedule
from the State of CT Department of Housing. Utility allowances are updated and must be
obtained annually. The Housing Provider must enter the applicable allowance amounts into the
Rent Calculation Worksheet applying an allowance for each type of utility that the participant is
responsible for paying. The Housing Provider must not apply an allowance for any type of utility
that is included in the rent. The Housing Provider is responsible for ensuring that application of
utility allowance amounts in the Rent Calculation Worksheet is aligned with the types of
utilities specified in the most current lease as the responsibility of the participant.
For most households, the utility allowance is given by deducting the allowance from the
amount of rent the household owes each month. Housing Providers are responsible for
ensuring that every effort is made to lease utilities included when participants have no or very
limited income.

Participant Notification of Rent Obligation
The Housing Provider is responsible for reviewing the rent calculation worksheet with all
participants, helping them to understand how their rent obligation was calculated and
addressing any participant questions regarding the calculation. Promptly upon determining
income and calculating or re-calculating the participant’s rent obligation, the Housing Provider
is also required to provide the participant with the Approval and Payment letter, which
specifies total contract rent for the unit, the participant’s monthly rent contribution amount,
and the requirement to report changes to income and/or household composition. The
template for that letter and all other DMHAS required CoC RA forms are available at this link:
http://www.ctbos.org/resources/.

Overpayments
If the Housing Provider has followed the notification procedure outlined above and a
participant fails to provide required interim change information or submits incorrect or falsified
information on any application, certification or re-certifications and, as a result, is charged a
rent less than the amount required by HUD’s rent formulas, the participant must reimburse
DMHAS for the difference between the rent the participant should have paid and the rent
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he/she paid. The participant is not required to reimburse DMHAS for undercharges by an
LMHA’s failure to follow HUD’s procedures for computing rent or assistance payments. A
participant shall have the right to a reasonable repayment agreement.
Similarly, Property Owners must reimburse DMHAS for all overpayments where such
overpayments are due to the Owner’s error or failure to follow required procedures. The
Housing and Homeless Services Unit may permit the owner/landlord or housing provider to
repay such overpayments in 1 lump sum or over a period of time through reduction of normal
housing assistance payments.

Move-In
Housing Providers in conjunction with the Service Providers assist participants to move-in to
units as promptly as possible following the lease initiation date. This includes, accessing all
available resources to assist with moving personal belongings. This also includes accessing all
available resources to furnish the apartment and obtain basic household goods and personal
care items, such as cleaning supplies, linens, and cooking equipment, and toiletries. Service
Providers and/or Housing Providers are responsible for ensuring due diligence in securing such
items in advance of or promptly upon move-in. The Housing and Homeless Service Unit
acknowledges that the availability of such resources varies based on locality, and, in some
cases, it may not be possible to obtain all of these items promptly. When that is the case, the
Housing Provider will continue to work with the Service Provider to obtain these items as
quickly as possible.

Annual Re-Certification
The CoC Rental Assistance Program requires that each participant be recertified, annually. The
recertification process is described below, and all required recertification forms are available at this
link: http://www.ctbos.org/resources/. The Housing Provider is required to send the Annual
Recertification Notification to each participant 90 days before the effective date of the recertification.
The Housing Provider includes with the Notification an addressed, postage paid envelope and indicates
the time and date of the scheduled HQS inspection and contact information to confirm or reschedule
the inspection date. The notification is copied to the case manager and property manager, if
applicable, and a copy is maintained in the participant chart.
The Housing Provider is responsible for ensuring that the following required elements of annual
recertification are completed and all documentation is maintained in the participant chart.
Requirements described in this Guide above in Section 4 also apply at recertification:
• Housing Quality Standards Inspection
• Rent Reasonableness Determination
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Environmental Review
Income Determination and Documentation
Rent Calculation
Lease and HAP Contract Execution
Execution/Acknowledgement of receipt of the following forms: Occupancy Continuation Form,
Client Bill of Rights, VAWA Notice of Occupancy Rights & Incident Self-Certification Form,
Termination from HEARTH, Participant’s Consent for Release of Information form(s), Lead Paint
Notice, Federal Privacy Act information, Grievance Policy, W-9 Form, Vendor Form, New
Admission Summary, Owner Assurance Form, Owners Authorization to Sign (If applicable),
Partnership Agreement (if applicable), Corporate Resolution (if applicable).
If the participant is moving to a new unit, please refer to Move-In section above.
•
•
•
•
•

The Housing Provider is also responsible for following the steps outlined in the Processing Payments
for Rental Assistance and Participant Notification of Rent Obligation sections above.

Moving to a Different Unit
Participants are obligated to abide by the terms of their lease, which includes maintaining
residence in their rental unit until lease expiration. At the end of the lease term, TRA
participants may move, if desired or needed with the following limitations:
• The new unit must meet HQS and Rent Reasonableness criteria;
• The new unit must be located within the CoC and project service area through which the
funding originates (except as noted below);
• Households must provide written notice to the Housing Provider of their intention
to move at least 60 days prior to the lease termination date;
• Households must provide written notice to the Property
Owner/Manager/Landlord of their intention to move at least 30 days prior to the
lease termination date.
As required under the Violence Against Women Act (VAWA) each CoC must have an
emergency transfer plan, which allows participants who are victims of domestic violence,
dating violence, sexual assault, stalking or human trafficking to request an emergency
transfer from the tenant’s current unit to another unit. Housing Providers, Service Providers,
and Owners must comply with the CoC Emergency Transfer Plan available for CT BOS at:
www.ctbos.org and for Opening Doors Fairfield County at: https://www.openingdoorsfc.org.
In situations that do not qualify under the relevant VAWA Emergency Transfer Plan, if a TRA
participant wants to move before the end of any lease term, permission may be granted by
the Housing Provider, at their discretion, only with a written statement from the Owner
releasing the household from the lease.
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PRA and SRA participants are not entitled to retain CoC Rental Assistance if they opt to move
except as specified in the relevant VAWA Emergency Transfer Plan.

Eviction
An Owner may evict a household from a subsidized unit only through a court action, as
detailed in Connecticut Landlord-Tenant law. The Property Owner/Manager/Landlord must
notify the Housing Provider in writing of the commencement of any procedures for
termination of tenancy.
Eviction does not result automatically in termination of the participant from the CoC RA
project. For more information on eviction prevention and requirements related to eviction,
re-housing and termination from the CoC RA Program see the Service Requirements and
Termination Sections of this Guide.

Vacancies and Retention of Assistance
If a unit assisted with CoC Rental Assistance is vacated before the expiration of the lease, the
assistance for the unit may continue for a maximum of 30 days from the end of the month in
which the unit was vacated, unless occupied by another eligible person. No additional
assistance will be paid until the unit is occupied by another eligible person.
Brief periods of stays in institutions, not to exceed 90 days for each occurrence, are not
considered vacancies (24 CFR 578.51), and assistance may continue during such institutional
stays.
Surviving members of any household who were living in a unit assisted under CoC Rental
Assistance at the time of the qualifying member’s death, long-term incarceration, or long-term
institutionalization, have the right to rental assistance until the expiration of the lease in effect
at the time of the qualifying member’s death, long-term incarceration, or long-term
institutionalization (24 CFR 578.75). It is possible for the remaining household members to
remain in the unit and continue to receive CoC RA after the end of the lease if the remaining
members of the family met the eligibility criteria prior to entry into the project and one
member of the household has a qualifying disability. Note, however, if this project is dedicated
to serving chronically homeless individuals and families, then the new adult head of household
(or minor head of household if no adult is present) must have met the requirements to be
considered chronically homeless that were in effect at the time they
originally entered housing; further, the new adult head of household must have a qualifying
disability. In this instance, Housing Provider or Service Provider must ensure that all eligibility
requirements, including chronically homeless status at the point of original intake into the
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program, have been documented in the household's case file. The Housing Provider or Service
Provider is responsible for assisting the surviving members to determine and document their
qualifications for continued assistance.

Property Damage
Housing Providers may use grant funds in an amount not to exceed 1 month’s rent to pay for
any damage to housing due to the action of a program participant. This shall be a 1-time cost
per participant, incurred at the time a participant exits a housing unit. (24 CFR 578.51)
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SECTION 6: TERMINATION FROM DMHAS COC RENTAL ASSISTANCE
Preventing Termination
The Housing and Homeless Services Unit, Housing Providers, and Service Providers are committed to
making every effort to help participants to retain their CoC rental assistance and remain stably housed.
The Housing and Homeless Services Unit, Housing Providers and Service Providers will work with
households who are experiencing problems that threaten to disrupt their housing stability to correct
the problem(s) and comply with the terms of their lease. This includes helping participants to
understand their responsibilities and to access services that can assist them in maintaining their
housing.
Participants are expected to abide by the terms of their lease and with the requirements of
the CoC RA Program as described in this Guide. When they are unable or unwilling to do so,
the Housing Provider is responsible for ensuring a collaborative approach to problem solving
that fully leverages all available resources. The Housing Provider will work with all parties,
exercise its judgment and examine all extenuating circumstances in determining when alleged
violations are serious enough to warrant termination from the CoC Rental Assistance
Program. As described above, eviction does not result automatically in termination of the
participant from the CoC RA project. For more information on eviction prevention and rehousing see the Service Requirements section of this Guide.

CAN Case Conference
If a participant is at risk of returning to homelessness, the Housing Provider or Service Provider
is required to notify the local CAN at the earliest possible point in the process. The CAN will
convene a case conference to evaluate the situation, determine intervention(s) that might help
to preserve housing or secure an alternative placement, plan for the best possible outcome
and try to prevent a return to homelessness. This requirement does not apply in situations of
imminent risk to self or others.

Termination Requirements
In all cases, terminations from CoC RA must comply with the following HUD requirements as
defined in 24CFR 578.91:
• In terminating assistance to a program participant, the Housing Provider or Service
Provider must provide a formal process that recognizes the rights of individuals
receiving assistance under the due process of law. This process, at a minimum, must
consist of:
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•

(1) Providing the program participant with a written copy of the program rules
and the termination process before the participant begins to receive assistance;
(2) Written notice to the program participant containing a clear statement of the
reasons for termination;
(3) A review of the decision, in which the program participant is given the
opportunity to present written or oral objections before a person other than the
person (or a subordinate of that person) who made or approved the termination
decision; and
(4) Prompt written notice of the final decision to the program participant.
It is the responsibility of the Housing Provider to ensure that, where applicable,
documentation of compliance with the termination of assistance requirements listed
above is maintained in program participant files.

In all cases termination must also comply with written standards adopted by the applicable
CoC, including Housing First standards, which may, for example, disallow terminations from the
program for any reason other than lease violations and through any means other than the legal
court eviction process. If allowable under the applicable CoC written standards, the LMHA may
terminate assistance to a participant outside of the legal court eviction process only in the
most severe cases. DMHAS is not prohibited from resuming assistance at a later date to a
participant who has been terminated. (24 CFR 578.91)

Reasons for Possible Termination
The Housing Provider may recommend termination of a participant from the program for the
following reasons, to the extent that the reason is allowable under the written standards of the
applicable CoC. In all cases, where the cause for seeking the termination would be grounds for
eviction, the termination should be sought through a court ordered eviction process rather
than the process described below.
• Participant currently owes rent or other monies to any CoC Rental Assistance Program
throughout the state of CT, unless participant has entered into a repayment agreement
and is fulfilling the terms of that agreement.
• Participant fails to:
o Supply such certification or documentation as DMHAS determines necessary,
including documentation required for an annual or interim re-examination of
family income and composition despite multiple attempts to explain the
requirements and assist the participant to meet the requirements.
o Allow the Housing Provider to inspect the dwelling unit at reasonable times and
after reasonable written notification.
o Notify the Housing Provider before vacating the unit.
o Maintain the unit as his/her sole residence.
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•
•
•
•

•

•

•

•

Participant commits any fraud in connection with the CoC Rental Assistance Program.
Participant adds any persons to the household without the approval of the Housing
Provider except by birth, adoption or court ordered custody.
Participant sublets, assigns, or accepts payment for any use of the unit.
Participant receives assistance under the CoC Rental Assistance Program while
occupying or receiving assistance in any other unit assisted under any Federal housing
assistance program (including any Section 8 or Housing Authority program).
Participant or any family member, residing or visiting a CoC Rental Assistance subsidized
apartment, engages in any illegal drug-related and/or violent criminal activity on the
premises. (For purposes of this provision, “premises” means the building or complex or
development in which the participant’s dwelling unit is located, including common
areas and grounds).
Participant or any family member, residing in a CoC Rental Assistance subsidized
apartment, engages in any violent criminal activity involving Housing Provider, Housing
and Homeless Services Unit or Service Provider staff.
Any violations of the Termination from HEARTH Form, which was reviewed, signed and
dated by participant upon entering the CoC Rental Assistance Program – all required
forms are available at this link: http://www.ctbos.org/resources/.
If the failure to comply with the tenancy or program obligations is related to the
person’s disability and reasonable accommodation can ameliorate the breach, then CoC
Rental Assistance must grant the reasonable accommodation and refrain from
terminating the subsidy.

Warning Letter
Prior to commencing the termination process, the Housing Provider shall first notify the
participant in writing, that his/her CoC Rental Assistance subsidy is in jeopardy. This “warning
letter” shall state the reasons for the concern with specificity and instruct the participant to
contact the Housing Provider immediately to discuss steps to remedy the problem. This letter,
mailed first class, will be sent to the participant and his/her social service agency case manager
and a copy will be maintained in the participant’s file.
If the participant and the Housing Provider involved cannot reach an agreement within 60
working days about the issue(s) raised in the “warning letter” the Housing Provider shall advise
the participant and relevant CAN (in writing via first class US Mail) that assistance will be
terminated and that the participant has the right to appeal the decision. The letter will advise
the participant of his/her rights under VAWA by providing the VAWA Notification of Occupancy
Rights and Incident Self-Certification form. The letter will also advise the participant of his/her
rights to an informal conference with the relevant CAN and will include a list of available
advocates that may attend the informal conference with the participant. A copy will be
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maintained in the participant’s file. Reasonable accommodation issues can be discussed during
this informal conference. See Appeals section for details regarding the appeal process.

Required Termination Documents
For all participants terminated from the CoC RA Program, the Housing Provider is responsible
for ensuring completion of the following documents and for maintaining copies in the
participant file - all required forms are available at this link: http://www.ctbos.org/resources/.
• Warning Letter (see above)
• VAWA Notice of Occupancy Rights and Incident Certification Form (See above)
• Discharge letter or Termination Letter
• Termination of Payment via Change Order

SECTION 7: APPEAL PROCESS
Participant Right to Appeal
Any participant determined to be ineligible for or being terminated from CoC Rental Assistance
has the right to appeal that decision. When a participant has a dispute, grievance, or complaint
about the administration of the CoC Rental Assistance Program he/she may use the appeal
process described below. This includes but is not limited to disputes, grievances, or complaints
regarding rent calculation, repair issues, mistreatment by Housing Provider, Housing and
Homeless Services Unit or Service Provider staff, etc.
There are several levels of appeal set out below, including: A) Informal Conference with CAN;
B) Hearing with DMHAS Appeal Panel C) Final Review by Review Panel
At all stages of the appeal process, factual findings relating to the individual circumstances of
the applicant shall be based on a preponderance of the evidence presented. At all stages of the
appeal process, any deadlines for the applicant will be liberally construed.

Informal Conference with the Relevant CAN
If the relevant CAN finds that the applicant is not eligible, it will notify the applicant in writing,
clearly stating the specific reasons for the ineligibility determination and informing the
applicant that he/she has the right to appeal the ineligibility decision.
The appeal process may begin with an informal conference with the relevant CAN. The CAN
shall provide the applicant/participant with a conference request form and a list of available
advocates when it notifies the applicant/participant of the determination. The determination
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letter must be mailed to the applicant by first class mail and a copy will be maintained in the
applicant/participant’s file. When an applicant/participant requests an informal conference
with the CAN, the informal conference shall be held within 30 working days of the receipt of
the request.
The Housing Provider or CAN shall mail a notice of the informal conference to the
applicant/participant. The notice of the informal conference shall include the date, time and
place for the conference and a clear and specific statement of the issues presented and shall
include a list of available advocates. The notice of the conference shall be mailed to the
applicant/participant by first class mail. The notice of informal conference with the CAN shall
contain the following advisements:
a)
The applicant/participant has a right to review and receive (free of charge before
the informal conference) photocopies of the documents in the CoC Rental
Assistance file upon which the determination being appealed is based.
b)
The applicant/participant has the right to have a representative or advocate present
at the informal conference with the CAN. A list of available advocates shall be
provided with the notice of the informal conference.
c)
The applicant/participant will be given the opportunity to present written or oral
objections before a person other than the person (or a subordinate of that person)
who made or approved the initial decision at the informal conference.
d)
The applicant/participant has the right to question any witnesses who may be
present at the informal conference and to be informed in advance who those
witnesses will be.
e)
The applicant/participant has the right to bring his/her own witnesses and/or
advocates to the informal conference.
If the applicant/participant has any special needs or accommodations or transportation
problems which may affect his/her ability to attend the informal conference, he/she should
contact the Housing Provider. The relevant CAN shall conduct an informal conference with the
applicant/participant.
At the conference, the applicant/participant and the CAN may make an agreement. If the CAN
and the applicant/participant do not reach an agreement, the CAN will inform the
applicant/participant, in writing (mailed first class) of the specific reason(s) for the
determination, and the applicant/participant’s right to a formal conference with the DMHAS
Appeal Panel. That written notification will include a list of advocates.
The CAN shall make its determination and mail the notice of the determination to the
applicant/participant within 15 working days following the informal conference. The Housing
Provider or CAN shall provide the applicant/participant with a hearing request form, which
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contains the name and address of the DMHAS Housing Director, and instructions for requesting
a hearing orally.

Hearing with DMHAS Appeal Panel
This panel will have 3 members, 1 representing the DMHAS Recovery Community Affairs staff,
and 2 representing a Housing Provider outside of the CAN from which the appeal originated.
When an applicant/participant requests a hearing with the DMHAS Appeal Panel, the hearing
shall be held within 30 working days of the receipt of the request. The notice of hearing shall
include the date, time, and place of the hearing and a clear statement of the issues presented.
The notice of the hearing shall be mailed to the applicant/participant by first class mail not less
than 10 days before the scheduled hearing. The notice of hearing with the DMHAS Appeal
Panel shall contain the same advisements as described above in the Informal Conference
Section.
At the hearing, evidence may be considered without regard to admissibility under the rules of
evidence applicable to judicial proceedings. However, a decision to deny or terminate eligibility
cannot be based on hearsay evidence alone. Applicants/ participants must have the
opportunity to confront and cross examine adverse witnesses. The Housing and Homeless
Services unit staff shall keep a sign-in sheet of those who attended the hearing and a list of the
documents discussed and witnesses present.
Within 10 working days of the hearing, the DMHAS Appeal Panel shall issue a written decision
specifying the reasons for the decision and informing the applicant/participant that he/she can
request a final review by the Review Panel. The decision shall be mailed to the applicant by first
class mail and a copy will be maintained in the applicant/participant file. DMHAS Housing and
Homeless Service Unit staff shall provide the applicant/participant with a request form for the
final review with the Review Panel, which contains the name and address of the Review Panel
contact, and instructions for requesting a final review orally.

Final Review by Review Panel
When an applicant/participant requests a final review from the Review Panel, the final hearing
shall be held within 15 working days of the receipt of the request. The final review will be
conducted by a Review Panel composed of 3 individuals who will serve pro bono:
a. The first Review Panel member will be the DMHAS Team Leader.
b. The second Review Panel member will be a participant/applicant Advocate (not
representing applicant), including but not limited to, NAMI, Legal Services, Connecticut
Legal Rights Project, CT Community for Addiction Recovery (CCAR) and Advocacy Unlimited.
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c. The DMHAS Team Leader and the Advocate will select a third Review Panel member. To
qualify as a Review Panel member, the individual must have participated in the training
workshop regarding this Appeal process and must not be a person (or a subordinate of a
person) who made or approved the decision being appealed;

The notice of the final review shall include the date, time and place for the hearing and a clear
and detailed statement of the issues. The notice of the hearing shall be mailed to the
applicant/participant by first class mail not less than 10 days before the scheduled hearing. The
notice shall contain the same advisements as stated above (Section XIV, Part B 5) and a copy
will be maintained in the applicant/participant file.
The Review Panel shall keep a sign-in sheet of those who attended the final review and a list of
documents discussed and witnesses present. The final review shall be governed by the process
described above in the Appeal Panel section. The Review Panel shall issue a written decision
within 15 working days of the final review, giving a short statement of the facts on which the
decision is based. Copies of the Review Panel’s decision shall be mailed to the applicant or
participant by first class mail and retained in the applicant/participant’s file.
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SECTION 8: SUPPORTIVE SERVICE REQUIREMENTS
The CT DMHAS CoC RA program provides housing subsidies in connection with supportive
services on a long-term basis for homeless persons with disabilities, including those with
serious mental illness, chronic problems with alcohol and/or drugs, Acquired
Immunodeficiency Syndrome (AIDS) and/or related diseases who are coming from literally
homeless situations, such as emergency shelters and places not meant for human habitation.
The program prioritizes applicants who have been homeless the longest and have the most
intensive service needs. As such, the program is designed to provide flexible, intensive supports
to help participants, who are often facing significant challenges to obtain permanent housing,
stabilize in that housing and identify and achieve personal goals.
Services are designed to help participants to build supportive relationships, engage in
personally meaningful activities, and regain or develop new roles in their families and
communities. Furthermore, services are recovery-based and designed to help tenants gain
control of their own lives, define their personal values, preferences, and visions for the future,
establish meaningful individual short and long-term goals, and build hope that the things they
want out of life are attainable. Services are focused on helping participants to achieve the
things that are important to them, and goals are not driven by staff priorities or selected from a
pre-determined menu of options.
DMHAS and various DMHAS partner organizations offer regular training on a range of topics
described below, and DMHAS strongly encourages Housing and Service Provider staff to
participate regularly is such training.

Housing First
The CoC RA program provides homeless people with housing quickly and provides services as
needed using a low-barrier approach that emphasizes community integration, stable tenancy,
recovery and individual choice. Participants are expected to comply with a standard lease
agreement and are provided with services and supports to help maintain housing and prevent
eviction. No program rules beyond those that are customary, legal, and enforceable through a
lease are applied (e.g., visitor policies should be equivalent to those in other types of
permanent, lease-based housing in the community).
Services are designed to identify and reduce risks to stable tenancy and to overall health and
well-being. Retention in housing is contingent on lease compliance and is not contingent on
abstinence from substances or compliance with services, treatment or other clinical
requirements. For example, tenants are not terminated involuntarily from housing for refusal to
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participate in services or for violating program rules that are not stipulated in the lease and/or
HEARTH Termination form (available at: http://www.ctbos.org/resources/). Participants may
not be required, for example, to engage in case management, mental health, medical,
substance use or other types of services. Nor may participants be required to take medications.

Trauma-Informed Care
Individuals who are homeless are likely to have experienced previous trauma, and
homelessness itself is a traumatic experience that is often stressful, dehumanizing, and
dangerous. Being homeless increases the risk of further trauma, and trauma can interfere with
a person’s sense of safety, ability to self-regulate, perception of control and self-efficacy, and
interpersonal relationships. The Housing and Homeless Services unit strongly encourages all
Housing and Service Providers to integrate trauma-informed practices into their CoC RA
projects. This means, for example, helping staff to understand how trauma impacts clients,
including how clients might react to triggering situations and helping staff to develop more
effective responses to those reactions. This also includes emphasizing participant and staff
safety, ensuring that services are predictable, staff roles and boundaries are clear and staff are
reliable, being aware of potential triggers to avoid re-traumatization, creating opportunities to
rebuild participants’ sense of control, emphasizing participant choice, and assisting participants
to continuously identify their strengths and build new skills.

Roles and Responsibilities in Providing Supportive Services
As described in this Guide, each CoC RA project is assigned to a Housing Provider and/or Local
Mental Health Authority (LMHA) operated either directly by DMHAS or by a DMHAS funded
non-profit agency. The Housing Provider/LMHA Housing Providers are responsible for
administering CoC Rental Assistance funds. The Housing Provider/LMHA often also provides
housing coordination and/or behavioral health services to project participants.
DMHAS also contracts with non-profit agencies that provide and coordinate supportive services
for households participating in DMHAS CoC RA projects. In some cases, a non-profit agency
serves both as the Service Provider and the LMHA/Housing Provider. Most CoC RA projects
have 1 or more Service Providers designated to the project. Where there is more than one
Service Provider designated to the project, the Housing Provider is responsible for ensuring
that each participant is referred to a Service Provider.
In cases where there is no service provider designated to the project, the Housing Provider is
responsible for:
• Tracking which participants are already engaged with a case manager either through the
LMHA or at a community-based provider.
• Maintaining current contact information for the primary case manager in each client’s file.
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•

•
•

Coordinating and documenting such coordination with the primary case manager to
encourage prompt intervention when the Housing Provider becomes aware of issues that
may threaten housing stability.
Identifying which participants are not already engaged with a primary case manager.
Making assertive efforts at a minimum every 6 months to connect all participants not
already engaged to a primary case manager. Such efforts must include, for example,
encouraging participants to engage in case management services during annual recertification meetings and whenever an issue that threatens housing stability is identified.
Engagement efforts must occur face-to-face at least annually and as frequently as
determined feasible by the Housing Provider. Additional engagement efforts may also be
conducted via mail and/or phone, including texting.

Additional LMHA and Service Provider responsibilities are specified below.

Participant Choice
Service Providers and Housing Providers are required to maximize participant choice, including
supporting participants to determine the type, frequency, timing, location and intensity of
services and whenever possible choice of neighborhoods, apartments, furniture, and décor.
Housing Providers and Service Provider staff should accept tenant choices as a matter of fact
without judgment and provide services that are non-coercive to help participants to achieve
their personal goals. Staff should also accept that risk is an inevitable part of the human
experience and should help tenants to understand risks and reduce harm caused to themselves
and others by risky behavior. Staff must understand the clinical and legal limits associated with
choice and intervene as necessary when someone presents a danger to self or others. Service
Providers and Housing Providers are required to provide meaningful opportunities for
participant input and involvement when designing programs, planning activities and
determining policies. This includes, for example, seeking participant input through surveys,
focus groups, advisory boards, suggestion boxes and/or other means.

Assertive Engagement
The experience of being homeless can make it difficult for participants to trust staff and engage in a
productive case management relationship. Common experiences of homeless people include, trauma,
victimization, loss of power, role and connection, lack of privacy and sleep, fear, and disabilities that
may impact interpersonal connections. Frequently, homeless people have also faced ineffective and/or
inaccessible human service programs.
Consequently, people with lived experience of homelessness, particularly those who have spent the
most time on the streets and/or in shelters, may have little hope for a future that looks different than
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their current reality. They may also not believe that case management services will help them. As such,
Housing Provider and Service Provider staff faces the challenge of finding ways to build trust and hope.
Successful engagement strategies incorporate repeated, predictable patterns of interaction, which
help participants to feel safe and develop trust in staff. Also critical to the engagement process is
helping people address concrete needs, such as access to food, furniture, basic household goods,
toiletries, clothing, transportation, companionship and medical care.

Though participation in services is voluntary for participants, it is the responsibility of Housing
Providers and Service Providers to make regular attempts using a variety of contact methods to engage
participants. Engagement attempts should be made with a frequency that is responsive to participant
needs. For example, participant charts should document prompt attempts at intervention on identified
issues that threaten housing stability or health/wellbeing. For projects with a designated Service
Provider, charts should document that, in general, engagement attempts occur at least 2 times
monthly and at a frequency that is commensurate with participant needs. Attempts that are less
frequent should be supported by an assessment that is approved by a supervisor and that indicates a
lower level of service need.
When participants decline services or otherwise demonstrate reluctance to engage, Service Providers
should use of a variety of contact methods (e.g., phone, mail, text, in person, invitations to recreational
opportunities, attempts to provide concrete services, such as, food, clothing, toiletries). For
information about Housing Provider responsibilities when no designated Service Provider exists, see
Roles and Responsibilities in Providing Supportive Services section above.

Assessment
Service Providers are responsible for conducting and maintaining in the participant’s chart an
assessment of supportive service needs at a minimum of every 6 months. Such an assessment
must identify the services required to assist the participant to achieve long-term housing
stability and accomplish identified goals. Needs assessment should be an on-going process that
occurs continuously throughout a participant’s tenure in the program. At a minimum of every 6
months, Service Providers are responsible for engaging each participant in a discussion of
his/her needs and preferences, exploring the participant’s goals, strengths and limitations. See
Appendix for a link to a sample assessment tool. Service Providers are also responsible for
making adjustments to the services they provide as determined necessary by the needs
assessment.
Where no Service Provider is designated to the project the Housing Provider is responsible for:
• Completing or ensuring that the primary case manager completes an assessment of each
participants’ supportive service needs at a minimum annually,
• Maintaining a copy of the assessment in each participant’s file, and
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•

Making assertive attempts as described above to engage each participant in the services
identified through the assessment as necessary.

A “Brief Participant Needs Assessment” form that Housing Providers can use to their
assessment obligations when there is no designated Service Provider is available at
www.ctbos.org/resources.

Service Planning
People commonly want some basic things from their lives, a safe, affordable place to live,
income, friends, romantic relationships, a role in their communities and families, a chance for
their children and themselves to get ahead, and services that meet their needs and offer
choices. Service Providers are required to use a person-centered, low-barrier approach to case
management focusing on strengths, drawing upon successes and using them to guide and build
continued progress. They should help participants to recognize their desires and interests, define
a vision for what they want out of life and establish hope that those things are possible. They
should then design services to help the participants to achieve those things. This includes
helping participants to increase control over their own lives by developing the relationships,
accessing the supports, and building the skills and abilities needed to achieve personal goals.
This approach to case management services uses a Service Plan to identify participants’ goals and
structure the work that Service Provider and participants do together. Service Providers are
responsible for:
• Completing an initial Service Plan within 60 days of each participant’s entry into the project.
• Updating each participant’s plan at least every 6 months.
• Documenting on each plan specific and measurable action steps that indicates who is responsible
for each action and when those actions will occur.
• Helping participants to identify and achieve the things that are important to them and ensuring
that goals are not driven by staff priorities or selected from a pre-determined menu of options.
• Having each plan signed by the direct service staff person, participant, and supervisor.
• Documenting in case notes that assistance with achieving goals and objectives is regularly provided
to each participant.
Though Service Providers are required to make assertive attempts to engage participants in Service
Planning, participants are not required to develop a Service Plan. When working with a participant who
is reluctant to engage, Service Providers are required to document attempts to encourage service
planning.
Where no Service Provider is designated to the project the LMHA is responsible for:
• Attempting to obtain any service plan developed by the primary case manager.
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•

Coordinating with the case manager and participant, as determined feasible by the Housing
Provider, to support goal achievement.

See Appendix for a link to a sample Service Planning tool.

Housing Stabilization Services
The goal of the CoC RA program is to assist participants to stabilize in and retain permanent housing so
that they are able to achieve other meaningful personal goals. Projects are prohibited from developing
program rules that are not customary and enforceable in a standard lease, and the lease itself,
consequently, defines what is expected from participants and Property Owners. Property Owners are
responsible for enforcing the lease and Service Providers and/or Housing Providers are responsible for
helping participants to understand the legal obligations of tenancy and to comply with their lease
obligations. This includes assisting participants to avoid and correct lease violations and reduce the risk
of eviction. Housing Providers are responsible for educating participants or ensuring that Service
Providers educate participants regarding lease terms.
Coordination with the Property Owner to encourage pro-active lease enforcement by the landlord and
prompt intervention by the Service Provider and/or Housing Provider when threats to housing stability
are identified is essential to the effective functioning of the CoC RA program. As such, Service Providers
and/or Housing Providers are responsible for ensuring defined processes for communication with
Property Owners to support stable tenancy. Such processes must be designed to protect client
confidentiality and share confidential information when authorized by the participant and on a need to
know basis only.
To assess and support stable tenancy, Service Providers are responsible for meeting with
participants in their apartments at least once within the first 30 days of tenancy and at least
every 6 months.
In most cases, home visits should be made more frequently, and frequency should be
responsive to participant needs. Home visits at a frequency of less than semi-annually must be
supported by an assessment indicating a lower level of service need. As part of on-going efforts
to assess risks to stable tenancy, the Service Provider is required to document in each
participant chart that a Health and Safety Checklist has been completed on each unit at least
annually and approximately 6 months following the HUD-required HQS inspection. All required
forms are available at this link: http://www.ctbos.org/resources/. For more information on
HQS inspections see the Administering DMHAS CoC RA section of this Guide.

Motivation Building
CoC RA Participants have experienced homelessness and other setbacks in life. These
experiences can cause a loss of hope and d ra i n motivation to make changes. Housing
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Providers and Service Providers should use motivation building techniques that focus on
creating a partnership with the participant and eliciting and amplifying the person’s own
reasons to change. For example, Housing Providers and Service Provider staff should:
• Help participants to identify and resolve any ambivalence they may feel about obtaining
and/or maintaining stable housing and/or achieving other goals.
• Help participants to gain control of their own lives, define their personal values,
preferences, and visions for the future, and establish meaningful individual short and
long-term goals.
• Help participants to develop discrepancy between their personal goals or values and
their current behavior.
• Adjust to client resistance rather than opposing it directly.
• Help participants to build confidence, self-efficacy and hope that the things they want
out of life are attainable.
• Use reflective listening techniques, to confirm that they understand what the
participant is saying.

Moving-on from PSH
Though, contingent on the availability of continued funding, the DMHAS CoC RA program can
offer permanent rental assistance and on-going supportive services, Service Providers are
required to assess participants who have stabilized in housing for interest in moving-on from
the project to other stable housing. Participants have the option to decline, but when
participants are interested, Service Providers are required to provide moving-on assistance.
This includes but is not limited to helping participants to apply for other affordable housing
opportunities, helping participants to locate another unit, helping participants to connect to
alternative service providers, and providing temporary supports during the transition. When no
Service Provider is designated to the project, Housing Providers should, to the extent they
deem feasible, assess for and provide assistance with moving-on.
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SECTION 9: PROJECT EVALUATION AND MONITORING
Annual Evaluation
Each CoC is responsible for evaluating projects it funds annually. This includes establishing
evaluation criteria, and performance benchmarks, collecting data necessary to perform the
evaluation, analyzing that data, and producing evaluation reports describing the results of the
evaluation. This may also include establishing a corrective action process, through which
projects that do not meet minimum standards, as defined by the CoC, are required to submit
an improvement plan. CoCs may also establish certain limitations for Service Providers with
projects in corrective action, such as ineligibility to apply for new CoC project funds.
Housing Providers and/or Service Providers are required to provide all data and respond to all
CoC and/or DMHAS requests for information related to project evaluation in accordance with
the timelines established by the CoC and/or DMHAS. If projects do not meet the established
minimum performance standards or fail to provide the information necessary, funding may be
discontinued or Service Providers may be replaced at the discretion of DMHAS and/or the CoC.

Fully Spending Grant Funds
To ensure that limited federal resources are used to their fullest extent toward ending
homelessness, it is critical that projects come as close as possible to fully spending available
funds. This typically requires close coordination between Housing Providers and Service
Providers, and both are responsible for ensuring full expenditure. To support this effort,
DMHAS compiles available data on grant expenditures regularly, and each CoC may conduct an
analysis of spending data at their discretion.
Housing Providers and Service Providers are responsible for:
• Closely monitoring expenditures on all budget line items for all CoC RA grants.
• Reviewing reports provided by DMHAS and/or the CoC, ensuring data accuracy, and
supplementing the information with more current data whenever such data is
available.
• Promptly determining the reason for any under-spending and whether the under-spending is
anticipated to continue in a manner that will result in funds not being fully spent at the end of
the grant term.
• Tracking spending over time to identify patterns that may indicate that the project is regularly
unable to fully spend allocated funds.
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•
•

•

Working with the Housing and Homeless Services Office to seek a HUD grant
agreement amendment to shift funds among budget line items.
Taking prompt action to correct any under-spending, including identifying any amount
that the project is regularly unable to spend and that should be returned to the CoC to
fund new projects.
Promptly providing any information requested by DMHAS and/or the CoC related to
spending.

If projects are not fully spending, DMHAS and/or the CoC reserve the right to reduce project
budgets permanently at their discretion.

Project Monitoring
HUD requires CoCs to monitor funded projects, and it requires recipients of CoC funds to
monitor subrecipients. DMHAS has a contract with an independent agency who conducts
monitoring for a subset of projects annually, and the CoCs may also monitor projects at their
discretion. Monitoring is intended to help:
• ensure projects are prepared for HUD monitoring visits;
• reduce the risk of funding being recaptured by HUD;
• support compliance with HUD requirements, DMHAS requirements as described in this
Guide and with local CoC requirements as established in written standards; and
• identify areas of need for training and technical assistance.
Projects are selected for monitoring by the Housing and Homeless Services Unit and/or the CoC
based on a variety of factors, which may include, for example, renewal evaluation scores,
project size, project location, and previous monitoring history. Monitoring protocols are
established by each CoC and by DMHAS at their discretion. Monitoring typically entails:
• a review of rental assistance administration records, including eligibility documentation
• a review of participant service and/or housing provider charts maintained by the
Housing Provider and/or Service Provider
• a review of subrecipient agency fiscal records
• a review of subrecipient agency policies
• interviews with project staff and consumers.
Housing Providers and Service Providers are required to accommodate all CoC and/or DMHAS
requests for and access to information related to monitoring in accordance with the timelines
established by the CoC and/or DMHAS. If monitoring reveals significant non-compliance or
projects fail to provide the information/access necessary, funding may be discontinued or
Service Providers may be replaced at the discretion of DMHAS and/or the CoC.
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The DMHAS CoC Rental Assistance Monitoring Tool and Guide, which includes the
monitoring criteria, is available at http://www.ctbos.org/resources/. Also available at that
link is a document entitled Participant Chart Monitoring Prep Guidance.

SECTION 10: OTHER PROGRAMMATIC AND OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS
Violence Against Women Act
The Violence Against Women Act (VAWA) provides protections for victims of domestic violence, dating
violence, sexual assault, stalking and/or human trafficking. VAWA protections are not only available to
women, but are available equally to all individuals regardless of sex, gender identity, or sexual
orientation. DMHAS CoC RA policy on the rights of persons who are victims of domestic violence,
dating violence, sexual assault, stalking, and/or human trafficking conforms to the provisions of the
Violence Against women Act (VAWA), as follows:
Protections for Applicants for Assistance
Applicants who otherwise qualify for assistance under the DMHAS CoC RA program cannot be denied
admission or denied assistance because they are or have been a victim of domestic violence, dating
violence, sexual assault, stalking and/or human trafficking or as a result of adverse factors resulting
from the abuse (e.g., poor credit or criminal history)
Protections for Participants
Participants receiving assistance under DMHAS CoC RA program may not be denied assistance,
terminated from participation, or be evicted from their rental housing because they are or have been a
victim of domestic violence, dating violence, sexual assault, stalking, and/or human trafficking. If
participants, applicants, or any affiliated individual 10 is or has been the victim of domestic violence,
dating violence, sexual assault, stalking by a member of your household or any guest, and/or human
trafficking, they may not be denied rental assistance or occupancy rights solely on the basis of criminal
activity directly relating to that domestic violence, dating violence, sexual assault, stalking and/or
human trafficking. If an abuser is an unauthorized occupant and the survivor, because of the abuse, did
not have choice in allowing the abuser to occupy the unit, unauthorized occupancy cannot be sole
grounds for eviction.

10 Affiliated individual means: (1)A spouse, parent, brother, sister, or child of that individual, or a person to whom
that individual stands in the place of a parent or guardian (for example, the affiliated individual is a person in the
care, custody, or control of that individual); or (2) Any individual, tenant, or lawful occupant living in the
household of that individual.
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Removing the Abuser or Perpetrator from the Household
The Housing Provider or Property Owner may divide (bifurcate) a lease in order to evict the individual
or terminate the assistance of the individual who has engaged in criminal activity (the abuser or
perpetrator) directly relating to domestic violence, dating violence, sexual assault, stalking and/or
human trafficking.
If the Housing Provider chooses to remove the abuser or perpetrator, the Housing Provider or Property
Owner may not take away the rights of eligible tenants to the unit or otherwise punish the remaining
tenants. If the evicted abuser or perpetrator was the sole tenant to have established eligibility for
assistance under the program, the Housing Provider or Property Owner must allow the tenant who is
or has been a victim and other household members to remain in the unit for a period of time, in order
to establish eligibility under the program or under another HUD housing program covered by VAWA,
or, find alternative housing.
In removing the abuser or perpetrator from the household, the Housing Provider or Property Owner
must follow federal, state, and local eviction procedures. In order to divide a lease, the LMHA may, but
is not required to, ask the participant for documentation or certification of the incidences of domestic
violence, dating violence, sexual assault, and/or human trafficking. See section on certifying below.
Moving to Another Unit
The CoC RA program allows victims of domestic violence, dating violence, sexual assault, stalking
and/or human trafficking to move to another subsidized unit to protect their safety and maintain
affordable housing. All projects are required to comply with the relevant CoC’s emergency transfer
plan. Providers must retain records for all emergency transfer requests and outcomes. Those plans can
be found at www.ctbos.org and www.openingdoorsfc.org. Participants living in CoC assisted units who
qualify for emergency transfers but cannot make an immediate internal emergency transfer (i.e.,
within the inventory of the agency currently assisting them) must be provided with priority over all
other applicants for a new unit elsewhere.
Certifying You Are or Have Been a Victim of Domestic Violence, Dating Violence, Sexual Assault or
Stalking
The Housing Provider can, but is not required to, ask a participant to certify that they have or have
been a victim of domestic violence, dating violence, sexual assault, and/or human trafficking. Under
most circumstances, victims need only self-certify. The VAWA Incident Certification and Emergency
Transfer Request Forms are available at:
https://www.hud.gov/program_offices/administration/hudclips/forms/hud5a.
https://www.hud.gov/program_offices/housing/mfh/violence_against_women_act
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Lack of documentation should not cause a barrier to receiving protections needed to keep victims safe.
Housing Providers may take participants at their word or can ask for self-certification through the
VAWA Incident Certification or Emergency Transfer Request Form. Only when there is conflicting
evidence (e.g., regarding who is the abuser and who is the victim), can the Housing Provider ask for
third-party documentation. Such documentation must be in writing, and Housing Provider must give
the participant at least 14 business days to provide the documentation. Housing Providers must allow
any of the following as third-party documentation: police, court or administrative records, statements
from a third-party (e.g., victim service provider, medical or mental health professional, or attorney),
any other statement or evidence that the Housing Provider has agreed to accept. It is the participant’s
choice which of the above to submit.

Confidentiality
The Housing Provider, Service Provider, and Property Owner must keep confidential any information
provided by a participant related to exercising her/his rights under VAWA, including the fact that
her/his are exercising her/his rights under VAWA. The Housing Provider, Service Provider, and Property
Owner must not allow any individual administering assistance or other services on behalf of the CoC RA
program (for example, employees and contractors) to have access to confidential information except
for reasons that specifically call for these individuals to have access to this information under
applicable federal, state, or local law. The Housing provider or Service Provider must not enter
confidential information into any shared database or disclose confidential information to any other
entity or individual. Disclosure is permitted provided the participant gives written permission to
release the information on a time-limited basis, the Housing Provider needs to use the information in
an eviction or termination proceeding, such as to evict the abuser or perpetrator or terminate the
abuser or perpetrator from assistance under this program, or a law requires the Housing Provider,
Service Provider, or Property Owner to release the information.
VAWA does not alter the Housing Provider, Service Provider or Property Owner’s duty to honor court
orders about access to or control of the property. This includes orders issued to protect a victim and
orders dividing property among household members in cases where a family breaks up.
Reasons a Participant Eligible for Occupancy Rights under VAWA May Be Evicted or Assistance May
Be Terminated
A participant can be evicted and assistance can be terminated for serious or repeated lease violations
that are not related to domestic violence, dating violence, sexual assault, stalking and/or human
trafficking committed against the participant. However, the Housing provider cannot hold tenants who
have been victims of domestic violence, dating violence, sexual assault, stalking and/or human
trafficking to a more demanding set of rules than it applies to tenants who have not been victims.
The protections described in this notice might not apply, and you could be evicted and your assistance
terminated, if the Housing Provider can demonstrate that not evicting you or terminating your
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assistance would present a real physical danger that: 1) would occur within an immediate time frame,
and 2) could result in death or serious bodily harm to other tenants or those who work on the
property.
If the Housing Provider can demonstrate the above, the Housing Provider must only terminate
assistance if there are no other actions that could be taken to reduce or eliminate the threat.

Notification of VAWA Rights
The LMHA is required to provide the Notice of Occupancy Rights and/or VAWA Incident Certification
Form to each adult participant and applicant as described below.
The Notice of Occupancy Rights must be provided when applicants are applying for CoC RA assistance.
The Notice of Occupancy Rights & Incident Certification Form must also be provided at each of the
following times:
(A) When an applicant is denied CoC RA Assistance
(B) When a participant is admitted to the CoC RA program;
(C) When a participant is re-certified annually for the CoC RA program
(D) When a participant is notified of termination of assistance.
In addition, the Property Owner is required to provide to each adult participant the Notice of
Occupancy Rights & Incident Certification Form when a program participant receives notification of
eviction. Both forms are available at:
https://www.hud.gov/program_offices/administration/hudclips/forms/hud5a.
Non-Compliance with VAWA Requirements
If a participant believes that the LMHA, Service Provider or Property Owner violated any of these rights
and needs additional assistance, the participant may contact or file a complaint with the HUD field
office. Contact information is below:
Hartford Field Office
One Corporate Center
20 Church Street, 10th Floor
Hartford, CT 06103-3220
Phone: (860) 240-4800
Email: CT_webmanager@hud.gov
Fax: (860) 240-4850
TTY: (800) 877-8339
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Every Student Succeeds Act
Federal law ensures educational rights and protections for children and young adults 18-24
experiencing homelessness. Protections apply to children and youth who are living with a parent or
guardian and those who are not. Every school district and public charter school in CT is required to
designate a homeless liaison who is responsible for ensuring the identification, school enrollment and
stability, attendance and opportunities for academic success of students in homeless situations.
Housing Providers and Service Providers serving families with children and/or young adults 1824 are responsible for the things outlined in below. All Service Providers that receive a subaward of CoC funds and that are serving families with children and/or young adults 18-24 are
required to adopt similar policies.
The purpose of the policy described below is:
• to ensure that Participants are helped to understand their educational rights
established under Subtitle VII-B of the McKinney-Vento Homeless Assistance Act and
most recently reauthorized by the Every Student Succeeds Act;
• to ensure that children and young adults are immediately enrolled in school, as
required by federal and state law; &
• to ensure that children and young adults are connected to transportation and
educational services to help them succeed in school.
DMHAS requires that:
1. All CoC RA housing shall be located in neighborhoods that are accessible to community
resources and services, including schools, libraries, and other educational services.
2. The Housing Provider or Service Provider is responsible for designating at a minimum 1 staff
member who is responsible for:
a. Ensuring that all families with children and young adults participating in the CoC RA
project are informed about their educational rights and their eligibility for
educational services at intake and as necessary thereafter.
b. Ensuring that no matter where they live, how long they have lived there, or how
long they plan to stay, all children and young adults participating in the project are
enrolled in school immediately, even if they lack the paperwork normally required
(e.g., school records, records of immunization, and other required health records,
proof of residency, guardianship, and other documents), are unable to pay fines or
fees, or have missed application or enrollment deadlines. Students have the right to
enroll in school and attend classes while the school gathers needed documents.
Enrollment shall occur as quickly as possible and within no more than 48 hours of
project entry. Children and young adults who are not required by state law to enroll
in school shall be encouraged and assisted but not required to enroll. Families shall
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c.
d.

e.

f.

g.

h.

i.

j.
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be encouraged and assisted to enroll children in early childhood education
programs. Enrollment includes attending classes and participating fully in school
activities and applies to youth without a parent or guardian.
Assisting unaccompanied youth to choose and enroll in a school, giving priority to
his/her wishes and assisting to exercise his/her right to appeal.
Advocating as necessary to ensure that homeless students are able to continue to
attend their school of origin (i.e., where they went before becoming homeless or
the school in which they were last enrolled) the entire time they are homeless and
until the end of the academic year during which they find permanent housing. This
includes pre-schools and the designated receiving school at the next grade level
when a student completes the final grade level served by the school of origin.
Remaining in the school of origin should be presumed to be in the best interest of
the student unless contrary to the request of the parent, guardian or
unaccompanied youth.
Assisting, as necessary, to ensure that the parent, guardian, or unaccompanied
youth is provided with the required written explanation of decisions made by school
districts/charter schools and how to appeal them and that they are referred to the
local school district’s homeless liaison who must carry out the dispute resolution
process as expeditiously as possible.
Assisting, as necessary, to appeal any decision by the local school district or charter
school that it is not in the student’s best interest to attend the school of origin or
the school where they currently live if requested by the parent, guardian or
unaccompanied youth.
Advocating, as necessary, to ensure that if a dispute arises over eligibility, school
selection, or enrollment, the student is immediately enrolled in the school in which
enrollment is sought, pending resolution of all available appeals.
Advocating, as necessary, to secure the transportation services to which students
are entitled (i.e., to and from the school or preschool of origin, including until the
end of the year when the student obtains permanent housing).
Assisting, as necessary, to secure temporary transportation services through other
means, if possible, when school districts/charter schools are unable to immediately
provide such required services.
Advocating on behalf of homeless students as necessary to ensure that they receive
the services for which they are eligible according to their needs and comparable to
those provided to other students, including assistance from the local school
district’s homeless liaison, Early Intervention Program for Infants and Toddlers with
Disabilities, Head Start, other preschool programs, services for disabled students,
free school meals, services for English language learners, gifted and talented
services, before and after school care, career and technical education, summer
learning, online learning, and referrals to health, mental health, dental and other
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services.
k. Advocating as necessary to ensure that homeless students who meet the relevant
eligibility criteria do not face barriers to accessing academic and extracurricular
activities, including magnet and charter schools, summer school, career and
technical education, advanced placement, online learning, and athletic programs.
l. Advocating, as necessary, to ensure that students receive appropriate full or partial
credit for coursework, including consulting with the prior school about partial
coursework completed, evaluating students’ mastery of partly completed courses,
and offering credit recovery.
m. Advocating as necessary to ensure that all homeless youth receive information and
individualized counseling regarding college readiness, college selection, the
application process, financial aid, and the availability of on-campus supports; and
that unaccompanied homeless youths are informed of their status as independent
students for the purposes of federal financial aid for postsecondary education and
assisted in receiving verification of such status.
n. Advocating as necessary to ensure that records, including information about a
student’s living situation, are kept private.
o. Helping homeless students to succeed in school and to get help from the local
homeless education liaison, as necessary.
p. Developing relationships with colleges to access higher education services
specifically for homeless young adults.
q. At least 1 designated staff person is also responsible for:
 Helping participants to understand their educational rights
 Ensuring that children and young adults are enrolled in school and early
childhood education
 Ensuring that students get access to all services, programs, and extracurricular
activities for which they are eligible
 Ensuring that children and young adults receive the transportation services to
which they are entitled
These need not be the only responsibilities of the designated staff person.
r. Ensuring that the designated staff person is involved in the development of
participants’ service plans where there are extensive or significant unmet
educational needs.
s. Ensuring that no policies, procedures, or practices that are inconsistent or interfere
with the educational rights established under federal law are adopted by the
project.

For more information or to find contact information for your local homeless liaison please visit:
http://youth-help.org. Information is also available at the National Center for Homeless
Education: http://center.serve.org/nche/briefs.php.
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Record Retention
As per the CoC Program Interim Rule (578.103), all records pertaining to CoC funds must be
retained for the greater of 5 years or the period specified below. Participant eligibility
documentation must be maintained for 5 years after the end date of the last grant period
under which the participant was served. Where CoC funds are used for acquisition, new
construction or rehabilitation records must be maintained until 15 years after the date the
project site was first occupied or used by participants. https://www.ecfr.gov/cgibin/retrieveECFR?gp=&SID=23ac3d2135ecde233d10493fc61e9a1a&mc=true&n=pt24.3.578&r=
PART&ty=HTML#se24.3.578_151

Confidentiality
Housing Providers, Service Providers, and Property Owners are required to abide by all
applicable federal and state confidentiality requirements. This may include, for example:
•

Federal VAWA confidentiality provisions summarized above. More information
available at:
https://nnedv.org/?mdocs-file=2531)

•

Federal HIPAA requirements; more information available at:
https://www.hudexchange.info/resource/1321/hmis-hipaa-and-other-state-andfederal-laws-and-assorted-legal-issues/ and https://www.hhs.gov/hipaa/index.html

•

Federal HMIS requirements; more information available at:
https://www.hudexchange.info/programs/hmis/hmis-data-and-technical-standards/)

•

CT State laws and DMHAS Policies and Directives; more information available at:
https://www.ct.gov/dmhas/cwp/view.asp?a=2913&q=600322DMHAS and
https://www.ct.gov/dmhas/lib/dmhas/publications/General_npp_layerednotice.pdf

Housing Providers and Service Providers must develop and implement written procedures that
comply with all applicable federal and state confidentiality requirements this includes but is not
limited to procedures to ensure (24 CFR 578.103):
•
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all records containing protected identifying information of any individual or family who
applies for and/or receives Continuum of Care assistance will be kept secure and
confidential;
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•

the address or location of any family violence project assisted with Continuum of Care
funds will not be made public, except with written authorization of the person
responsible for the operation of the project; and

•

The address or location of any housing of a program participant will not be made public,
except as provided under a preexisting privacy policy of DMHAS or a subrecipient of
CoC grant funds and consistent with state laws regarding privacy and obligations of
confidentiality.

Number of Assisted Households
Each CoC Rental Assistance Project must serve at least as many program participants as shown
in its grant agreement with HUD. That number is established through the project application
submitted to HUD annually through the CoC Program Competition and may be amended
through the technical submission and/or grant amendment processes (for more information
see Significant Changes and Definitions sections).
DMHAS encourages projects to serve more than the required number of program participants
whenever feasible. For example, if the amount in a grant reserved for rental assistance over
the grant period exceeds the amount that will be needed to pay the actual costs of rental
assistance, due to such factors as contract rents being lower than FMRs and/or program
participants being able to pay a portion of the rent, Housing Providers may use the excess
funds to serve a greater number of program participants (See Fully Spending Grant Funds
section for more information).
Ensuring that the project serves at least the minimum required number of participants typically
necessitates close coordination between Housing providers, Service Providers, and the DMHAS
Housing and Homeless Services unit. All are responsible for ensuring that projects remain fully
occupied. DMHAS and/or CoCs reserve the right to take appropriate action when projects fail
to consistently maintain full occupancy. Such actions may include, for example, placing the
project in corrective action status, changing the Service Provider, or discontinuing project
funding (for more information see the Project Evaluation and Monitoring section).

Significant Changes
Neither Housing Providers nor Service Providers may make any significant changes to a project
without prior HUD approval, evidenced by a grant amendment signed by HUD and DMHAS.
Significant changes include a change of recipient, a change of project site, additions or
deletions in the types of eligible activities approved for a project, a shift of more than 10
percent from 1 approved eligible activity to another, a reduction in the number of units, and a
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change in the subpopulation served (24 CFR 578.105). Housing Providers and/or Service
Providers wishing to make a significant project change are required to contact the Housing and
Homeless Services Unit prior to reaching out to the HUD Field Office.
For minor changes, (i.e., those not specified above), HUD requires fully documenting the
change in project records (e.g., via a Memo to File) and, if applicable, alerting the Field Office of
the change to enable draw down of funds in LOCCS. Housing Providers and/or Service
Providers wishing to make a minor project change are required to contact the Housing and
Homeless Services Unit prior to implementing the change or reaching out to the HUD Field
Office.
CoCs may also have requirements related to minor and/or significant changes. Housing
Providers and Service Providers must also follow any CoC specific requirements.

Access to records
Federal Government rights - Notwithstanding the confidentiality procedures established under
the HEARTH Interim Final Rule, HUD, the HUD Office of the Inspector General, and the
Comptroller General of the United States, or any of their authorized representatives, must
have the right of access to all books, documents, papers, or other records of DMHAS, the LMHA
and subrecipients that are pertinent to the Continuum of Care grant, in order to make audits,
examinations, excerpts, and transcripts. These rights of access are not limited to the required
retention period, but last as long as the records are retained.
Public rights. DMHAS must provide citizens, public agencies, and other interested parties with
reasonable access to records regarding any uses of Continuum of Care funds DMHAS or its
subrecipients received during the preceding 5 years, consistent with State and local laws
regarding privacy and obligations of confidentiality and confidentiality requirements in this
part.

Participation of Homeless Individuals
DMHAS and each subrecipient of CoC funds must provide for the participation of not less than
1 homeless individual or formerly homeless individual on the board of directors or other
equivalent policymaking entity of the recipient or subrecipient agency. This requirement can be
waived if DMHAS or subrecipient is unable to meet such requirement and obtains HUD
approval for a plan to otherwise consult with homeless or formerly homeless persons when
considering and making policies and decisions. (24 CFR 578.75)
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DMHAS and subrecipients of CoC funds must also, to the maximum extent practicable, involve
homeless individuals and families through employment; volunteer services; or otherwise in
constructing, rehabilitating, maintaining, and operating the project, and in providing supportive
services for the project. (24 CFR 578.75)
DMHAS strongly encourages projects to involve participants in the design, evaluation and
delivery of project operations. This may include for example, employing participants and/or
seeking participant input into project services. CoCs may also establish certain participant
involvement requirements, such as conducting consumer satisfaction surveys at least annually.
Whenever feasible, DMHAS strongly encourages Service Providers to offer participants stipends
to encourage and support their involvement. Such stipends are eligible under the Project
Administration budget line item if participants are supporting project monitoring and
evaluation activities.

Homeless Management Information System (HMIS) Requirements
All CoC RA projects must comply with HMIS requirements, as defined by HUD, the applicable
CoC and/or the CoC HMIS Lead. For each project, either the Service Provider or Housing
Provider must enter client data into the CT HMIS. Victim service providers, as defined by HUD
(See Definitions Section), are prohibited from entering client level data in HMIS and must,
instead, enter data into a comparable database that complies with HUD’s HMIS requirements.
Typically, the Service Provider is responsible for HMIS data collection and entry. Data
collection and entry must be done in an ongoing, timely, and accurate manner. The Housing
and Homeless Services Unit requires Service Providers and/or Housing Providers to employ
a system for periodically reviewing and ensuring HMIS data accuracy. This should include,
for example, running the Annual Progress Report (APR) on a monthly basis to help ensure
data quality and data preparedness to submit an actual APR (for more information see APR
section below).
The Housing and Homeless Services Unit strongly encourages Service Providers and Housing
Providers to refer to the HMIS Steering Committee suggestions for ensuring that HMIS data
collection & entry is efficient and/or that data collected are available and useful to inform
service delivery.
For more information please visit the CT HMIS website at http://cthmis.com/.

Annual Progress Report (APR) Requirements
All subrecipients and Service Providers in projects receiving CoC RA funds must collect and report
data on use of CoC funds in an APR, as well as in any additional reports, as and when required by
HUD and/or DMHAS. APRs must be submitted to DMHAS no later than 60 days from the end date
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of the project’s grant term. APRs must be submitted to HUD no later than 90 days from the end
date of the project’s grant term. It is the expectation of the Housing and Homeless Services Unit
that the Housing Providers and Service Providers will run APRs and begin data quality verification
and corrections immediately upon termination of the grant period. This is imperative to ensure
that APR data are accurate and available for timely submission to HUD.

SECTION 11: ALLOWABLE COC PROGRAM EXPENSES AND FISCAL REQUIREMENTS
Federal Fiscal Requirements
Housing Providers and Service Providers who are subrecipients of CoC funds may only expend
CoC funds on expenses defined as allowable by HUD. What constitutes an allowable expense is
defined by:
•
•

•

CoC Program Interim Rule available at:
https://www.hudexchange.info/resource/2033/hearth-coc-program-interim-rule/;
Uniform Administrative Requirements, Cost Principles and Audit Requirements for
Federal Awards: 2 CFR part 200 - https://www.hud.gov/sites/documents/CFR200.PDF;
and
HUD Notice: Transition to 2 CFR Part 200, Uniform Administrative Requirements, Cost
Principles, and Audit Requirements for Federal Awards, Final Guidance available at:
http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/documents/huddoc?id=TransitionNotice22715.pdf

This section of the guide is intended only as an overview of fiscal requirements. The intent of
the section is to provide basic information on federal fiscal requirements for project operations
and supportive services staff. It is not intended to provide an exhaustive review. It is imperative
that fiscal staff at DMHAS and subrecipient agencies be knowledgeable regarding all
requirements outlined in the documents linked above.

Cost Eligibility
To be allowable, expenses must be eligible. Costs are only eligible if they are:
• included as an eligible expense in the CoC Program Interim Rule – costs not specified in
the rule as allowable are not eligible;
• associated with an eligible participant;
• delineated in the approved project budget; and
• appropriately documented.
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All expenditures of CoC Program funds must be:
• reasonable (i.e., a person having sound judgment would find the expense to be fair and
sensible and any procurement occurs in accordance with federal requirements);
• allowable (i.e., defined as eligible in the CoC Program Interim Rule and delineated in
the approved project budget); and
• allocable (i.e., the activity is directly related to the CoC grant).
Matching funds committed in the project budget must also be expended only on eligible costs,
though such costs need not be delineated in the approved project budget (see Matching
section for more information).

Risks Associated with Ineligible Expenditures
In the event that CoC Program or matching funds are expended on ineligible costs, DMHAS and
or subrecipients of CoC funds face certain risks, including:
• recapture of funds by HUD
• monitoring findings (see Project Evaluation and Monitoring section for more
information)
• termination of project funding by HUD, DMHAS, and/or the CoC.

Budget Line Items
Each CoC RA project has a project budget that has been approved by HUD. Those budgets
include 1 or more of the following budget line items: Rental Assistance, Supportive Services,
and Project Administration.
The following are the eligible costs on the rental assistance budget line item:
• Up to 100% of the rent (see Income Determination and Rent Calculation section for
more information)
• Up to 100% of the utility allowance for any utilities not included in the rent (see Utility
Allowance section for more information)
• Up to 2 months’ rent for a security deposit – Connecticut State law prohibits charging
tenants who are 62 years of age or older a security deposit in excess of 1 month’s rent;
the Housing and Homeless Services unit requires that projects limit the security deposit
to 1 month whenever feasible, and only pay a second month when necessary to secure
a unit for a participant with significant barriers to housing
• Up to 1 month’s rent for property damages caused by the participant – may be paid 1
time per participant and only upon exit from the unit
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•

Administering Rental Assistance (i.e., HQS inspections, rent reasonableness
determinations, issuing rent payments, and rent calculation)

See Vacancies and Retention of Assistance section for more information on eligible rental
assistance costs during temporary institutional stays and following unit vacancies.
Grant funds may be used to pay the eligible costs of supportive services that address the
special needs of the program participants. Supportive services must be necessary to assist
program participants obtain and maintain housing. Any cost that is not described as an eligible
cost below is not an eligible cost of providing supportive services using CoC program or
matching funds. Staff training and the costs of obtaining professional licenses or certifications
needed to provide supportive services are not eligible costs.
The following are the eligible costs on the supportive services budget line item:
(1) Annual assessment of service needs. The costs of the assessment required by §
578.53(a)(2) are eligible costs.
(2) Assistance with moving costs. Reasonable 1-time moving costs are eligible and
include truck rental and hiring a moving company.
(3) Case management. The costs of assessing, arranging, coordinating, and monitoring
the delivery of individualized services to meet the needs of the program participant(s)
are eligible costs. Component services and activities consist of:
o Counseling;
o Developing, securing, and coordinating services;
o Using the centralized or coordinated assessment system as required under §
578.23(c)(9).
o Obtaining federal, state, and local benefits;
o Monitoring and evaluating program participant progress;
o Providing information and referrals to other providers;
o Providing ongoing risk assessment and safety planning with victims of
domestic violence, dating violence, sexual assault, and stalking; and
o Developing an individualized housing and service plan, including planning a
path to permanent housing stability.
(4) Child care. The costs of establishing and operating child care, and providing child
care vouchers, for children from families experiencing homelessness, including
providing meals and snacks, and comprehensive and coordinated developmental
activities, are eligible.
o The children must be under the age of 13, unless they are disabled children.
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o Disabled children must be under the age of 18.
o The child care center must be licensed by the jurisdiction in which it
operates in order for its costs to be eligible.

(5) Education services. The costs of improving knowledge and basic educational skills
are eligible.
o Services include instruction or training in consumer education, health
education, substance abuse prevention, literacy, English as a Second
Language, and General Educational Development (GED).
o Component services or activities are screening, assessment and testing;
individual or group instruction; tutoring; provision of books, supplies, and
instructional material; counseling; and referral to community resources.
(6) Employment assistance and job training. The costs of establishing and operating
employment assistance and job training programs are eligible, including classroom,
online and/or computer instruction, on-the-job instruction, services that assist
individuals in securing employment, acquiring learning skills, and/or increasing earning
potential. The cost of providing reasonable stipends to program participants in
employment assistance and job training programs is also an eligible cost.
o Learning skills include those skills that can be used to secure and retain a job,
including the acquisition of vocational licenses and/or certificates.
o Services that assist individuals in securing employment consist of:
 Employment screening, assessment, or testing;
 Structured job skills and job-seeking skills;
 Special training and tutoring, including literacy training and prevocational training;
 Books and instructional material;
 Counseling or job coaching; and
 Referral to community resources.
(7) Food. The cost of providing meals or groceries to program participants is eligible.
(8) Housing search and counseling services. Costs of assisting eligible program
participants to locate, obtain, and retain suitable housing are eligible.
o Component services or activities are tenant counseling; assisting individuals and
families to understand leases; securing utilities; and making moving
arrangements.
o Other eligible costs are:
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Mediation with property owners and landlords on behalf of eligible
program participants;
Credit counseling, accessing a free personal credit report, and resolving
personal credit issues; and
The payment of rental application fees.

(9)Legal services. Eligible costs are the fees charged by licensed attorneys and by
person(s) under the supervision of licensed attorneys, for advice and representation
in matters that interfere with the homeless individual or family’s ability to obtain and
retain housing.
o Eligible subject matters are child support; guardianship; paternity;
emancipation; legal separation; orders of protection and other civil
remedies for victims of domestic violence, dating violence, sexual
assault, and stalking; appeal of veterans and public benefit claim denials;
landlord tenant disputes; and the resolution of outstanding criminal
warrants.
o Component services or activities may include receiving and preparing
cases for trial, provision of legal advice, representation at hearings, and
counseling.
o Fees based on the actual service performed (i.e., fee for service) are also
eligible, but only if the cost would be less than the cost of hourly fees.
Filing fees and other necessary court costs are also eligible. If the
subrecipient is a legal services provider and performs the services itself,
the eligible costs are the subrecipient’s employees’ salaries and other
costs necessary to perform the services.
o Legal services for immigration and citizenship matters and issues related
to mortgages and homeownership are ineligible. Retainer fee
arrangements and contingency fee arrangements are ineligible.
(10) Life skills training. The costs of teaching critical life management skills that may
never have been learned or have been lost during the course of physical or mental
illness, domestic violence, substance abuse, and homelessness are eligible. These
services must be necessary to assist the program participant to function independently
in the community. Component life skills training are the budgeting of resources and
money management, household management, conflict management, shopping for food
and other needed items, nutrition, the use of public transportation, and parent training.
(11) Mental health services. Eligible costs are the direct outpatient treatment of mental
health conditions that are provided by licensed professionals. Component services are
crisis interventions; counseling; individual, family, or group therapy sessions; the
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prescription of psychotropic medications or explanations about the use and
management of medications; and combinations of therapeutic approaches to address
multiple problems.
(12) Outpatient health services. Eligible costs are the direct outpatient treatment of
medical conditions when provided by licensed medical professionals including:
o Providing an analysis or assessment of an individual’s health problems and the
development of a treatment plan;
o Assisting individuals to understand their health needs;
o Providing directly or assisting individuals to obtain and utilize appropriate
medical treatment;
o Preventive medical care and health maintenance services, including in-home
health services and emergency medical services;
o Provision of appropriate medication;
o Providing follow-up services; and
o Preventive and non-cosmetic dental care.

(13) Outreach services. The costs of activities to engage persons for the purpose of
providing immediate support and intervention, as well as identifying potential program
participants, are eligible.
o Eligible costs include the outreach worker’s transportation costs and a cell phone
to be used by the individual performing the outreach.
o Component activities and services consist of: initial assessment; crisis counseling;
addressing urgent physical needs, such as providing meals, blankets, clothes, or
toiletries; actively connecting and providing people with information and
referrals to homeless and mainstream programs; and publicizing the availability
of the housing and/or services provided within the geographic area covered by
the Continuum of Care.
(14) Substance abuse treatment services. The costs of program participant intake and
assessment, outpatient treatment, group and individual counseling, and drug testing
are eligible. Inpatient detoxification and other inpatient drug or alcohol treatment are
ineligible.
(15) Transportation. Eligible costs are:
o The costs of program participant’s travel on public transportation or in a vehicle
provided by the recipient or subrecipient to and from medical care,
employment, childcare, or other services eligible under this section.
o Mileage allowance for service workers to visit program participants and to carry
out housing quality inspections;
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o The cost of purchasing or leasing a vehicle in which staff transports program
participants and/or staff serves program participants;
o The cost of gas, insurance, taxes, and maintenance for the vehicle;
o The costs of recipient or subrecipient staff to accompany or assist program
participants to utilize public transportation; and
o If public transportation options are not sufficient within the area, the recipient
may make a 1-time payment on behalf of a program participant needing car
repairs or maintenance required to operate a personal vehicle, subject to the
following:
 Payments for car repairs or maintenance on behalf of the program
participant may not exceed 10 percent of the Blue Book value of the
vehicle (Blue Book refers to the guidebook that compiles and quotes
prices for new and used automobiles and other vehicles of all makes,
models, and types);
 Payments for car repairs or maintenance must be paid by the recipient or
subrecipient directly to the third party that repairs or maintains the car;
and
 The recipients or subrecipients may require program participants to
share in the cost of car repairs or maintenance as a condition of receiving
assistance with car repairs or maintenance.

(16) Utility deposits. This form of assistance consists of paying for utility deposits.
Utility deposits must be a 1-time fee, paid to utility companies.
(17) Direct provision of services. If a service described in paragraphs (e)(1) through
(e)(16) of this section is being directly delivered by the recipient or subrecipient, eligible
costs for those services also include:
o The costs of labor or supplies, and materials incurred by the recipient or
subrecipient in directly providing supportive services to program participants;
and
o The salary and benefit packages of the recipient and subrecipient staff who
directly deliver the services.
If the supportive services are provided in a supportive service facility not contained in a
housing structure, the costs of day-to-day operation of the supportive service facility, including
maintenance, repair, building security, furniture, utilities, and equipment are eligible as a
supportive service.
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Project Administration
Project Administration costs must be allocated only to these eligible activities as defined in the
CoC Program Interim Rule:
o General management oversight and coordination
o Salaries, wages, and related costs of recipient staff, subrecipient staff, or other staff
engaged in program administration including:
 Preparing program budgets and schedules and amendments to those
budgets and schedules
 Developing systems for assuring compliance with program requirements
 Monitoring program activities for progress and compliance with program
requirements
 Preparing reports and other documents directly related to the program for
submission to HUD
 Coordinating the resolution of audit and monitoring findings
 Evaluating program results against stated objectives
 Managing or supervising persons whose primary responsibilities with regard
to the program include such assignments
o Travel costs incurred for monitoring of subrecipients;
o Administrative services performed under third-party contracts or agreements,
including general legal services, accounting services, and audit services; and
o Other costs for goods and services required for administration of the program,
including rental or purchase of equipment, insurance, utilities, office supplies, and
rental and maintenance (but not purchase) of office space.
o Costs of providing training on CoC requirements and attending HUD-sponsored CoC
trainings
o Costs of carrying out the HUD required environmental review responsibilities.
Though project administration costs are budgeted as a percentage of the total amount
requested for the other CoC project budget line items, they cannot be billed that way. They
must be billed as direct costs based on actual expenses incurred, and they must be supported
by backup documentation for staff hours/fringe and reimbursable expenses.
Project Administration costs do not include staff time and overhead directly related to carrying
out CoC Program eligible activities, because those costs are eligible on the relevant budget line
item, not on the project administration line. For example, the cost of conducting Housing
Quality Standards (HQS) inspections and determining rent reasonableness are eligible on the
rental assistance line NOT the project administration line. The costs of office supplies and
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supervision for case managers are eligible on the supportive service line NOT the project
administration line.

Indirect Costs
Indirect costs are those that cannot be relatively easily, and with a high degree of accuracy,
directly assigned to an eligible CoC activity, such as project administration, rental assistance, or
supportive services. Rather, indirect costs are incurred for common or joint purposes
benefitting multiple projects and cannot be readily associated with a particular CoC project.
Salaries for IT staff who maintain the agency's network, or costs associated with payroll
management are examples of common indirect costs. There is no separate budget line item for
indirect costs in a CoC project budget. Indirect costs are budgeted on other budget line items
(e.g., supportive services).
In order to charge indirect costs to a HUD CoC grant, the grant applicant must indicate that as
part of the annual application/renewal process. This must be further confirmed in the technical
submission phase of the grant. Only those grantees who have indicated the intent to charge
indirect costs in the application process may charge these costs to the grant.
There are also 2 types of indirect rates: Negotiated Indirect Cost Rate Agreement (NICRA) and
the 10% de minimis rate. Agencies that have a NICRA must use that rate; however, since the
CoC Program Interim Rule caps administrative costs at 10%, even if an agency has a NICRA,
they cannot charge direct and/or indirect administrative costs exceeding 10% of the total grant
to CoC program funds. Agencies that have never had a NICRA may elect to charge the de
minimis 10% of Modified Total Direct Costs or MTDC. See http://www.ctbos.org/wpcontent/uploads/2019/03/Indirect-vs-Admin-CT-Session-2-v2-2.pdf for information on
calculating MTDC. If an agency elects to charge the 10% de minimis rate, they must consistently
apply this to all federal grants and contracts.
If HUD conditionally awards the grant, agencies with a NICRA will be required to submit the
documentation supporting the NICRA in ESnaps during the post-award process. DMHAS and
subrecipients can include both project administration and indirect costs in their project
budgets; however, costs must be established by DMHAS or the subrecipient as either direct or
indirect, and the same expense cannot be charged to both indirect and any direct budget line
item.
For more information about project administration and indirect costs see
http://www.ctbos.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/Indirect-vs-Admin-CT-Session-2-v2-2.pdf
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Documenting Staff Time - Personnel Activity Logs
Housing Providers and Service Providers are responsible for ensuring sufficient documentation
of staff time billed to a CoC grant. Timesheets suffice to document staff time billed for
employees who work in a single indirect cost activity (e.g., accounting). Timesheets, with
periodic certifications, suffice for employees who work on a single federal award category (e.g.,
supportive services). Staff working on more than 1 project or budget line item need to
document the actual time spent on each project and/or eligible activity. One way to ensure
appropriate backup documentation for all staff-related direct costs, such as Project
Administration, Rental Assistance, and Supportive Services is to ensure that staff working on
more than 1 project or budget line item complete a personnel activity log (sample available at
www.ctbos.org).

Program Income
Program income is income received by DMHAS or a subrecipient that is directly generated by a
grant-supported activity. Examples include: participant rent in project or sponsor-based rental
assistance, returned security deposits, and income generated by laundry machines located in
congregate projects.
Program income must be used for eligible expenses during the operating year in which it is
received. Program income is an eligible source of cash match (see Matching Section for more
information).

Program fees
Neither DMHAS nor subrecipients may charge participants program fees. This includes any fee
other than the participants’ rent obligation calculated in accordance with HUD requirements
(for more information see the Income Determination and Rent Calculation section). Examples
of impermissible program fees include:
o Case management fees
o Air conditioning fees
o Lost key fees
o Legal fees
o Security deposits
o Damage fees
o Mandatory savings
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This prohibition does not apply to Property Owners and does not prevent them from charging
allowable fees in accordance with the lease and applicable local and state laws.

Matching Requirements
Matching funds are committed by DMHAS or a subrecipient in the project application and must
be expended on eligible CoC Program costs - not limited to approved budget line items. HUD
requires a minimum match equal to 25 percent of the total CoC funds awarded. The matching
requirement can be met through cash and/or in-kind resources. Match resources may be from
public or private sources. In some CoC RA projects, DMHAS provides and is responsible for
documenting receipt and expenditure of matching funds. In other CoC RA projects, DMHAS
provides cash match to a Service Provider who also serves as the subrecipient of CoC funds and
the subrecipient is responsible for documenting receipt and expenditure of matching funds.
Some subrecipient agencies may also commit cash or in-kind match from other sources.
Because documentation requirements for in-kind match are significantly more onerous,
DMHAS uses cash match whenever feasible. Match is only in-kind if it is a donation of services,
goods, materials, or equipment. Donations are typically from a third party. In-kind match from
a third-party requires an MOU with the entity providing the match. Subrecipient agencies
providing the required match using volunteer time should indicate this as in-kind match.
Subrecipient agencies providing the match using paid staff time should indicate this as cash
match and list the source of the funds used to pay for those staff salaries. For example, an
agency that will provide assistance identifying potential project participants and helping them
to document eligibility using Projects for the Assistance in Transition for Homelessness (PATH)
funded outreach staff would identify this as cash match with Substance Abuse and Mental
Health Services Administration (SAMHSA) PATH as the source.
Match, whether cash or in-kind, can only be used on eligible CoC Program costs, i.e., any cost
that is defined as eligible in the CoC Program Interim Rule – this is not limited to approved
budget line items for the particular project. For example, case management is an eligible CoC
Program cost. A subrecipient may use DMHAS funds that support case management services
for project participants as cash match for a project, regardless of whether or not the project
has requested CoC funds for supportive services.
Below are some examples of cash and in-kind match:
• CASH MATCH: DMHAS directly provides case management and/or housing coordination
services to project participants funded through state funds.
• CASH MATCH: Subrecipient agency provides case management and/or housing
coordination services funded through a DMHAS contract.
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•
•
•
•
•

CASH MATCH: Building utilities not covered by the CoC grant are paid by the
subrecipient agency and funded through private sources.
CASH MATCH: Mental health services are provided to participants by a subrecipient
and funded through SAMSHA.
In-Kind: Subrecipient agency Board member provides pro bono legal services.
In-Kind: FQHC operated by a community partner provides outpatient health services to
participants.
In-kind: Food bank operated by a community organization donates food to project
participants.

DMHAS or a subrecipient may use the value of any real property, equipment, goods, or
services contributed to the project as match, provided that, if they had to pay for them with
grant funds, the costs would have been eligible. Any such value previously used as match, may
not be used again (i.e., the value cannot be claimed as match by more than 1 project or by the
same project in another year).
When the match source is cash, DMHAS/subrecipients must provide HUD with match
documentation prior to grant agreement execution. To avoid delays in grant execution,
DMHAS, typically, submits match documentation with their project applications in ESNAPS.
If match documentation is not available at application submission and HUD conditionally
awards the project, submission of the documentation will be a condition for grant execution.
Written documentation of cash match must be provided on the source agency's letterhead,
(e.g., if a subrecipient is using case management services funded by DMHAS as cash match, the
letter must come from DMHAS and be on their letterhead), the letter be signed and dated by
an authorized representative of the source agency, and, at a minimum, must include the
following: amount of cash to be provided to the DMHAS for the project, specific date the cash
will be made available, the project name and fiscal year to which the cash match will be
contributed, the time period during which funding will be available, and allowable activities to
be funded by the cash match (e.g., case management or rental assistance for project
participants). If awarded the grant by HUD, to document cash match, agencies must show that
the funds were recorded on the agency’s books and expended on eligible expenses during the
grant operating year.
If using in-kind match, the applicant should submit with the project application in E-snaps an
MOU with the donor entity. If the MOU is not available at application submission and HUD
conditionally awards the project, submission of the MOU will be a condition for grant
execution. If awarded the grant by HUD, to document in-kind match of donated services
DMHAS and/or a subrecipient must keep and make available, for inspection by HUD and/or the
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CoC, records documenting that the service hours were actually provided. They must also keep
the MOU with the donor entity on file.

Requirements for the MOU, include: establish the unconditional commitment of the services
being donated, provide the name of the project and operating year to which the match is being
contributed, describe the specific service to be provided (must be a CoC program eligible
activity), indicate total point-in-time number of clients receiving the service and total clients
receiving the service over the grant term, state profession and qualifications of the persons
providing the service, state hourly cost of the service to be provided, indicate that the services
are valued at rates consistent with those ordinarily paid for comparable services in that locality.
If awarded the grant by HUD, to document in-kind match of donated goods, property or
equipment, DMHAS and/or a subrecipient must keep and make available for inspection by HUD
and/or the CoC: documentation that the in-kind donation was actually received, including value
of the donation (must be documented on source agency letterhead, signed & dated). Must
indicate that the value is consistent with the cost ordinarily paid for similar goods in the local
market. The documentation must indicate the date on which the in-kind donation was
provided, the project and operating year to which the match was contributed, and the CoC
Program allowable activities provided by the donation (e.g., donation of food for meals for
project participants, or donation of tenant rights and responsibilities booklets to provide
tenant counseling services).
https://www.hudexchange.info/resource/3113/importance-of-documenting-match-under-thecoc-program/

Grant Terms
Grant start and end dates are defined in the grant agreement and can only be changed
through a grant agreement amendment (see Significant Changes section for more
information). CoC funds are drawn down by the DMHAS fiscal unit. Funds can be drawn
down for 90 days following the grant end date to cover expenses incurred during the
operating year. Grant funds may not be used to cover expenses incurred outside of the
operating year. Bulk purchases at the end of the operating year (e.g., for participant bus
tickets) are typically problematic. If the items purchased are not used during the operating
year, HUD may find such an end of the year purchase ineligible.

Procurement Requirements
Subrecipients of CoC funds must have written procurement policies that are consistent with
federal procurement requirements. Subrecipients must also document that any
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procurement follows those policies. There are 4 allowable methods for procurement: small
purchase, sealed bid, request for proposals, and non-competitive. CoC RA projects typically
only use the small purchase method, which is allowable for any purchase below $150,000.
This method requires:
• Obtaining 3 to 5 competitive quotes
• Selecting the most reasonable offer
• Using purchase orders or petty cash to make the purchase.

SECTION 12: LINKS TO ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
This list of resources is intended to help CoC RA projects to maintain compliance with HUD and
DMHAS requirements. It was current at the time of publication of this Guide. An updated list
of links to resources is posted periodically at: http://www.ctbos.org/resources/.

CT DMHAS Required Forms
All forms that the Housing and Homeless Services Unit requires DMHAS CoC Rental Assistance
projects to use are available at this link: http://www.ctbos.org/resources/.

HUD Resources
•

HEARTH CoC Program Interim Rule - https://www.hudexchange.info/resource/2033/
hearth-coc-program-interim-rule/

•

HEARTH Homeless Definition Final Rule- https://www.hudexchange.info/
resource/1928/hearth-defining-homeless-final-rule/

•

COC Program Frequently Asked Questionshttps://www.hudexchange.info/coc/faqs/

•

CoC Program Start-Up Training Series - https://www.hudexchange.info/trainings/
courses/coc-program-start-up-training-webinars-for-fy-2013-funds1/

•

HUD CoC Program Grants Administration User Guide https://www.hudexchange.info/
resources/documents/CoCProgramGrantsAdministrationUserGuide.pdf

•

HUD Monitoring Resources including Exhibits - https://www.hudexchange.info/
programs/cpd-monitoring/#coc

•

Uniform Administrative Requirements, Cost Principles and Audit Requirements for
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Federal Awards: 2 CFR part 200 https://www.hud.gov/sites/documents/CFR200.PDF

•

HUD Notice: Transition to 2 CFR Part 200, Uniform Administrative Requirements,
Cost Principles, and Audit Requirements for Federal Awards, Final Guidance http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/documents/huddoc?id=TransitionNotice22715.pdf

•

HMIS Requirements, Data Standards & Tools - https://www.hudexchange.info/
programs/hmis/

•

HUD Notice: Establishing Additional Requirements for a CoC Coordinated Entry
System https://www.hudexchange.info/resource/5208/notice-establishingadditional- requirements-for-a-continuum-of-care-centralized-or-coordinatedassessment-system/

•

HUD Final Rule on Chronic Homelessness- https://www.hudexchange.info/
resource/4847/hearth- defining-chronically-homeless-final-rule/

•

HUD Notice: Prioritizing Persons Experiencing Chronic Homelessness in PSH &
Recordkeeping Requirements for Documenting Chronic Homeless Status
https://www.hudexchange.info/resource/5108/notice-cpd-16-11-prioritizingpersons-experiencing-chronic-homelessness-and-other-vulnerable-homeless-personsin- psh/

•

HUD Equal Access Final Rule - https://www.hudexchange.info/resource/1991/equalaccess-to-housing-final-rule/

•

HUD Equal Access in Accordance with Gender Identity Final Rule https://www.hudexchange.info/resources/documents/Equal-Access-Final-Rule2016.pdf

•

HUD Equal Access Resources for Projects - https://www.hudexchange.info/
homelessness-assistance/resources-for-lgbt-homelessness/#self-assessment-forshelters-and-projects

•

HUD Equal Access Notice to be Posted at Sites - https://www.hudexchange.info/
resources/documents/Notice-on-Equal-Access-Rights.pdf

•

HUD Guidance on Application of Fair Housing to Use of Criminal Records by Housing
Providers -http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/documents/huddoc?
id=HUD_OGCGuidAppFHAStandCR.pdf

•

HUD Final Rule Implementing VAWA Reauthorization Act of 2013 – Final Rule and
Notice of Occupancy Rights Under VAWA available at: https://
www.hudexchange.info/news/hud-announces-publication-of-final-rule-
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implementing-vawa- reauthorization-act-of-2013/

•

VAWA forms available at:
https://www.hud.gov/program_offices/administration/hudclips/forms/hud5a

•

VAWA Housing Protections Implementation Webinar https://www.govinfo.gov/app/details/CFR-2012-title2-vol1/CFR-2012-title2-vol1part230

•

HUD Housing Quality Standards Checklist - http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/
documents/huddoc?id=52580.pdf

•

HUD 2019 FMRs (effective 10/1/18-9/30/19)
https://www.huduser.gov/portal/datasets/fmr/fmrs/FY2019_code/
select_Geography.odn

•

Sample “Rent Reasonableness Checklist and Certification” form -https://
www.hudexchange.info/resources/documents/RentReasonableChecklist.pdf
Additional information is available at:
https://www.hudexchange.info/resources/documents/CoC-Rent-Reasonablenessand-FMR.pdf

•

HUD Environmental Review Requirements -https://www.hudexchange.info/
environmental-review/

•

HUD Lead Based Paint Visual Assessment Training –
https://apps.hud.gov/offices/lead/training/visualassessment/h00101.htm

•

HUD Housing First Brief- https://www.hudexchange.info/resource/3892/housingfirst-in-permanent-supportive-housing-brief/

•

HUD Housing First Assessment Tool https://www.hudexchange.info/resource/5294/ housing-first-assessment-tool/

•

eLOCCS Registration Guide-http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/documents/huddoc?
id=eloccs_registration_guide.pdf

CT BOS Resources
The following materials and more are available at www.ctbos.org:
• Participant Chart Monitoring Prep Guidance
• General Health and Safety Checklist
• Sample Educational Rights Policy
• Environmental Review Guidance
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

CoC Homeless Verification Form
CoC Disabling Condition Verification Forms Checklist
Chronic Homeless Verification Forms Checklist
Sample Third Party Letters Documenting Chronic Homelessness
Sample Written Intake Procedures
Sample Personnel Activity Log
VAWA Lease Addendum

Other Resources
•

CT Department of Children and Families: What Mandated Reporters Need to Know:
https://www.proprofs.com/training/course/?title=july2018ctmrtcommunity

•

Corporation for Supportive Housing Case Management Tools (including sample
assessment and service planning forms): https://www.csh.org/qualitytoolkit/

•

State of CT Department of Banking – Rental Security Deposits:
https://portal.ct.gov/DOB/Rental-Security-Deposits/Rental-SecurityDeposits/Rental-Security-Deposits---Information-for-Tenants-and-Landlords
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SECTION 14: APPENDIX
DMHAS CoC Fiscal Procedures Guide
The DMHAS CoC Fiscal Procedures Guide is used by DMHAS fiscal staff. The Guide outlines the steps
taken by fiscal staff when managing CoC grants, tracking expenditures throughout the grant term, and
drawing down funds from HUD using the online LOCCS system.
Pages 1 – 3 of the Guide outline the steps taken by DMHAS fiscal staff and the timeliness expectations
associate with each step, while the subsequent pages provide instructions for completing each step,
including screen shots and images to help fiscal staff navigate the various systems used.
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Continuum of Care Procedures
STATUS
I. SET UP GRANT
A. Look up new award at HUD.gov https://www.hud.gov/press/press_releases_media_advisories
1. Go to Press release section and find the funding news release
2. Save the report to the continuum of care directory
3. Write in the start date and project number for each award.
B. Add grant to Budget Software
1. Get the total from the Award report saved in I-A.
2. Set up a new Notice of Intent for the fiscal year
3. Enter Grant award report
4. Enter SID into software
5. Print NOI to keep a log of allotments

Why are we doing each of
these tasks

When-timing of the tasks

Done between the end of
To get set up to load to OPM December and March

To establish a receivable in
core

Done between February and
March

done between march and
October

6. Enter in allotment request for grants
a. This can be broken down to current awards first and next awards later.
7. Post Allotment to KK_AGY1
C. Set up Receivable Log for each grant
1. Set up tab for receivable
2. Set up line on Summary page
D. Set up Reconciliation Page for each grant
1. Copy a blank reconciliation page into the workbook
2. Breakout grant to proper line items
3. Set up links to Receivable Log, payment register and MOD_CASH report
4. Set up line on Summary page
E. Set up Grant File for each grant
1. Label file
2. File copy of grant award in colored folder
II. MONTHLY

A. Notify FSB of change in grants for the next month's rent
1. copy old grant information for TRA only (PRA and SRA are updated on the contract)
2. Set up new grant information
3. email mapping to FSB
B. Load Receivable Log
1. Run Receivable reports in CORE-EPM
1

to establish a receivable log
for Auditors

done between March and
August

To be able to track the grant

done between March and
August

to be able to have a record
for auditors

done between March and
August

Aid FSB with when to switch
to a new grant year

First week of the month

track grant per SAM
instructions for auditors

First week of the month
HUD

Continuum of Care Procedures
STATUS
2. Subtotal report by SID-PROJECT-BUDGET REF-PERIOD
3. Enter report information into receivable log
C. Run MOD_CASH report in CORE-EPM
1. Load lines into AR_CASH_RECEIPTS_HUD workbook
2. This will pull into the reconciliation workbook
D. Run HUD Admin charges in CORE-TRIAL BALANCE
1 Load lines into first tab of the HUD_PAYMENTS workbook
2. This will pull into the reconciliation workbook
E. Run Monthly Register in CORE-EPM
1. Save in the Register folder
2. Set up tabs for Local Offices
3. Copy grant payments into HUD_PAYMENT workbook.
4. Copy grant payments into local office tabs
F. Check Reconciliation tabs in HUD-RECONCILIATION workbook
1. HAP and Admin should load automatically. This should reconcile back to the receivable log
2. Cash receipts should load automatically. This should receoncile back to the receivable log
3. PRINT all balancing reconciliations to prepare for drawdown

G. Set up receivables for DRAWDOWN
1. Run Monthly expenditures in CORE-EPM. This report pulls from the trial balance
2. Add/subtract adjustments to grants found on reconciliation pages
3. Double-check receivable from report against reconciliation page
4. PRINT monthly expenditure report
5. Enter Receivable into CORE-BILLING
6. Add/subtract adjustments on Receivable log summary page

H. DRAW DOWN receivable from HUD
1. sort balancing reconciliation pages by grant number (ct xxxx L1E etc)
2. Log into HUD-LOCCS
3. Use reconciliation page to draw funds
4. Separate field review draws from accepted draws
5. email HUD with backup for field reviews.

I. Receive CASH RECEIPTS
1. Write deposit numbers from CORE PICK LIST on reconciliation pages
2

Why are we doing each of
these tasks

When-timing of the tasks

to load receipts into
reconciliation page

First week of the month

to load admin into
reconciliation page

First week of the month

to load registers

First week of the month

to reconcile grants in the
reconcilation workbook

second week of the month

to adhere to the single audit
act that draws are timely

second week of the month

to adhere to the single audit
act that draws are timely

second week of the month

to adhere to the single audit
act that draws are timely

third week of the month
HUD

Continuum of Care Procedures
STATUS
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Apply deposits to receivable in CORE
PRINT Deposit accounting entries
Attach printed deposit to reconciliation page
LOG receipts on Receivable log summary page
File Deposits in drawer by business office for cash deposits.

J. Build 8% admin generation workbook.
1. Open workbook for the current month
2. It will automatically link to the HUD_PAYMENTS register pulling total admin due per grant
3. Save the workbook and make a copy of it for the next month.
a. Don't forget to close the next month's workbook and re-open the current month's workbook
4. Load payroll into the payroll tab.
5. Check each facility tab for payroll errors
6. Check each vendor tab for errors
7. Send workbook to Alice for approval and signature
8. Upon approval, print vendor tabs and send to FSB
9. Load facilities tabs into Spreadsheet journal upload tool for CORE
10 Upload spreadsheet journals to CORE and process
11 Upon notification of posted spreadsheet journals, notify facilities of reimbursment to their accounts
K. Process corrections (Journal Vouchers) in CORE
1. Open HUD_PAYMENTS and HUD Reconciliation
2. Open 2 windows in CORE CT
3. For each voucher that is marked X for ADJ needed do a journal voucher
4. IF a voucher affects a human service contract let Chris Bushey know you did a correction
5. mark adjustment as done in the HUD Reconciliation page for that grant.
III. END OF GRANT
A. Send copy of final reconciliation to Lisa for APR
1. Double check with LOCCS on the budget tab total award and draws
2. Print LOCCS Budget page and grant page for grant file
B. Double check receivable log for a zero receivable
1. Print receivable logs for grant file
C. Print final reconcilation page for grant file

3

Why are we doing each of
these tasks

When-timing of the tasks

To spend 8% admin on grants
timely

third week of the month

to allocate expenditures to
the correct grant.

third week of the month

support final APR sent by
Housing program

within 90 days of close of grant

HUD

A.

Look up new award at HUD.gov https://www.hud.gov/press/press_releases_media_advisories
1. Go to Press release section and find the funding news release
It should be sometime between the end of December through March
a. look for a release dealing with HOMELESS Assistance Programs

2.

3.

b. Look for the hyperlink that lists the funding and click it. This will bring you to a list of states that were awarded funding
c. Select Connecticut. This will bring you outside the website to an award report that is fine.
Save the report to the continuum of care directory
a. Save the report to T:\Accounting-Budget\Housing Program\Continuum of Care(shelter Plus Care)\Federal-HUD\FY NNNN awards
b. Open the report in ADOBE PRO. You need to be able to add text to the document.
c. Locate the grants that belong to DMHAS
The state grants start with ctNNNN

**there will be grants in two sections the CT 503 section and the CT505 section.
Write in the start date and project number for each award on the award report
You extrapilate the start date as the day after the end date of the previous year's award
a. edit the file in Adobe Pro and enter the start date and project number between the project name and the award amount.
found on the reconciliation page
in HUD Reconciliation.xlsx

b. Print award report and save it. You will need this report for the budget software.
c. Total all the DMHAS awards
** double check the total by running it twice.
save the total for entering into the budget software in I-B

4

I-A

B.

Add grant to Budget Software
1. Get the total from the Award report saved in I-A.
a. write down the total from the calculator tape that you ran in I-A.
2. Set up a new Notice of Intent for the fiscal year
a. Go to the OPM ABS software location http://www.appsvcs.opm.ct.gov/budget/
b. Login
c. Click the budget button in the upper left corner of the page to get a drop down menu
**click on grants-menu to enter the system

d. click create NOI to start a new notice of intent.

e. fill in Alice Minervino as the project manager and Stephen DiPietro as the Fiscal Officer. Click Next

f. Fill in application information and click next
Type of application = select new grant. Each year is its own grant
Application Due Date = March 1 of the current year.
State project title = HUD Continuum of Care Catchment FFY [ list the current fiscal year found on the top of the Homeless Assistance Award report from I-A
Agency reference number = [Federal fiscal year] - HUD
This follows the system set up by accounting to reference grants
Grant type = CFDA
grant ID = 14.267
We need this filled in, yet we don't have an application date per se.
Federal Program title = Continuum of Care Competition - Homeless Assistance program
Federal agency = US Housing and Urban Development
type of assistance = competitive
taken from the federal program title

g. Fill in funding information and click next
** click N/A for the period of funding
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** Number of years = from 1993 to the federal fiscal year of the award.
** enter in the total you calculated in I-A as the federal funds.
** enter zero for state, private and other
** enter in the total you put for federal as total funds

h. Fill in project summary and click finish
** Project location is DMHAS
** project summary is a blurb about the program
*** you must have supporting documentation. This would be the Grant award report you saved in I-A.
click browse and upload it.

3.

Enter Grant award report
a. Once OPM approves the notice of intent they will ask for an grant award report of their own.
* you will see a button next to your Notice of intent

b. Select status as approved and click next
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c. Select Award type as Federal and enter the total of the awards from I-A. Click Next

d. Enter in the approved budget. Click Next
* Enter total award as contractual.
** enter in That this reward requires Receivable letter of credit
*** enter in total award in the total box as well

The total award must match the amount you entered in 2g above as well as the
total you calculated in I-A

e. Enter in supporting documents and click finish.
** You would load the award report from I-A here as well.

4.

5.

Enter SID into Software. OPM will approve the grant award report and ask you to set up a SID
Enter the chartfield maintenance form found in T:\BUDGET\CoreCT Chart of Accounts Database\Chartfield Maintenance\2013-2017
look for the file [SID Chartfield Maintenance Form-22656] and insert it into the software.
we are not setting up a new SID but using an existing SID as the maintenance form states.
view NOI application and print
a. Click on the create(view) allotment/adjustment request button
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b. Click the NOI application button

c. Print NOI information page

d. Attach page to front of grant award report printed from I-A.
* write allotment request from I-B-6 below on the bottom of the page
PERIOD
AMOUNT
TOTAL RECEIVABLE TO DATE
Apr-Jun
11,618,759.00
11,618,759.00
July
9,026,974.00
20,645,733.00
ETC.
6.

Enter Allotment request into the Budget software and click submit request. Once the SID is accepted the system will allow you to enter an allotment
** you can enter one or more then one allotments as long as they don't total more then the award.
*** for Continuum of Care, do multiple allotments.
April - June start dates = as soon as allotment request appears
July = in June
August-September = in July
October = in September
November - January = in October

Receivable appopriation=total allotments to date
including current allotment
receivable per Prev. request=Total receivable to date
not including current allotment
receivable as adjusted=Total allotments to date
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7.

adjustment = current allotment

including current allotment

Post allotment to KK_AGY1
*OPM will approve allotment request, send it to Comptrollers to post to KK_ALLOT. Then you will see it as approved in the ABS software
Click view and print

** Anne will list Comptroller's budget journal number and date for the post to KK_ALLOT
1. sign out a budget journal ID number in T:\Accounting-Budget\Log\2019\budget journal ID 2019.xls

2. go to CORE CT and enter budget journal CORECT financials>Commitment control>Budget Journals>Enter Budget Journal
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3. select PRJ1 for ledger group and description above in I-b-7-1 above as the long description

4. select BUDGET LINE TAB and enter account code string for grants totaling the allotment request
FUND=12060
DEPT=MHA53100
SID=22646
These are the same across all grants
Program=00000
Account=50000
Budget Ref= match the budget ref used on the ABS software in I-B-6
Project = use the project listed on the grant report from I-A-3
Amount = amount of grant award

* it should look like this.

Total credits should equal allotment from I-B-7
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This is the number you entered in
#6 above
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C.

Set up Receivable Log for each grant
1. Set up tab for receivable
a. Open HUD Receivable Log file in Excel
T:\Accounting-Budget\HOUSING Program\Continuum of Care (Shelter Plus Care)\Federal-HUD\FY2019
b. Go to end of tabs and select the blank tab.
1. right click and select move/copy
2. click create a copy and place the cursor before location the new grant belongs. Click ok.

** the dates will be automatically updated for the spreadsheet.
** there is no need to adjust the header as that is generic. Same with footer.
c. Double click on tab title and enter new name.
* format is 22656-project number-budget reference

2. Set up line on Summary page
a. go to front of workbook and click Trial Balance-22656
b. go to the line after where the new grant would sit and insert a blank line.

c. copy down line above into the blank line. Keep the line highlighted
*usually you are adding in the next award that is a renewal of an older reward. So the project number remains the same
and the budget reference is the only thing changes.

d. Click find and replace while the line is highlighted. Enter the old grant year in the find and the new grant year in the replace. Click replace all
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D.

Set up Reconciliation Page for each grant
1. Copy a blank reconciliation page into the workbook
a. Open up HUD Reconciliation 2019.xls workbook
T:\Accounting-Budget\HOUSING Program\Continuum of Care (Shelter Plus Care)\Federal-HUD\FY2019
b. Go to end of workbook and select the blank tab.
1. right click and select move/copy.
2. move cursor the space the new grant will occupy.
3. click create copy
4. click ok

c. Double click on tab title and enter in grant title
* format is SID-Project-last 2 digits of bud ref

d. Change the color of the tab to match the tabs around it. If the two tabs are different use the color of the one after it.
e. Go to old grant and copy grant number. Paste on new grant page in cell A10. This cell ties to the ELOCCS form
*Change the grant year and version number to match the new grant.

f. enter in grant number and grant year in cell D10. This will populate the rest of the cells to the right.

g. Enter in the grant name
* you can copy the name from the previous year and change the grant year.

h. Enter in the grant year.
*Again you can copy from the previous grant and change the years.
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i. The receivable log links will automatically populate from cell D10. Copy and paste VALUE ONLY
from cell Q17 to N17 and from Q28 to N28

j. click inside the formula bar to activate link.

2.

Breakout grant to proper line items. The Supportive Services and Grant admin most likely will remain the same as the previous year.
a. Use the following formula to enter the HAP and 8% admin amounts.
=ROUND( [total rental assistance silo] /1.08,0)
This would be the HAP portion of the award
= [ total rental assistance silo] -D15
This would be the 8% max portion of the award

b. When the grant award letter is signed and received from housing. Double check this breakout.
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c. When the grant award letter is signed and received by Housing check the operating dates listed in the grant award letter

3.

* If the period does not match the start and end date that you have based on the previous year's award
then notify Alice Minervino that we would either have to revise the grant award letter or get an
acknowledgment letter from HUD that they are aware the dates are incorrect.
Set up links to Receivable Log, payment register and MOD_CASH report
a. Open up HUD Payments -2019 excel spreadsheet
T:\Accounting-Budget\HOUSING Program\Continuum of Care (Shelter Plus Care)\Federal-HUD\FY2019
b.click on blank tab and copy it to the numerical location it would fall in.

c. rename file to format of SID-Project-final 2 digits of Bud Ref and save.
*remove the formulas on line 5
d. Go back to reconciliation page and enter a hyperlink in cell D17 to cell E1 in Hud payments 2019 sheet.

e. MOD_CASH should already been linked in cells
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4.

Set up line on Summary page
a. Go to the Summary for local office and add a line after the old grant that is being renewed
* this page is for the local offices to help tie into their own tracking spreadsheet.

b. copy old grant into blank line. Find and replace budget reference

c. Go to Management summary and enter line after the old grant and before the next grant.
* this spreadsheet is for Alice and Lisa, to help determine the status of each grant.
d. Copy old grant into blank line. Find and Replace budget reference.
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E. Set up Grant File for each grant
1. Set up label in word
a. Open label.xls in EXCEL. This will link to WORD for the label maker
T:\Accounting-Budget\HOUSING Program\Continuum of Care (Shelter Plus Care)
* Enter the following in the document
Grant Name

* ie: Bridgeport TRA: Cons

CFDA#

COREMapper

Grant Number

22656-21752-2017

ct0035L1e031811 CFDA#14-267

Period

06/01/19 - 05/31/20

***Save file before continuing
b. Open up SPC file folder labels in word
# you will get a message before this opens. Click no
We are clicking no because we want
sheet 1 not sheet 2

* the file will open with the old labels. You need to link it to the correct labels.
1. Go to mailings and click Select recipients and use existing list.

2. select Label.xls, sheet 2 and open

3. Click finish and merge
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4. Print labels on 1 3/4" x 4" mailing labels (20 per page)

5. Attach to file folder
2. File the following in a file folder.
a. Signed grant award letter
b. copy of email noting any variance of date
c. copy of grant page from ELOCCS once it is loaded
d. receivable logs once the grant ends
e. reconciliation page once grant has ended.
3. Store the file folders by in the active grant drawer by LMHA
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A. Notify FSB of change in grants for the next month's rent
* In HUD Reconciliation spreadsheet , open PROJECT CODE KEY tab (third tab in)
1. copy old grant information for TRA only (PRA and SRA are updated on the contract)
a. For TRA grants that have an X in column H, copy columns A - D

b. paste on mapping for FSB tab

c. change previous adjustments to black so the new ones stand out.

2. Copy columns B - D into columns E-G and change the bud ref to the next grant year.

a. Add note of what month is being changes to column H. This will be the name of column H on the Project Code Key tab.

a. repeat steps 1-2 for all TRA grants marked with an X in column H of the Project code key tab
b. move column H to before Column S setting up the next month for mapping.

c. copy the mapping to FSB tab to a new book.

3. email mapping to FSB
email the new book to Kristen Brault and Christopher Bushey

A. Load Receivable Log
1. Run Receivable reports in CORE-EPM
a. Run expenditure/budget report in EPM

open up in excel
highlight the rows without a project and delete. We will pull the revenue and receipt in a different report

b. Run Revenue/Receipts report.
c. Combine reports in EXCEL

scroll to the bottom of the report and set your cursor the first blank cell in column A.

b. run the revenue report in EPM

open in excel and select all the rows of data

copy and paste at the bottom of the first EPM report.
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* discard rest of 2nd EPM report
c. Change the name of column I to EXPENDITURES and copy across over columns J, K and L.

Adjust column widths of columns I through L

change column headers to the Expenditure, Revenue, Receipt and award without changing column width.

d. For Ledger KK_PRJ1_BD copy the negative of column I into column L.

we are reversing the signs as a positve award is a
credit which shows as negative. We want to show
positive awards as a positive for purposes of the
receivable log

copy and past values in column L and remove the values in column I

e. For ledger group ARI, copy column I and paste the negative value in column K

we are reversing the signs as a positve award is a
credit which shows as negative. We want to show
positive awards as a positive for purposes of the
receivable log
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copy and past values in column K and remove values in column I

f. for ledger group BI, copy values in column I and paste the exact value in column J.

Billing is already a positive to show the increase so we
don't have to reverse the signs.

Copy and paste values in column J and remove values in Column I
g. for ledger group DC copy values in column I and past the negative value in both columns J and K

Deposit corrects need to be reversed to show
show the positive change.

copy and past values in columns J and K and remove values in column I.

2. sort report by Project, Bud Ref, and Period

3. Subtotal by project based on count of fund.

This is so we separate the Projects from one another.
We don't want totals as we are going to be drilling down to bud ref and totaling the report there

click off replace current totals so we can subtotal by bud ref.
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4. Subtotal by budget reference on sum of expenditure, revenues, receipts and awards

5. save file as [ Receivable log backup-22656 2019.xlsx ] in T:\Accounting-Budget\Susan\Billing\FY19
6. Enter report information into receivable log
a. open HUD receivable log-2019
stored in T:\Accounting-Budget\HOUSING Program\Continuum of Care (Shelter Plus Care)\Federal-HUD\FY2019
b. keep open the receivable log backup and the HUD Receivable log-20109 together on the screen

* Each change in budget reference will correspond to a new tab in the receivable log
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c. enter in expenditures, revenues , receipts and awards in the appropriate columns.
* expenditures go in column B, revenues into column D, Receipts into Column E and awards into column H.

d. reconcile YTD line on receivable log to total line on backup.

repeat for all tabs on the receivable log
7. Double check grand total on receivable log backup 22656-2019 to total on Trial Balance-22656 tab
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B. Run MOD_CASH report in CORE-EPM
Go to CORE-CT EPM > Reporting Tools > Query > Schedule query and run AR_CASH_RECEIPTS_HUD
1. run MOD_CASH report by fiscal year and month to date.

Run this to capture latest draws which could hit in the next
month

a. Open report in excel
b. open AR__Cash_receipts_HUD 2019 in excel as well. Allow both files to show at the same time.
2. Insert blank column between columns J and K

3. Copy all lines of data from Row 5 down to end on the EPM report.
*Do not copy rows or you will overwrite formulas

4. Paste values into the cash receipts file
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* in this example, the key code did not copy all the data. It's not reading the SID so it won't pull chartfield 1
So you would select the SID, click after the 22656 and return.

copy cell F5 (SID) down to end of data

5. Save and close. You don't need to keep the EPM report.
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C. Run HUD Admin charges in CORE-TRIAL BALANCE
1. Go to trial balance and run the report
a. CORE-CT financials > General Ledger > General Reports > Trial Balance

2. Open the report in excel and open HUD_PAYMENTS 2019.xlsx as well. Show both in the same excel
* In the HUD_PAYMENTS 2019 spreadsheet, go to the first tab Admin fees charged.

3. Select the data lines on the Trial balance report and paste it to the HUD_PAYMENT Report
a. go to the Trial balance report select just the data
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*Notice I haven't selected rows only the straight data
b. Paste the data into HUD_PAYMENTS-2019 file as value only

c. copy formula in cell F1

d. Go to cell F3 and paste the formula
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e. copy the formula down the column to the end of data

f. save HUD_PAYMENTS 2019 file.
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D.EPM
1. in Core, run EPM reports for the monthly register
a. run AP_VCHRS_HUD

b. Open the report in excel and save it as [SPC register - [month] [year].xlsx in
T:\Accounting-Budget\HOUSING Program\Continuum of Care (Shelter Plus Care)\Federal-HUD\FY2019\Monthly Registers
c. run AR_DIR_JRNLS_SPC in EPM

d. Copy rows of data from the AR_DIR_JRNLS_SPC and insert them into the AP_VCHRS_HUD report. This will capture all changes to the trial balance for HUD.

do not
overwrite any
data
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2. Open the HUD_PAYMENTS 2019.xlsx file and set up title bar
T:\Accounting-Budget\HOUSING Program\Continuum of Care (Shelter Plus Care)\Federal-HUD\FY2019
* set up both files to be views simultaneously in the excel window.

a. go to last tab on the HUD_PAYMENTS-2019 file and copy the title line.

b. Paste copied title line to SPC Register- November 2019.xlsx file
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* adjust columns on the SPC Register-November 2019 file to match data size.

c. Copy formula in cell F5 and cell F6 of the HUD_PAYMENTS file to cells F8 and G8 in SPC Register- November file

Column G is blank and that is the value we
want to overwrite with.

* copy down through all data lines

d. Copy cells I5 through K5 on the HUD_Payments file to cell I8 through K8 on the register file.
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* copy down the column to the end of the data and remove hightlight.

e. copy cells S5 and T5 on the HUD_PAYMENTS file to cells S8 and T8 on the SPC Register file

* remove hightlight and copy down the column to the end of the data

f. Format column N on the SPC Register by accounting
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g. format column R on the SPC Register by currency

h. Add filter to Title row on SPC Register.

i. Move report headers from column A in the SPC Register to column I, This is because we will be deleting columns A through H later.

3. Set up tabs for Local Officesin the SPC register
a. Copy sheet 1 to a new sheet and delete the data in the new sheet.

b. copy sheet 1 (2) 18 times
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* rename Sheet 1(2) through sheet 1(19) to the following.
GBCMHS WCMHN
InterCommunity Mercy
CRMHC
PSH HUD193 PSH HUD 134
PSH HUD ODFC

Chrys.Ctr CMHA

CHR

Rushford Ctr. RVS

BHCare

OOC

CMHC

SMHA

Untd Svc

4. Go back to sheet 1 and sort data by Project > Budget Reference > Correct grant > Acctg Date

Correct grant column is currently filled with Chartfield 1. Normally I
would remove the data from this column so that when we need to
adjust a payment the correct grant is read from here instead. For the
next step chartfield1 is pertinent.

5. Go to column H (Correct grant/ chartfield 1) and filter for 165499
**chartfield 165499 is being pulled from the admin in II-C so we don't need to pull it here

a. Remove these lines
* do not copy all rows and remove lines that way. It would delect lines with other data in correct grant.
b. Go to column H (correct grant/chartfield 1 and filter for 165403,165405,165406

1. Go to end of title bar to columns U, V and W.
2.copy the value in column N to columns U, V or W based on value in coumn H. This allows us to link multiple silos in the grant on the reconilication page.

* unfilter column H.
6. Go to column A and filter for non blank values
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a. Go to value in column N and change it to negative. This is because the data is pulling from the original line and we are doing a manual close so the amount is negative

b. unselect filter to bring us back to all the data
7. Open the HUD Reconciliation file
a. shrink window for the SPC register and the HUD_PAYMENTS leaving room for a 3rd file at that bottom of excel

in T:\Accounting-Budget\HOUSING Program\Continuum of Care (Shelter Plus Care)\Federal-HUD\FY2019
b. open HUD Reconciliation-20109.xlsx and fit it at the bottom of the screen so you can see all 3 documents at once.
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* Update links
8. select matching tabs in HUD Reconciliation and HUD_PAYMENTS files

a. update # of months paid in HUD_PAYMENT file (Cell L1) by 1 month

b. scroll to first blank line beneath data on HUD_PAYMENTS file.

8 Go to the SPC Register and filter project to match project selected in other 2 spreadsheets
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a. filter budget reference to match budget reference on other two spreadsheets

9. select column N on SPC Register spreadsheet and compare total to variance found on HUD Reconciliation page.

* this is where we start reconciling the register to the reconciliation page. The reconcilation page automatically links to the HUD_PAYMENTS spreadsheet.
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** the receivable logs links directly to the HUD Rconciliation page and compares it to the current register (without the new data)

** the variance between the two is calculated and shown. This is how much in rental assistance that we need to balance. So we had selected column N to total what CORE has for
payments. The two should match.

a. Check the contract numbers for contracts paid in the wrong grant year or for contracts paid in the wrong grant entirely.
* if the contract prefix doesn't match the project it must be moved to the correct project
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* If the rent month falls outside the grant period it is paid in then it must be moved to the correct grant.

b. insert the correct grant in column H and put an X in column G

c. move lines to correct grant

d. add adjustment to both reconciliation page for the grant the lines left from and the grant the lines came too.

10. If they match, copy the rows in the register and paste to the first blank row on the HUD_PAYMENTS file and skip to step 12

=>

a. check the reconciliation page, It should now balance.
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11. If they don't balance we need to figure out why. It could be a number of things… a duplicate invoice in the SPC register…a missing adjustment invoice because it doesn't
have payment information… or an incorrect Jourmal voucher
a duplicate voucher example. This doesn not mean the provider was paid twice. Just that the voucher is recorded twice.

Select column N and check that the sum of N equals the variance on the reconciliation page. If they don't match, you need to research why.

This doesn't match

a. First thing is to check for a duplicate invoice

b. If this doesn't pan out, run a ledger activity report in CORE to see what was charged to the grant for the month.
CORE-CT Financials > General Ledger > Review Financial Information > Ledger
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1. click search

2. match the YTD column for chartfield 165499 to reconciliation page for RA Admin. This should balance

3. That tells us that the issue is in HAP (chartfield 165404) so click the activity button next to the latest period (5) to drill down.

4. Check each line to determine if that date matches up to the SPC Register

6. Match the lines until you come across the variance.
a. once you find the variance, run an AP_VCHRS_HUD_NO_PMT_INFO. the register report without payment information so see if there is a voucher that wasn't picked up.
This happens when an adjustment isn't tied to a payment.

where is the query, share the query with staff
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It will generate this report. Here we find the variance in the form of an adjustment voucher (column F)

b. Copy the adjustment line and paste between lines on the register (sheet 1 tab)

c. copy down comment, adj needed , HUD Grant number, project number, and SID description

to see this.

e. Retotal column N. If they balance then continue to step 12. If they don't balance then continue to look through the Ledger inquiry. The next thing would be to check
journal vouchers (negative transactions). These don’t' appear on the AP_VCHRS_HUD report as they were taken care of in the previous month. But maybe
a journal vouchers didn't get entered correctly. Use the report from the AP_VCHRS_HUD_NO_PMTS report to puill the JVs (again look at column F for J)

f. go back to the HUD_PAYMENTS file and total the amount that correspond to Green colored voucher request number
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g. check the totals from the two files. If they are different then search one by one to find the voucher that was incorrectly entered.
after you have balanced you can go on to step 12
12. Cut and paste the selected values in the SPC Register to local office tab

=>

a. remove now blank lines on the SHEET 1 tab.

* you are done with this reconciliation tab.
Repeat steps for 8 through 12 for rest of tabs on the HUD Reconciliation file through United Services SID 22261.
13. Color the local office tab by the color of the color group

**Change to the next local office tab when the color group changes
Light medium and dark purple go to GBCMHC
Light medium and dark green go to WCMHC
Intercommunity is bright blue (project 22586) and goes to its own tab
Mercy (22626 and 22628) go to its own tab.
Light blue(22246,22468,22665,22244,22245,22642 and 22388) are CRMHC
Royal Blue (20752 and 22249)is Chrysalis Ctr
Dark blue (22591) goes to CMHA
Turquoise (22607) goes to CHR
light brown (22250) goes to Rushford Ctr
Tan(22251,22177,21536 and 22648) go to RVS
DK Brown (22659 and 22664) go to BHCare
(20901,22651 and 22663) go to OOC.
Light orange (22253,22252,21539,21816,22641,22650) go to CMHC
Pink (22256,22606) goes to SMHA
Medium Pink (22059 and 22261) goes to United Svc
DK Pink (22655) goes to HUD193
DK Pink (22661) goes to HUD134
DK Pink (22662) goes to HUD ODFC

14. For the DK Pink sids (22655,22661,22662)
For the PSH Projects we need to break them down further then just the project number. We have to break them out by contract ID
repeat steps 8 - 13 as normal.
a. after you balance and copy data lines into HUD_PAYMENTS scroll to the right and select columns X through AE for the last line with data in it.

b. drag formulas down to last data line that you just dropped in.
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c. cut and paste the valid data lines from sheet 1 to the local office tab (PSH HUD 193)

d. copy the local office tab and empty it of data lines

e. make 11 copies of this blank tab

f. Go to PSH HUD 193 tab (or PSH HUD 134 or PSH HUD ODFC) and sort (A to Z )on column S (Contract #)

g. cut and paste the first contract ID code (14-psh-2-mer-019 = MER) to a empty tab

h. rename the tab adding the contract ID code.

I. go to the next contract ID code and repeat step 14 g. though h.
**You could have a contract ID Code repeated in 2 different formats. Both go on the same sheet.
ie: 14-psh-5-dan and TRA-dan22655
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15. When you are done, the sheet1 tab should have no data. IF this is correct, delete the tab. If there is still data, Locate the project number and review that tab.
16. For each tab on the SPC Register, break link and remove columns A-H
a. select all cells

b. copy and paste values only in cell A1

c. remove columns A-H (the title row has them in purple.

* this will move the report header to cell A1. The tab is now ready for the local office.
d. repeat step 16 a-c for all tabs.
e. save the file
17. Go to end of tabs and insert 2 blank tabs for summary pages.
a. You need to add 2 tabs for the summary pages.

b. Move the tabs to the beginning of the spreadsheet.

c. Rename them [Management Summary] and [Summary for Local Offices]

d. Go to the beginning of the tabs in the HUD Reconciliation spreadsheet
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e. copy and paste the summary tabs in the HUD Reconciliation spreadsheet into the correcsponding tab in the SPC Register spreadsheet.
*Change date prior to copying on management summary tab

f. break links in SPC Register. Be careful not to break links in the HUD_PAYMENTS and HUD Reconciliation files.

g. On summary for local offices, Highlight any grant that has fewer months available then needed

18. email the SPC register to Alice Minervino and Lisa Callahan.
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E. Check Reconciliation tabs in HUD-RECONCILIATION workbook
1. Check to see that balancing cells are zero on all tabs

2. Cash receipts should load automatically. This should reconcile back to the receivable log
a. If draws were done at the end of the previous month and deposits at the beginning of the current month, run epm report for cash receives in the current month.
* Yes it won't balance to the receivable log but it will all you to see your current receivable.

b. checking the status in LOCCS will confirm that the cash receipts is correct.
3. change date and LOCCS PROJECT STATUS as of on the Yale&CMHC Ledger tab of the HUD Reconciliation workbook.

a. The date [12/2018] is the date of rents
for the current month.
ie: December rents are paid in November

b. The LOCCS date is as of today

4. Log into ELOCCS to update project status
https://www.hud.gov/program_offices/public_indian_housing/reac/online
* you must log into ELOCCS within 90 days to keep your account active
a. Click existing users
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b. and enter user name and password.

c. click accept after you read message of the day.

d. click Line of credit control system to enter eloccs

e. Click SNAP to enter into the Continuum of Care. Do not click SPC or SPCR, those are linked to old grants

5. Log into Project Portfolio (SNAP) for grant query.
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a. Stay on the all projects tab

b. pull the grant number from the reconciliation page

c. click on the corresponding link in ELOCCS
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d. The first page (general tab) gives you the summary information. This includes the contract dates and total HUD funding

e. Click on the BUDGET tab for line item

f. This will show the authorized, disbursed, payments in process and balance

6. Copy the total disbursed into the reconciliation tabs on the HUD Reconciliation workbook.

a. If the grant is new, you will need to pull the authorized into the spreadsheet as well.
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b. The drawdown variance should equal to Zero.
c. click on porfolio to go to next grant

7. complete this for all tabs on the HUD Reconciliation page.
8. PRINT all balancing reconciliations that have a receivable to prepare for drawdown
* set these aside to use in II-F and II-G.
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F. Set up receivables for DRAWDOWN
1. Run Monthly expenditures in CORE-EPM. This report pulls from the trial balance
a. AR_RECEIVABLE_BILLING_NIH_HUD
Enter Fiscal year, and month that you are running

Download to Excel and save as AR_RECEIVABLE_BILLING_NIH_HUD-October (change month for each report)
* save to T:\Accounting-Budget\Susan\Billing\FY19
b. remove column for periods earlier then the month you are working on. For this example, remove periods 1 through 3
c. Open previous months billing and copy titles from the month through total receivable check

d. Post headers on epm download and change month names.

e. Copy cells G3 through I3 on last months receivable report to this months receivable report.

f. Add sub total of columns F through I into column J and columns J through K into columns L. Blank out column M and remove any columns
stil to the right of column M
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g. create a copy of the tab and label it NIH. Delete all lines for SID 22656 and SID 20865

h. change name of first tab to HUD and delete SID 20777

i. Remove all adjustments noted on previous months future corrections column (column H) in current months column G.

j. sort report by Bud Ref then Project then chartfield 1

2. Reconcile EPM report to reconciliation pages printed in II-E
a. Move any expenditures charged to chartfield 1#165499 to chartfield 1#165404.
* this is because we need to keep expenditures for the 8% admin separate in CORE so we can monitor how close we are to the max.
But for drawdown purposes, the 8% is rolled into HAP making up the rental assistance silo.
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b. take the reconciliation page and match up the chartfield 1 subtotal to the reconciliation page.

c. If they match then put ok in the check column

d. of there is an adjustment on the reconciliation page enter it in column H on the Monthly Expenditure report
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e. If there is an open receivable in CORE, put it in column K and use column L to reconcile.

* repeat until the entire monthly
3. PRINT monthly expenditure report
a. sort the report by subtotal billing to pull out zero lines.
1. select all lines that are zero in Subtotal-Billing , right click and cut.
2. go to below the total and paste the lines below.

a. add totals to bottom of document
3. resort top of the report back to by Bud Ref then by Project then by Chartfield 1
4. set title row as print title and print the expenditure report.
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5. set the page number in the footer

6. Set print parameters . print document and SAVE

5. Enter Receivable into CORE-BILLING
Core-CT Financials>Billing>Maintain Bills>Copy Single Bill
* we copy the billing as there are around 100 lines to draw each month. This way most of the information is already loaded.
a. go to last months receivable report and pull the FEDxxxxx number

b. load this into core to copy the invoice Hit search
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c. Select copy bill and click save

d. click on the hyperlink to go to the new billing. Write the bill number (FED77047) on the invoice line on the expenditure report.

e. enter today's date as the invoice date and accounting date

f. change date in Header note

g. Go to line -info
The identifier is a shorthand for SID-PROJECT-last 3 digits of chartfield1-last 2 digits of budget reference
22656-22662-404-16
The description is the name of the grant with grant year and decription of chartfield1
PSH Prjct: ODFC(16)R
R=rental assistance
S=Supportive Services
quantity = 1
A=grant admin
measure = MO
O= operating costs
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unit price = amount from subtotal-billing column on monthly expenditure report

h. Go to Line info 2 and enter PO reference. This is how we will match up the deposit to the billing line.
* purchase order = project number - budget ref- chartfield 1 description letter
* entry type = IN ( for positive amounts ) or CR ( for negative amounts)
* Entry reason = FEDRL

ie: 22177-16R

i. Go to accounting and click to enter account code string.
* its important to enter 100 as percentage and NONPC as PC unit or it won't pull the project which is really important to capture. Load these first
FUND DEPTID PROGRAM AND ACCOUNT all remain the same for each entry. The rest of the entry is pulled from the identifier.

** Do this for all lines on the monthly expenditure report. The reason to do it this way and not separate billing for each grant is it would take a week to load
60 separate billings each month.
**The easiest way to do this set up the line-info 1 to show all lines. Match up the identifier to the expenditure report line. Change the unit price to the
new amount , check off that line and move down to the next line on the core billing. If there isn't a line on the expenditure report, delete that line on the billing in core.
Do this for all lines currently on the billing. Once you are done with the current lines, add lines at the bottom and load the rest of the lines from the
expenditure report
* once it you start entering the account code string it won't let you save until you are done, so plan your time accordingly.
j. Save billing as RDY
*check proforma bill to make sure it is accurate.
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k. Generate invoice
go to generate invoice in CORE
Core-CT Financials > Billing > Generate invoices > non-Consolidated > Finalize and Print invoices
Enter invoice number Click Run

select finalize and print and click ok

When run is completed (Success and posted) go to report manager

Select the PDF file and print

clip the billing to the monthly expenditure report.
6. Add/subtract adjustments on Receivable log summary page to match billing.
a. Open Receivable log 2019.xlsx file
b. Enter billing invoice number in cell L2 on Trial balance tab of receivable log.
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c. Go to trial balance-22656 tab and reconcile the subtotal billing column from the monthly expenditure report to the billing column on the
receivable log-Trial Balance-22656 tab

* you may need to add multiple lines on the monthly expenditure report if there are multiple chartfield 1 coding to match to the receivable log.

** you may need to add an adjustment that was on the monthly expenditure report to the receivable log if there is an adjustment.

d. Total at bottom of receivable log needs to match total on monthly expenditure report.

e. Print both the trial balance tab and the trial balance-22656 tab.
* Attach to the print out of the monthly expenditure report and the billing from core
** Set aside in the receivables folder.
*** We will be using this in II-H-5 when the deposits come in.
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G.

DRAW DOWN receivable from HUD
1.
sort balancing reconciliation pagesprinted in II-E-3 by grant number (ct xxxx L1E etc)

2.

Log into HUD-LOCCS
a. Click existing users

https://www.hud.gov/program_offices/public_indian_housing/reac/online

b. and enter user name and password.

c. click accept after you read message of the day.

d. click Line of credit control system to enter eloccs
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e. Click SNAP to enter into the Continuum of Care. Do not click SPC or SPCR, those are linked to old grants

Here you can go one of two ways , to make inquiries, click Project Profolio (SNAP), to make a draw click payment voucher entry

3.

Use reconciliation page to draw funds
a. Select grant number(s) that you will be drawing.

b. after selecting all grants that are to be drawn (you can select as many as you need) click submit at the bottom of the page.

c. If the grant has been drawn on before skip this step. If it has not been drawn before you will fill in the operating start date found on
the reconciliation page found in the HUD reconciliation file.

Enter the date in this box in mm/yyyy format
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d. Pull the info from the bottom of the reconciliation page to fill in the right of the drawdown request.

Fill out bottom of reconciliation page with HUD information

e. click submit to enter draw. This will create a voucher number that you enter on the reconciliation page at the bottom.

f. Notice that now you have a voucher number
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g. enter this number on the reconciliation page , Sign and date the page.

if the

h. If the payment request was accepted but requires field review circle yes on the reconciliation page. If it was accepted but didn't require a field review , circle no

4.

5.

Separate field review draws from accepted draws
a. As you go through the draws stack them in separate piles.
b. Accepted draws not requiring field review may go directly to the deposit folder to wait for deposit.
email HUD with backup for field reviews.
a. send the following information in an email to Sharon Narcisse at the local HUD office for field review (Sharon.M.Narcisse@hud.gov)
Voucher #
Grant #
amount
description
501-00438020
ct0011L1E051710 $36682.00 old grant ended 6/30/18
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H. Receive CASH RECEIPTS
1. Write deposit numbers from CORE PICK LIST on reconciliation pages
* When Deposits come in they will appear on the CORE Deposit Pick list.
CORECT FINANCIALS > Accounts Receivable > Payments > Online Payments > Regular Deposit
Select agency location code 53100001. This is the bank account that we deposit the draws into.

a. Write deposit number on printed Reconciliation page from II-E

2.

* the deposits will come in groups. The draws that did not need field review will come first. A few days later the rest of the draws will appear
b. repeat step II-H-1-a until all the deposits are matched to reconciliation pages
Apply deposits to receivable in CORE
Go to CORECT FINANCIALS > Accounts Receivable > Payments > Apply Payments > Create Worksheet
a. Enter deposit number in Deposit ID Box and click search
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b. Enter Customer ID [FED004] and Business unit [mham1]

c. Enter P for qual code

d. Enter reference code found at bottom of reconciliation page
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e. click build

This will automatically select the billing line associated with the deposit. You can tell that it matched completely by the remaining amount is zero

* if the remaining amount is not zero, then a number of things could have happened. Either you didn't enter in the reference correctly,
the purchase order wasn't entered correctly or one of the lines is a negative amount that you didn't draw. You would have to check each one.
To check the reference, simply click on worksheet selection

To check all the purchase orders select view all
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To see if you have more selected then you want, click display selected items and click go

f. Click worksheet action

g. click create/review entries to generate accounting entries

3.

PRINT Deposit accounting entries
a. make sure that all entries are visable. If they aren't, click view all

b. If there are more then 1 accounting entry, right click on page and select all.
c. click print preview and format the page. You only need to select landscape on the first deposit. You would have to select 80% for each print.
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* if you had selected the whole page because there were multiple accounting entries, the select as [selected on screen]

d. print the accounting entries
e. After you printed the print preview screen will close back to the accounting entries. Click on [Return to previous panel]

f. Select [batch standard] and click ok

g. The posting action status must say [batch standard] for the system to post it overnight.

***repeat steps 2 and 3 for all deposits
4.

5.

Attach printed deposit to reconciliation page
a. staple the printed deposit on top of the reconciliation page
b. double check that you are attaching the correct deposit to the correct receivable page.
LOG receipts on Receivable log summary page
a. pull the receivable log summary that you printed in step II-F-6
b. Look up the account code string to find the deposit
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c. write the deposit number and deposit date in the columns to the right

**deposit date = budget date on deposit accounting entries

6.

** set aside receivable log summary pages for audit review at end of year
File Deposits in drawer by business office for cash deposits.
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I. Build 8% admin generation workbook.
1. Open workbook for the current month
T:\Accounting-Budget\HOUSING Program\Continuum of Care (Shelter Plus Care)\Federal-HUD\FY2019\admin
a. Enable Content
b. It will automatically link to the HUD_PAYMENTS register pulling total admin due per grant
c. save the current month.
2. Save the workbook and make a copy of it for the next month.
a. Save as the next month (ie: December 2018.xlsx)
b. Copy b6 through b96 to J6 to J96
* this will set the reporting schedule to zero for the next month.
c. Save the file
d. Close next month's file
3. Reopen the current month's file (ie: November 2018.xlsx)
a. Update links to the HUD_PAYMENTS Spreadsheet
4. Go to the data ribbon at the top of excel.

a. click on edit links

b.

Break Link to HUD_PAYMENTS-2019 and close

c.go to cell H2 and change it to say [Links are broken}

d. save the workbook
5. Load payroll into the payroll tab.
a. Run the Payroll_SPC_ADMIN report in EPM
* Load the payperiod endates for the month you are working on.

b.

Copy the lines from the report into the matching rows on the payroll tab

Monthly
file

EPM
Report
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1. insert rows by account code

Monthly
file

EPM
Report

2. enter all employees to their respective rows.
You would have to hightlight the line , cut and Paste between the two lines above the account total row.

* Delete data for account 50423. We don't reimburse for this account code. This is the only code that is not reimbursed.
It should look like this wshen you are done

what other accounts don’t we reimburse for

6. Check each facility tab for payroll errors
a. check CRMHC, RVC, SMHA, SWCMHS and WCMHN
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b.
c.

Check for OK below the total
Check for Reimb is ok
If it says error below the total you would need to add Kristen's Brault to the mix.
* WCMHN and SWCMHS both are set up to receive Kristen's salary.
1. add rows to allow for Kristen's line items. You need 9 rows
2. copy Kristen's lines from either SWCMHS or WCMHN

3. Copy formula in the fringe percentage to the new location. EXCEL doesn't pull the formulas literally, but will pull it relatively
so we need to reset the formula to pull
from the payroll tab for Kristen.

4. Paste formula into cells labeled for that formula

5. reset formulas to account for the other lines of payroll.
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F

A

B
C

F
* FOR A: subtract the total for the other two employees from the total of the generated 8%

we are subtracting Y and Z from X in the formula

X

Y

Z

** FOR B: we enter the same calculation in the formula utilizing X, Y and Z.

** for C: Simply subtract B from the calculation of X-Y-Z

* The total should now be ok
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6. Add lines in the journal portion to account for Kristen's reimbursement.

* The amount will be B from step 5 above.
7. Add C from step 5 to the last line (total Fringe Recovery)

* the check should now say OK

* total payroll adjustments to Cash should equial Zero.
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8. Add fringe benefit distribution for Kristen to the CO826 calculations.
a. Highlight the boxes to the right of the line distribution and change the color of print from white to red

b. Add calculations of Kristen's fringe to the right of the now visible data

=round( F * B,2)

* make sure that you add the $ sign in B

Copy down formula to end

7.

* the total must equal ZERO
Enter Grant admin to OOC spreadsheet jourmal
* Here we search the HUD Reconciliation pages for grant admin due that is not paid as a flat grant.
The reconciliation page will state if it is a flat grant payment
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a.

try to use the grants that are expiring soon first, then move out to the other grants.

b.

Enter the grant admin balance into the OOC Spreasheet on the 8% admin spreadsheet

c.

Enter grant admins up to total of Alice's and Lisa's Salaries.

* You have a check figure that lets you know how much more you can enter to reach the total payroll.
* you will always leave a few cents balance that is ok.

8. SIGN out 7 journal ID numbers for spreadsheet journals
a. go to Journal ID 2019 found in T:\Accounting-Budget\Log\2019
b. Doc typ number = PC
date = today's date
Preparer = your initials
Reason for Document = co826 [tab name] Shelter Plus Care Admin Reimbursement for the month of [current month]
ie: co826 CRMHC Shelter Plus Care Admin Reimbursement for the month of November 2018
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why is not CMHC co826

9. Enter the number of the first number you signed out into cell S1 on the CRMHC tab

* This will load the document number into the header for all 7 journals going out to the facilities
10. The other tabs are invoices for the providers. They will self load and do not need anythng added to it. Check them to make sure there aren't any errors

10. Send to Alice Minervino in an email for her signature
a. She will sign all colored tabs and return it to you.
11. Upon return from Alice, Save the file overwriting the one in the directory. This saves the copy with Alice's signature on it.
a. Print all provider invoices (Chrysalis Ctr through WRCC)

b.
c.
d.

sign them as the OOC/Accountant approval and date them.
scan them into your U drive
submit the scans to FSB at MHA-CVH-FSB-ScannedInvoices <MHACVHFSBScannedInvoices@ct.gov>
* note in email that there are multiple invoices in each scan.
e. Stamp each paper copy of invoice with [scanned to FSB] and file in the invoices folder on Susan's desk.
12. Save Spreadsheet as [month] CO826.xls
ie: November 2018 co826.xlsx
13. Copy and Paste tab
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a.

Go to box between A and I and select the entire spreadsheet

b.

copy and paste values only to cell A1. We need to break not only links to the calculation tab but to the CO826 as well.

c.

Delete payroll backup section on all Facilities tab leaving one BLANK row betweem the spreadsheet journal and the CO826.

d.

repeat for tabs, CRMHC, RVS, SMHA, SWCMHS, WCMHN and OOC
**save file to prevent corruption
14. remove the following tabs: facility notification, calculation, payroll, Chrysalis Ctr, cmha, Rushford BH Care, United, InterCommunity, Mercy Hsg,
Comm Hlth Rscrses, and WRCC
**save file again. This time it is setting up for submission of CO826.
15. Prepare journals for upload by removing zero lines
* Do this for tabs labeled CRMHC, RVS. SMHA, SWCMHS, WCMHN and CMHC
OOC shouldn't have any zero lines to remove
a. Right click on [base amount] in column P and sort A to Z

b.

Select the lines with zero in the base amount and delete them.

c.

resort by line #
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d. * check line numbers to make sure they are all ascending
16. Open Spreadsheet Journal upload tool.
a. Open JRNL1.xlsm (journal upload tool) in the same window as the CO826 file
T:\BUDGET\CoreCT Spreadsheet Journals
** enable editing and enable contents if needed.
b. It will open to the menu

c.

select new

d.

Enter in the journal from November 2018 co826 spreadsheet

e.

add a journal header
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f.

* enter Journal ID = number that was signed out
Description =
Source = PC
ledger = mod_accrul
USER ID = your core ID number
and click ok
Add number of lines from CO826 file to the jrnl1 file

g.

copy the journal lines from theCO826 file to the JRNL1 file

h.

Click the home button

i.

Write the file to an TXT file to be uploaded into CORE

1. select the file to write
2. enter file path
T:\BUDGET\CoreCT Spreadsheet Journals
3. overwrite JRNL1.xls with journal ID number
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4. click ok
17. Upload into CORE CT
a. open core ct
Finacials > General Ledger > Journals> import journal > Spreadsheet Journal

b.

* if there is a file attached, delete it.
click add

c. click browse to search for the file
search for the file in T:Budget\Spreadsheet

d.

* select the Journal ID you want to upload and click open
Click upload

e.

Click run
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f.

click process monitor to check on run status. Once it is success and posted, click details

* make sure the log says it uploaded a file successfully.

18. Edit Journal to process in core.
a. Go to financial > General Ledger > Journals > Journal Entry > Create/update journal entries

b.

find an existing value tab
Business unit = State
Journal Header status = blank
Journal ID = journal number you uploaded
Source = blank
click enter
c. This drops to the header page. Check that everything looks right.
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d.

Click on the lines tab

e.

review the data to make sure it is all correct
* make sure debits = credits

f.

select edit journal and click process

g.

Look for the Journal status and budget status to be valid
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*Complotrollers will post the journal to the General Ledger
19. email the CO 826 to OSC.co-826@ct.gov
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J. Process corrections (Journal Vouchers) in CORE
1. Open HUD_PAYMENTS and HUD Reconciliation
a. Open both files in the same window

b.

Move to the first tab that has a pending adjustment.

c.

Click on the voucher request number highlighted in yellow
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d.

change the color to green and copy the invoice number from the formula line.

2 Open two windows in CORE CT and place them on opposite screens
a. Open one in Internet explorer to the left (to be copied from)
Go to Core CT Financials > Accounts Payable > Vouchers > add/Update > regular entry
Click the Fine an existing value tab
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b.

Open the second window in Firefox (to be copied to) so that Core won't link the two windows
Go to Core CT Financials > Accounts Payable > Vouchers > add/Update > regular entry
Click Add a new value

3 Create a journal voucher in CORE
a. Enter the voucher ID number you copied in J-1-d to the voucher ID box in internet Explorer and click search

b.

click on the invoice information tab
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c.

click on the Supplier iD

d.

Go to the firefox window and change voucher style to Journal voucher. Click ADD

e.

Paste supplier id from the internet explorer window into the supplier ID box in the firefox window. Click enter
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f.

click on the invoice number box in the internet explorer window and copy contents

g.

paste contents copied in Invoice number box on the firefox window.

h.
i.
j.

Add a J to the invoice no.
This is to distinguish it from the original voucher. Otherwise it would give you a duplicate voucher error.
Enter today's date as the invoice date
Enter receipt date from original invoice in the receipt date of the journal voucher
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k.
l.

enter original voucher number in the related voucher box on journal voucher
Enter description of change in the description box on the journal voucher

m. select copy down box on journal voucher
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n.

Enter the negative of the merchandise amount from the original voucher in the merchandise amount on the journal voucher.

o.

Enter in the account code string from the original voucher to the journal voucher.

p.

Click add to add a new line copying down the coding from the current line.

q.

make the changes needed for the adjustment noted on HUD PAYMENTS and HUD Reconciliation.

r.

Save journal voucher.
* It will automatically notify FSB to approve it.
4. IF a voucher affects a human service contract let Chris Bushey know you did a correction
a. send an email to Chris noting the contract number, chartfield 2 and the change.
b. this must match the transfer sheet
5. mark adjustment as done in the HUD Reconciliation page for that grant.
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a.

adjustments usually affects multiple tabs on the HUD Reconciliation spreadsheet. Mark both tabs as done
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A. Send copy of final reconciliation to Lisa for APR
1. Lisa Callahan wil send an APR FINANCIALS spreadsheet asking for final draws in ELOCCS

2.

Open the HUD Reconciliation spreadsheet
a. Go to the grant listed on the APR FINANCIAL Spreadsheet.

b. Verify that the grant is finished. That there is no receivable.

If it is zero then circle YES on the APR Financial spreadsheet

c. If the grant is not finished, there will still be a receivable
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** circle No on the APR Financial spreadsheet.

3.

Open ELOCCS and look up Budget details for grant
Log into HUD-LOCCS
https://www.hud.gov/program_offices/public_indian_housing/reac/online
a. Click existing users

b. and enter user name and password.

c. click accept after you read message of the day.

d. click Line of credit control system to enter eloccs
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e. Click SNAP to enter into the Continuum of Care. Do not click SPC or SPCR, those are linked to old grants

e. For queries , click Project porfolio (SNAP )

f. Click on the grant number that you are looking up

g. Click on the budget tab

h. Enter the disbursed amounts from ELOCCS to the APR Financial spreadsheet
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4.

* complete steps III-A-3 -f through step h. For each of the grants on the APR Financial spreadsheet.
For grants that are completed only (If there is still a receivable, you must wait until the receivable is drawn)
a. Print Budget tab from ELOCCS

b. Print General tab from ELOCCS

c. store printouts in the manila grant folder.
B. Open up the HUD Receivable log and drill to the grant tab
1. Print the receivable log for the manila grants folder

C. Print final reconciliation for the manila folder
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a. Store the manila folder in case the auditors would like to see it for 3 years.
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